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Writing / Reading Place 

Fields of Belonging – Interpreting Jewish Literatures 

An International Workshop, May 5-7, 2015 

 

Opening: Tuesday, May 5  

Israel Museum 

19.00-20.30 

Greetings:  

Richard I. Cohen (Director, "Da'at Hamakom," The Hebrew University), 

Carola Hilfrich (The Hebrew University) 

Keynote Lecture: 

Hélène Cixous, Ay Yay! The Shout of Literature 
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Wednesday, May 6 

The Hebrew University, The Maiersdorf Faculty Club 

 

9.30-11.00: The Shout of Literature 

Hélène Cixous (Paris) 

In conversation with Eric Prenowitz (Translator, University of Leeds) and Carola Hilfrich 

Chair: Carola Hilfrich (The Hebrew University) 

 

11.00-11.30: Coffee break 

 

11.30-13.15: In Other(s') Languages 

Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan (The Hebrew University) 

Belonging Destabilized: Anton Shammas' Arabesques 

Ruth Ginsburg (The Hebrew University) 

French Scholem, or Scholem's Purloined Letter 

Chair: Ilana Pardes (The Hebrew University) 

 
13.15-15.00: Lunch break  
 

15.00-17.00: Speaking, Being 

Anastasia Telaak (University of Gdańsk) 

"When the roof flies off the house and the words don't provide refuge, I speak." Space, Form and 

Language in Alejandra Pizarnik's Poetics of Un/Belonging 

Susanne Zepp (Freie Universität Berlin) 

"Sou caleidoscópica." Clarice Lispector's Belongings 

Chair: Yoav Rinon (The Hebrew University) 
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Thursday, May 7  

The Hebrew University, The Maiersdorf Faculty Club 

 

10.00-12.00: Looking Back 

Vivian Liska (University of Antwerp) 

"The Places that we saw now look at us.” Vienna in Contemporary Austrian-Jewish Literature 

Natasha Gordinski (University of Haifa) 

Childhood Discoveries: Epistemologies of Belonging in Post-Soviet American Jewish Fiction 

Chair: Birgit Erdle (The Hebrew University) 

 

12.00-14.00: Lunch break 

 

14.00-16.00: Architectures 

Sonja Dickow (Hamburg Universität, Fellow "Da'at Hamakom") 

Architectures of Loss and Remembrance in Nicole Krauss’ Great House 

Carola Hilfrich, Ytav Bouhsira (The Hebrew University) 

"The Plasma of Space, the Tissue of Dreams" - Jonathan Safran Foer's Tree of Codes and the 

Architecture of Immersive Worlds 

Chair: Manuela Consonni (The Hebrew University) 

 

16.00-16.30: Coffee break 

 

16.30-17.30: Concluding Discussion 

Roundtable
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Ever - Rêve 
 
 

Toujours là, Ever, c'est son nom, toujours là à la fin, dès qu'il y a fin, abîme, elle aura toujours 

été là, Ever, la littérature, à la fin, donnant lieu, et tenant lieu – pour recommencements, lorsque le 

navire-vie sombre, lorsque en douze vers et dix minutes, all lost, on est perdu, tout est fini, vite, 

passons, à l'autre scène ! 

 

BOATSWAIN – Lay her a-hold, a-hold ! Set her two courses ! Off to sea 
… Lay her off ! 
Enter Mariners, wet 
MARINERS – All lost ! To prayers ! All lost ! 
       Exeunt Mariners 
BOATSWAIN – What, must our mouths be cold ? 
GONZALO – The King and Prince at prayers ! Let's assist them, 
For our case is as theirs. 
Shakespeare, The Tempest, I.1 
 

Die Welt ist fort/ich muss dich tragen, c'est elle ce ich qui dit ces mots je dois te porter dans la 

langue de Celan, qui ne consolent pas, qui sauvent et portent, all lost, et une seconde plus tard on se 

réveille survivant – aux bords d'une île à laquelle Shakespeare n'aura jamais eu à donner de nom, 

car elle est la littérature même, le théâtre-de-secours. Entre Prospero et sa plume bâton. Enter 

Prospero (in his magic cloak, with a staff) and Miranda : l'écriture et la lecture. 

Prosopopée : moi la littérature en huit mots je relève le monde. 

Fort, die Welt, ist, ich, dich, tragen, muss.. Avec huit mots un tout petit poème, quelques 

syllabes un ensemble-monde. 

Avec le mot Los, j'ai semé un livre. Los est une graine de vie et de mort 

A FINIR 

 
 
LE BOSCO – Serrez au plus près ! Au plus près ! Hissez deux voiles ! 
Gagnons le large ! Cap au large !  
Entrent des Matelots, trempés 
LES MATELOTS – Tout est perdu ! Prions, prions ! Perdu ! 
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      Les Matelots sortent 
LE BOSCO – Quoi ! Faudra rester la gueule gelée? 
GONZALO – Le roi et le prince en prières ! Rejoignons-les. 
On est fichus comme eux. 
 
 
 
 

Il m'est arrivé neuf fois en ces derniers neuf ans d'être à bout de monde. La mort attaque. 

Chaque fois la fin (était) venait, sa foudre lente, la fin dure, elle monte chercher les vivants comme 

une marée inexorable. Pendant la tempête lente d'abord on crie adieu ! ensuite on écrit (v.54). 

 

Le terrible jeudi du mois le plus cruel quand le sort m'a arraché mon père d'un instant à l'autre 

et du même coup la moitié de mon cœur, et tout le sol du monde, quand tout n'a été que blessures et 

effroi, j'avais dix ans, les violettes de février allaient éclore, je me suis accrochée à un cahier et la 

littérature a commencé son travail de colmatage de l'abîme. J'étais anéantie, tout est perdu sauf le 

mot et sa polyphonie polyphenix. Dans le jardin de mon père ce jeudi-là on joua The Phenix and the 

Turtle. 

Néant, née en, mort(e) en, néant ! Néant !, en français quel mot fabuleux, un vol de mots s'est 

abattu sur les bancs de fleurs et sur les mimosas, tout a été cris et musique, je criais : Vis encore ! Je 

criais : Papa ! Papa en français, quand on nous enlève une vie, vous l'avez remarqué, nous crions le 

nom de l'être cher, nous le conjurons, nous le répétons, à la place de tous les mots de la langue nous 

nommons et appelons, nous faisons résonner sans fin : grand-mère ! Papa !, nous piquons le vide 

avec le nom unique, nous le multiplions à l'infini pour changer le néant en musique, nous martelons 

l'enclume  en silence avec nos cris de noms, Eurydice !, maman !, nous crions pour l'être qui ne 

répond pas, à sa place, appeler c'est chasser le silence, contredire l'arrêt prononcé par la mort. Nous 

appelons l'être qui n'est pas là, nous le retenons par les franges de son être, par les lettres de son 

nom, nous prions nous crions Dieu ! nous créons Dieu, le Néant. Et, la prière s'exauce elle-même. 

La crière. L'invention de la littérature c'est, comme pour l'invention du dessin par Dibutade ou 

l'invention de l'écriture, une défensive d'urgence contre le pillage, le massacre, l'oubli. Contre notre 
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propre auto-immunité. Notre terrible système d'adaptation, notre affreuse soumission à la réalité. 

Notre exécrable économie spirituelle. Tu es (fini) mort. Je te pique le monde. Je te coupe le souffle. 

C'est fini. Fichu. Terminé. Dit la mortalité. Non ! crié-je.  

Je ne me rends pas. Ce qui est fini n'est pas fini. Ce qui est fait et ne peut être défait peut être 

défait. Je prends le mot Néant, et je le retourne en son contraire. Né en.  

— Ah ! me diras-tu, ami de langue anglaise, mais ma langue ne connaît pas ce mot. Mon 

anglais ne dispose que de Nothingness. Ce n'est pas ça.  

— Mais vous, joueurs de la langue anglaise, vous avez la chance du merveilleux Done. Et 

l'idée me vient que la grande symphonie anglaise a dû commencer, avec un coup de done. De 

Beowulf à John Donne de Shakespeare à Joyce, la mémoire de l'anglais résonne de ces éclats de 

Glas dont Derrida nous a fait entendre les infinies portées de sens dans le français. Done. 

 

Done meurt et ressuscite en Donne's done. Comme le fichu du rêve de Benjamin se 

transforme par la magie du français en fichu, the scarf turns poem, et par la suite en rêve 

d'immortalité de Derrida. 

Dans le pays des pays perdus où germent les textes, où tout est fichu, un fichu est aussi fichu 

autrement, un texte est toujours fichu, plus ou moins donc, dans ce pays où rêvent les ruines, rêvent 

de celui qui va les relever, habite le génie de la métamorphose. 

La littérature est cette Divinité sublime de la Transformation qui s'affaire toujours autour des 

mêmes tombeaux, des mêmes secrets. Tombeau d'Anatole (Mallarmé), Tombeau de Morella (Poe). 

Tombeau pour la tête de Julien Sorel. Tombeau de Cléopâtre. 

— Relevez-vous, morts, et vivez autrement ! 

— Morts, levez-vous et racontez-moi votre mort. 

À peine avais-je lancé sur ce papier cet appel, que j'entendis la voix d'Agamemnon confier à 

Ulysse ce témoignage poignant : 

 

As I lay dying je cherchai à lever les mains, the woman with the dog's 
eyes would not close my eyes as I descended into Hades. 
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    (Odyssée, ch XI) 

Tandis qu'étendu je meurs, je cherche à lever les mains, la femme aux 
yeux de chien ne voulait pas me fermer les yeux, tandis que je 
descends dans Hadès. 
 

Comme on oublie ! J'avais oublié la voix étouffée de sanglots du premier des revenants, j'avais 

oublié l'ancêtre épouvanté de douleur de ces demi-morts qui n'arrivent pas à passer de l'autre côté, 

privés qu'ils sont des attributs d'une mort bien faite. J'avais oublié qu'avant Addie Bundren et avant 

Hamlet l'inconsolé, il y avait eu le premier roi des assassinés littéraires. Et c'est là le destin de ces 

mal morts morts mal finis : ils errent dans une mourance perpétuelle, et leurs voix qui nous peignent 

leur peine attendent au bord du Léthé qu'une oreille poétique recueille leur supplication : Ne 

m'oubliez pas ! N'ajoutez pas une mort à mon élimination, écrivez mon nom, ne m'effacez pas du 

livre ! Vous qui vivez plus tard, imaginez l'inimaginable, écrivez mon histoire, soyez les gardiens et 

les chantres du souffle qu'on m'a volé. Signé : Agamemnon, Hamlet père, Hamlet fils, Addie 

Bundren, J. Derrida. 

Il y a quarante ans que je n'avais pas écouté les mots amers d'Addie, que j'avais totalement 

oublié les cris sauvages des oies noires que sont les mots pour elle. Voilà que ces cris amers 

déchirent le tissu vert de l'oubli, cassent la vitre qui m'empêche d'entendre les derniers mots de mon 

père mourant. 

— Come, come ! 

— Qu'est-ce que tu dis ? 

— Go, go. 

— Mère, ne va pas t'en aller ! Reviens, père ! 

Quel mystère ! Il y a des chaînes de mots qui possèdent une puissance de résurrection. Des 

mots, des noms peut-être, qui ont des doigts légers, qui nous touchent les paupières de l'âme, les 

lèvres closes, et d'un seul coup nous sommes réveillés, juste à temps pour décrocher le téléphone, au 

bout duquel mon père, ma mère, my beloved, se sentent abandonnés,  maintenus sous effacement.  

— List list o list ! C'est moi ! Tu m'entends ? Je suis l'esprit de ton père. Je suis la voix errante 

de ta mère. As-tu du papier ? Vite, note ! J'ai 59 choses à te dire. — 59 ? dis-tu.  
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59, vers, strophes, chapitres. 59, c'est le nombre de chapitres des voix de As I Lay Dying. La 

Circonfession de Derrida s'exhale en 59 périodes. En 59 vers toute l'horreur du monde est versée par 

the Ghost dans l'oreille de Hamlet fils. Brief let me be. Adieu, adieu, Hamlet. Remember me. (Act I, 

sc. 5) 

 

 

59 ? Un jour j'écrirai un livre de 59 pages et à la 59ème, je dirai ---------------------------------- 

 

Ce 59 serait-il le nombre secret de la littérature ? Ce 59 a des charmes de mot de passe 

apocalyptique. De Homère à Joyce à Pynchon peut-être, de Dante à Beckett, se seraient-ils transmis 

le mot, les poètes ? Cette récurrence est-elle crypte ou, merveilleuse, coïncidence ? 

Il me vient à l'idée que ce qui m'enchante en littérature c'est cette insistance, cette revenance, à 

travers siècles et langues, du battement d'un cœur, que la mort n'éteint pas, nous mourrons et notre 

émerveillement survivra, et c'est cette mélodie, ce rythme, cette phrase de 59 mots qui nous fait 

sentir qu'il y a quelque chose de plus fort que le néant, de moins vain que notre courte vie ; et ce qui 

nous enchante c'est que ce rythme de notre peur, de notre souffrance, cet entêtement du mort à 

écrire et décrire sa mort, est toujours le même exactement, c'est le pouls de la vie qui s'entend vivre 

et qui en passant d'une œuvre à l'autre, transmet, perpétue, ne meurt jamais. 

Tout est détruit. Rien n'est perdu. Je te croyais mort, bien-aimé, mais tu étais seulement passé 

dans une autre vie 

 

Death be not proud 
 
When one man dies, one chapter 
is not torn out of the book, but 
translated into a better language. 
Donne, Meditation 17 
 

Tous ceux que j'aime, que j'aime entendre écrire, ont eu leur expérience de révélation. On 

meurt. On perd la vie. On la retrouve. Alors quelle joie, quelle allégresse ! C'est le cas de 
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Montaigne, de Rousseau, de Dostoïevski, de Blanchot. Des graciés, tous. 

Il faudra que je demande à Stendhal, me dis-je, à Melville, à Celan, ce que 59 leur dit. Cette 

permanence nous enivre comme la treizième subjugue Nerval en revenant, toujours la même, 

toujours la première. 

En attendant je demande à mon fils, le mathématicien : qu'est-ce que 59 ? 

Et aussitôt il me répond : 59 ? Mais c'est — ...  

Si j'avais le temps je vous dirais comment 59 c'est un de moins, un de moins que 60, et ce qui 

se cache sous la différence fatidique de ces nombres.  

Mais je n'ai pas le temps de vous le dire ici. Car la loi dit : cette conférence ne doit pas durer 

plus de 60 minutes. 
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Ever : — « Aérer la chambre du crime », voilà mon rêve. 

Nous aussi, nous voulons, comme Proust, et avant lui Sophocle ou Milton, aérer la chambre du 

crime. 

 

 

 

Nous voulons « aérer la chambre du crime ». Il y a une chambre pour le crime. Dans le 

premier chapitre, en tant que première scène il y aura toujours eu une chambre et un crime. Une 

chambre pour le crime. Une chambre hantée. Étouffante. Trop de rideaux trop d'armoires, remplies 

de trop de manteaux de velours noirs doublés de satin rose, trop de fauteuils aux bras tendus, aux 

dos courbés.. Où germe la littérature. 

Que je tourne autour de la couche/du corps du starets Zossima, le saint hiéromoine au cadavre 

qui pue, ou du corps de Ligeia, que je me penche sur le lit de mon fils disparu ou le lit des amants, 

que ce soit la mère de Stephen Dedalus qui passe ou la mourante, – la morte de l'Arrêt de Mort, ou 

que je médite sur l'amour dans la chambre misérable du Père Goriot, le cœur de la scène est toujours 

le même, le même noyau du poème et c'est toujours la chambre où Socrate vit sa mort comme un 

long monologue de Hamlet. La littérature joue sa scène, se passe, derrière la pensée, de l'autre côté, 

on y accède en passant par une vitre cassée et bouchée à demi par un morceau de percale vert. 

 

 

Nous voici dans la chambre du crime. Elle est toujours au même endroit, à l'étage au-dessus de 

la salle-à-manger familiale. Les mêmes passions, les mêmes pensées la remplissent, les mêmes 

fureurs. — Vous m'avez tué. Je vous tuerai ! dit le sujet. « Vous êtes deux imbéciles ! » crie le fils 

Santeuil.  

Entre la Colère ! Elle souffle des Vérités insupportables en toute liberté, dans le monde 

littérature, elle est souveraine, elle qui dans le pays quotidien est surveillée et punie. Ouf ! s'écrie-t-

elle, ici, enfin je peux vomir mes laves et proférer mes insultes. C'est moi qui cause. C'est moi qui 

ose. Je suis le chef furieux de la littérature. J'attaque. Je dirige l'Iliade. Je casse tout. Et je suis 
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adorée. Tous les êtres humains, à commencer par les lecteurs, me vouent une joyeuse 

reconnaissance. J'incarne leurs pulsions de mort. Tuer son père, sa mère, le roi, l'enfant, c'est mon 

œuvre et ma mission. Je suis là pour représenter les massacres et les effrois qui se bousculent dans 

l'enclos des rêves. Je vous fais jouir de vos égorgements. Je suis l'esprit irrité de Yaweh dans la 

Bible, c'est moi qui souffle à Job ses imprécations, à Moïse ses mauvaises pensées. Quel délice 

quand Jean Santeuil crie à Monsieur et Madame « Vous êtes deux imbéciles », en plein salon 

littéraire. Quand Stendhal s'enivre de haines sanguinaires, c'est moi. À la lanterne Chérubin et 

Séraphie. C'est moi tous les délires que chante Shakespeare. Je suis la froide et sadique loi qui 

condamne le fils Kafka – à chaque fois qu'il désire. Les ouragans de Dostoïevski, moi. Les cent 

vingt fureurs de Don Quichotte, c'est très moi.La littérature tempête, elle nous tombe dessus, à 

coups d'épée, elle nous offre l'hostipitalité. Ici, dans l'espace psychique où la Colère est reconnue, 

où Polyphème hurle, et Ulysse rit des mutilations qu'il inflige, où tout est surintensité et haine 

d'Ahab le noir pour le blanc cachalot, l'air retentit de rugissements. Ici nous sommes effroyables. 

Dans la chambre du crime, nous sommes cruels, nous sommes des animaux blessés, des envies de 

déchiqueter nous déchirent. Inutile de le nier. Seule une jeune fille de dix-neuf ans entourée de 

poètes prend le parti de Polyphème. Son nom : Mary Shelley. On n'a jamais vu autant de haine et de 

colère courir l'univers que dans le livre de Frankenstein. 

Oui la littérature chante la Colère, elle célèbre la divine furie à qui elle doit son existence. 

La Colère est à jamais la même enchaînée déchaînée, qu'elle hurle grec ou russe c'est toujours 

la même tragédie. Seul l'ameublement de la chambre varie, selon que le crime avec châtiment, la 

double souffrance, ait lieu à Wuthering Heights ou sur le Pequod. 

La littérature c'est la Colère devenue hymne, rythmes, phrase. 

C'est que nous tenons à sauvegarder cette force plus forte que nous, à jouir de nos souffrances. 

À garder ce que nous avons perdu. À goûter le goût d'herbes amères du baiser qui sèche sur nos 

lèvres séparées. 

 

Ma mère ne parle plus. Il y a une semaine elle a dit deux mots. « Trop vieux ». A-t-elle 

marmotté. Le dernier des poèmes. Naturellement intraduisible. Maintenant je pose mes lèvres sur sa 
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tempe creuse comme un commencement de tombe et avec ces misérables restes de provisions j'ai 

encore de quoi écrire. 

 

Nous sommes repliés dans la Grenzland, Zone-frontière entre la solitude et la vie en commun 

dieses Grenzland Zwischen Einsamkeit und Gemeinschaft (Journal de Kafka, 25 Oct. 1921). C'est là 

que j'écris. Je suis sous le volcan. Et cependant je tremble de froid. 

 

 

 

Je mettrais ici un chapitre sur la frontière et ses mots, sur la frontière entre les frontières des 

langues, sur les intraduisibles qui se groupent aux bords des langues, sur le mot frontière, en 

français, sur le mot de garde à la frontière du néant 

 

si j'en avais le temps 
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C'était en septembre 2001. Le monde s'écroulait. Die Welt war fort. Vous vous rappelez cet 

automne et ces ruines. Alors Derrida invoque les grands destins fichus de Benjamin et Adorno. 

Fichu qu'il se sentait déjà lui-même, fichu et fichu, et fichu dans un rêve de littérature. Rêvant 

d'aller plus loin que la philosophie. Et déjà entendant sonner son glas. Done ! Done ! Ding ! Done ! 

La littérature se vit à la hâte, ô la peur de mourir avant de finir son glas, la peur de Proust et la peur 

de Kafka, vite, avant d'être Done. Mieux encore : s'envoyer vivre mort. 

Est-ce moi qu'on appelle ? se demande l'élève Abraham, dans la classe où le maître lance le 

nom de l'élu pour la couronne de lauriers, et le maître, on le sait avec Celan, le maître est la mort. 

Ou est-ce un autre Abraham, celui que Kafka conçoit pour lui seul, un certain Abraham Kafka, petit 

commerçant, représentant en littérature. 

Est-ce pour moi que sonne le glas ? 

 

La lettre de la mort est partie. Elle cherche son destinataire. Et ma vie est une fuite, trop courte 

disent les uns, trop longue les autres, devant la lettre. Pendant la fuite j'ai juste le temps d'écrire Le 

Verdict. Tout le temps où je cours devant la lettre, devant la Loi, je dispute l'adresse – est-ce moi ?, 

je ne me reconnais pas, sous ce nom homonyme, à d'autres !, et pendant tout le temps de ma 

destinerrance, car c'est moi qui égare le message et non le message qui divague, je sais et ne veux 

pas savoir je ne sais pas et crains de savoir, qu'à la fin j'avouerai ce que je nie, c'est moi le thee pour 

qui sonne le glas, alors je me jetterai du pont depuis lequel j'avais jeté jadis, crime contre la vie, les 

plus belles lettres d'amour du monde. J'avais, je le confesse, voulu en finir avec la littérature comme 

prophète de la vie posthume, mais à la fin je l'entends murmurer à mon oreille : pourquoi envoyer 

un messager demander si c'est bien à toi que mon cri monotone s'adresse ? Tu sais bien que chaque 

fois que je sonne, à chaque fin unique comme tu dirais, c'est toi qui es touché, chaque glas te 

célèbre, tu meurs dans chaque mort. Vers la fin tu tombes de plus en plus souvent. 

Une à un tes amis descendent chez Hadès, tes mois sont plus nombreux de l'autre côté que de 

ce côté. 

Tu viens de pasticher ma méditation 17 : j'en avais écrit ta première version pour toi. En 1624 

déjà tu étais destinée à recevoir à ton tour la mission de traduire le cri du glas dans une des langues 
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de Babel. 

Le jeudi 12 Février 1948 le premier messager porteur de la nouvelle de la mort de l'empereur 

de la vie mon père, fut mon frère Fips le chien, il hurlait en chien : Dead ! Dead ! Daddy dead ! Et 

j'ai traduit ses cris en français, premier texte, 1948. 

C'était en décembre 1964 à Manhattan, je venais de mourir dans Central Park, je venais de lire 

les poèmes de Celan, et dans la nuit abandonnée par le monde, j'ai griffonné à l'aveugle les premiers 

ordres dictés par la littérature. Je ne savais plus qui j'étais, dieu n'avait plus de nom. Les écureuils 

étaient à demi-morts. La bouche pleine de terre ils disaient Nevermore. C'était peut-être des 

ravensquirrels. Je ne sais plus dans quelle langue j'écrivais. C'était peut-être en anglais. Cependant 

lorsque, premier des lecteurs et seul et dernier des lecteurs, Derrida reçut ces lambeaux de 

Manhattan, ils étaient maculés en français. Ils s'étaient peut-être traduits ou convertis pendant la 

traversée de l'Achéron. Ou bien en allemand ? En tout cas nul ne pouvait dire qui exactement avait 

écrit ça. L'auteur comme on dit, est foule, j'en étais, c'est tout. 

— Ne doute pas que le glas sonne pour toi  

Doute que c'est à toi, toi là, oui toi, de signer cette chose. Cette créature. 

 

Dès que nous « écrivons », « croyons écrire », nous sommes saisis de doute, nous nous 

perdons, nous ne sommes plus nous-mêmes ourselves we do not owe, nous sommes comme les 

criminels qui sont toujours innocents de leurs actes. Nous reprenons nos esprits perdus assis brisés 

devant une mer de feuilles de papier, d'aveux insensés, de traces de larmes et de sang, nous jetons 

un coup d’œil sur ce chaos (nous n'avons plus qu'un œil, comme Henri van Blarenberghe) sur ce 

carnage – et nous sommes stupéfaits. C'est moi qui ai causé cela ? Non ! Et nous sommes soulevés 

d'un mélange d'horreur et d'admiration. La preuve que ce n'est pas moi, mais un autre moi, un 

aliéné, un cauchemar une jument terrible qui nous galope dans on-ne-sait-où la nuit, qui se sont 

déchaînés dans mon arrière-pensée, dans la maison endormie, et ont commis de si violentes 

extravagances et si nues, sans retenue, sans honte. — Henri, crie la mère en moi ! Henri ! Qu'as-tu 

fait ! (et tous les criminels poètes, au réveil, s'appellent Henri, ou Charles, ou Edgar, c'est pareil, 

c'est moi, c'est Hélène, c'est toi, it is thee) 
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Tu as tué ta mère, tu rêvais, c'est pareil, dans l'autre réalité tu as tué ces troupeaux de béliers 

aux pattes blanches, Julien, tu as tué un grand cerf et ton père, tu as tué Monique, Augustin, c'est 

pareil et c'est pire, tu as tué Chérubin l'affreux et la cruelle Séraphie, Henry, Henry. 

 

Henri ? Dis-tu. Quel nom ! Eh oui ! Il y a de quoi en rire, n'est-ce pas ? Oh ! Ce qu'il y a dans 

un nom ! Non ce n'est pas seulement Stephen Dedalus qui dit ça, ce fut d'abord Juliette Capulet. 

Capulet, quel nom ! Et Montaigu, alors ! Et ce qu'un nom peut faire, comme poème, et comme 

dégât ! Et ce que fait un nom avec ce qui couve au secret de ses lettres, c'est cette part de la 

littérature qui, en pleine tragédie, nous frappe d'hilarité. 

 

 

Deux ans, dix ans, à 5 heures, dès que je quitte mon royaume my night kingdom sans mort, 

dès que les corbeaux du jour de la réalité sonnent le glas du monde, me tirent de la barque du lit, me 

jettent au vide dont la gueule de gouffre n'a pas de lèvres, en répétant leur morceau à trois notes 

Nevermore, — car la mort n'en finit jamais de nous remordre les oreilles, on ne peut apaiser sa faim 

— tout de suite déjà la littérature répond. Elle se joue de la fin, elle s'évade, comme Eve ma mère 

s'évade. Voici comment cela se passe, ainsi : tenez le jour où le dernier portable de J.D. tombe en 

panne, 

Paroles de J.D. : on trouvera un autre moyen de se téléphoner 

Paroles d'Eve qui me hèle depuis le quai où stationne sa dernière barque : — Hélène ! Qu'est-

ce qu'on fait ? — On dort, Eve, dis-je et on rêve. Eve ève rêve 

 

La littérature : 

— De janvier à (—) je passe les mois entre les bords de la vie et de la mort dans cette zone 

cette bande – lande – frontière, ce pays où l'on voudrait tant aller si on était sûr que le voyageur 

pouvait en retourner, cette cage où l'on est parfois condamné à demeurer, trop longtemps, pas assez 

longtemps.  
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La Littérature c'est le téléphone antimort, la magie qui établit la liaison entre nous, les orphées 

orphelins et nos êtres chers invisibles, en apparence, mais présents, « sur le souhait qu'on exprime ». 

Nous n'avons, pour que le miracle de la résurrection s'accomplisse (Guermantes-Doncières), qu'à 

approcher nos doigts du parallélépipède rectangle magique que nous appelons d'un mot magique 

aussi, Book. 

Le son qui vient de loin 

Et nous sommes comme le personnage du conte à qui une magicienne, 
sur le souhait qu'il en exprime, fait apparaître dans une clarté 
surnaturelle sa grand'mère ou sa fiancée, en train de feuilleter un livre, 
de verser des larmes, de cueillir des fleurs, tout près du spectateur et 
pourtant très loin, à l'endroit même où elle se trouve réellement. Nous 
n'avons, pour que ce miracle s'accomplisse, qu'à approcher nos lèvres 
de la planchette magique et à appeler [...] les Vierges Vigilantes dont 
nous entendons chaque jour la voix [...], et qui sont nos Anges 
gardiens dans les ténèbres vertigineuses dont elles surveillent 
jalousement les portes ; les Toutes-Puissantes par qui les absents 
surgissent à notre côté, [...] : les Danaïdes de l'invisible qui sans cesse 
vident, remplissent, se transmettent les urnes des sons ; [...] les 
servantes toujours irritées du Mystère, les ombrageuses prêtresses de 
l'Invisible, les Demoiselles du téléphone ! 

Le Côté de Guermantes 
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D'abord on crie 

 
 

CRIE 
Aïe Aïe 

Ayaï 
 

 

Ensuite on écrit : on traduit dans l'ultrasilence de l'écriture les cris aigus et brefs 

de la réalité. La littérature c'est pour hurler longtemps, pousser les cris jusqu'à la 

musique. Le droit à la littérature ou le droit aux cris que la réalité et la communauté 

nous interdisent. Dans la famille, nous sommes pleins de cris étouffés, nous sommes 

des loups muselés, nous sommes assis à la table où les parents jouent aux cartes, 

pourquoi ne joues-tu pas aux cartes, mon fils, pourquoi refuses-tu d'être un Mitspieler 

 

Mes parents jouaient aux cartes, j'étais auprès d'eux, 
seul, totalement étranger ; mon père dit que je devrais 
jouer ou tout au moins regarder la partie ; je m'en tirai 
sous un prétexte quelconque. Que signifiait ce refus, si 
souvent répété depuis mon enfance ? Ce qui m'était 
ouvert par cette invitation à jouer, c'était la vie 
commune, jusqu'à un certain point la vie sociale ; je me 
serais acquitté sinon bien, du moins passablement, de 
l'effort qu'on me demandait sous forme de participation, 
il est même probable que le jeu ne m'eût pas trop 
ennuyé, — et pourtant je refusai. 
 
 
Die Eltern spielten Karten ; ich sass allein dabei, 
gänzlich fremd ; der Vater sagte, ich solle mitspielen 
oder wenigstens zuschauen ; ich redete mich irgendwie 
aus. Was bedeutete diese seit der Kinderzeit vielmals 
wiederholte Ablehnung ? Das gemeinschaftliche, 
gewissermaβen das öffentliche Leben wurde mir durch 
die Einladung zugänglich gemarcht, die Leistung, die 
man als Beteiligung von mir verlangte, hätte ich nicht 
gut, aber leidlich zustande gebracht, das Spielen hätte 
mich wahrscheinlich nicht einmal allzusehr gelangweilt 
– trotzdem lehnte ich ab. 
Kafka, Journal, 25-10-1921 
 
 
CLAUDIUS – Pourquoi toujours ce nuage au-dessus de 
vous ? 
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GERTRUDE – Cher Hamlet, bannis cette couleur de nuit, 
Et vois d'un œil ami le roi de Danemark. 
Ne reste pas toujours, les paupières baissées, 
À chercher ton noble père dans la poussière. 
C'est le sort commun, tu le sais, tout vivant doit mourir, 
Passant par la nature jusqu'à l'éternité. 
HAMLET – Eh oui, madame, c'est le sort commun. 
GERTRUDE – S'il l'est, 
Pourquoi te semble-t-il à toi si singulier ? 
 
 
CLAUDIUS – How is it that the clouds still hang on you ? 
GERTRUDE – Good Hamlet, cast thy nightly colour off, 
And let thine eye look like a friend on Denmark. 
Do not for ever with thy vailed lids 
Seek for thy noble father in the dust. 
Thou know'st 'tis common – all that lives must die, 
Passing through nature to eternity. 
HAMLET – Ay, madam, it is common. 
GERTRUDE – If it be, 
Why seems it so particular with thee ? 
Hamlet, I,2 
 
 

On ne peut pas répondre, on vomirait une lave de cris de douleur et d'épouvante. 

On écrit dans son journal. On lit au livre de soi-même. 

 

Dès que je passe outre, dès que je me retrouve dans le monde-littérature 

j'entends (comme à l'aube les oiseaux se partagent le territoire acoustique – vous 

l'avez entendu l'orchestre de l'heure indécise ? Ils se passent le cri), j'entends le cri de 

taupe de la littérature. 

 

 

 

J'ai pour trésor un texte fabuleux qui tient dans ma main comme un perroquet 

magique, c'est une nanotragédie. Elle contient les clés de toute l'œuvre de Proust. Les 

Sentiments filiaux d'un parricide. Ce bref et terrible texte paru en 1907 dans le Figaro 

et qui résume sous l'air d'un fait divers tout Sophocle et tout Dostoïevski. 

J'y prends les clés, elles ouvrent tous les textes. Tous nous avons tué et crié, et 

nous avons senti flamber en nous les tendres et brûlants sentiments filiaux d'un 

parricide. 
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Avec quoi Proust nourrissait-il le livre auquel il rêvait ? Des cris, des cris, des 

cris. Il reconnaissait la littérature à l'air de sa lamentation. Il aima Chateaubriand pour 

la monotonie de son cri de chouette. Mme de Sévigné pour ses lettres de mère poule. 

Ajax, Aïas, vous vous souvenez, celui dont Sophocle, son confident avide, dit 

que son nom est son destin, Aïas, Alas, Ajax c'est nous, non, vous ne vous souvenez 

pas, Alas ! on a oublié Ajax : il crie, il vomit sang et son pendant des centaines de 

vers, il se plaint à lui-même qu'on oublie sa valeur sans égale. Lui qui est, Achille 

mort, le plus grand, le plus fort, ses hostiles compagnons le traitent en second, le 

déshonorent, lui préférant Ulysse l'habile, le châtrent. Désormais il sera éternellement 

abaissé et oublié. Nous aussi, trois mille ans après nous l'oublions, nous le diminuons. 

Il hurle son nom de douleur. Qui se souvient d'Ajax ? L'homme disparaît. La douleur 

reste. On recueille son amertume. Et par la suite ses cris sont recueillis et rallumés par 

Samson Agonistes, par Dostoïevski par Proust. Les cris voyagent. La barque accoste 

dans bien des bords étrangers. Aussitôt s'élève l'hymne du désir et du regret. Vous 

m'avez tué. Comme la vie aura été courte. Ne m'oubliez pas. Deux mois ! Vous m'avez 

déjà oublié ! Non seulement j'ai souffert de mourir de mort. Mais encore je souffre 

mort de mourir d'oubli. 

J'avais trouvé dans le cahier 54 de Proust une injonction que j'avais prise pour 

moi : « trouver le rythme de la double souffrance ».  

C'est cela, écrire son thrène. Une souffrance pour moi, une souffrance pour toi. 

Je souffre de ta souffrance à ma souffrance. Je me souffre à toi. 

Or l'autre jour, à côté du lit médicalisé où ma mère vit cette année allongée 

comme dans une barque louée au chasseur Gracchus, qui émet un râle électronique à 

intervalles réguliers, j'ai lu – ayant reçu une injonction télépathique – je relisais Ajax. 

C'est alors que j'eus la surprise d'y découvrir la double souffrance.  

CHŒUR – La double souffrance, o femme, est un grand 
mal 
TECMESSA – Si tu pouvais choisir, préférerais-tu/tandis 
que tes amis souffrent, toi, jouir de ton côté/Ou bien 
partager la peine et souffrir de leur souffrance ? 
CHORYPHÉE – La double souffrance/serait le plus grand 
mal, madame 

 
TECMESSA – And which, were the choice thine, wouldst 
thou prefer/ To afflick thy friends and feel delight 
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thyself/Or to share sorrow, grieving with their grief 
CHORUS LEADER – The twofold woe/lady, would be the 
greater 
 

L'idée que la première plainte contre la double souffrance fut portée et mise en 

question en 440 av. J.-C., me transporte. J'ajoute que si cette double douleur m'arrive 

c'est par la force électrique de l'écriture qui garde, par la toute-puissante littérature, 

notre mère mémoire – oubli. 

Comment !! 

Une pensée qui blessa une âme il y a 2500 ans est-elle là, ici, de façon 

perceptible, dans mon bureau, dans mes papiers, dans ma petite mémoire ? Oui. Non. 

Pourtant oui. C'est bien autour d'elle, de ce mal, que J.D. écrivit, le premier, États 

d'âme de la psychanalyse. Il n'avait pas relu Ajax. Et pourtant les râles d'Ajax avaient 

hurlé toute la nuit. 

Ajax n'est plus. Plus rien. Aujourd'hui 2014, J. Derrida n'est plus J.D. 2000. Tu 

n'es plus HC 2000, dit mon fils. Il n'y a pas un atome commun de ton corps avec ton 

corps d'il y a quinze ans. Et pourtant il y a un toi qui est toi. La mémoire est plus forte 

que la mort. En toi vit un texte matériellement inscrit qui te fut télégraphié par 

Homère c/o Sophocle. La mémoire survit à la matière dans laquelle elle est inscrite. 

Atomes du génie de Shakespeare et de Freud, musiques, vous êtes ici, et mêlés au 

ronronnement de Philia et Aletheia, vous m'environnez dans une organisation qu'on 

ne sait pas penser actuellement 

 

 

Ni nuit ni jour. Between. 

Il est 4h. Avec mes chats à mes côtés, je pose ma main sur ce papier et la tour de 

Montaigne, ma mère bien-aimée, se réveille, se défait du voile qui l'enveloppe, et 

s'avance nue hors de l'abolition. Et, quasi simultanément me voilà sous le vent froid 

qui cingle la terrasse d'Elseneur et m'arrache des larmes, non pas de tristesse mais de 

noire colère : le rêve littéraire que je viens de recevoir de mon frère râle encore ses 

cris de meurtre dans l'escalier. Tous mes mois sont en état d'alerte, nous sommes une 

armée et nous sommes tous les personnages de la distribution d'Ajax, y compris le 

chœur, y compris les troupeaux d'agneaux et de vaches épouvantés par le couteau, et 

en moi Tecmessa, l'amour même, parle à l'insensé avec la tendresse calculée, la 
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patience d'analyste qu'une sœur invente pour arrêter la mort qui hurle dans son frère, 

et que le jeune Proust (il a 35 ans) prodigue à Henri van Blarenberghe, malheureux 

Œdipe tueur de mère, son double même, son shemblable. De Sophocle à Shakespeare, 

d'Ulysse à Macbeth, de Samson à Dimitri Karamazov, de Rousseau à Ingeborg 

Bachmann, 

Elle archive nos suicides et nos deuils, accorde l'asile à nos forces obscures, aux 

violences inavouables sauf à elle. La littérature nous acquitte. Elle est mobilisée 

contre la peine de mort. Et pour cause : elle est la scène et la confidente de nos 

assassinats, la patience pour nos délires. La preuve que nous aimons passionnément la 

vie que nous maudissons et à laquelle nous adressons des cris d'horreur. 

 

 

Qu'il y a du salut dans la perte, du bonheur dans le malheur, chaque poète 

découvre assez vite cette sévère, rigoureuse vérité. Mon impuissance est le secret de 

ma puissance me souffle le plus puissant des penseurs. Ma faiblesse et ma faute sont 

les secrets de mon génie. Écrire, ce don de découvrir un lien profond entre deux idées 

qui s'étreignent et se renversent. C'est quand je suis le plus malade que je n'ai plus 

d'idées dans la tête ni de forces, que ce moi que je reconnais parfois vivre en moi, 

l'aperçoit, comme c'est souvent à l'automne quand il n'y a plus de fleurs ni de feuilles 

qu'on sent dans les paysages les accords les plus profonds. Celui-là au moment où il 

se dit anéanti, il s'évade. Ah ! Ce Chateaubriand, notre semblable, comme il émeut 

Proust, encore un qui, anéanti, s'évade. 

Quelle horreur de découvrir que l'on peut vivre sans vie. 

 

La douleur ne tue pas en un instant, puisqu'il n'est pas 
mort en apercevant sa mère assassinée devant lui, 
puisqu'il n'est pas mort en entendant sa mère mourante 
lui dire comme la princesse Andrée dans Tolstoï Henri 
qu'as-tu fait de moi ! Qu'as-tu fait de moi ! 
Proust, Sentiments filiaux d'un parricide. 
 

C'est chaque fois la même déchirante surprise : on ne meurt pas de douleur. Ta 

mort qui me tue engendre en moi un moi plus fort que moi. Toute ta chambre me tue 

(on dirait une M. de Sévigné) mais j'y reste attachée, étreignant ton fantôme qui me 

fuit et que je retiens, je veux y brûler, je veux y goûter la douleur jusqu'aux cendres, je 
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veux qu'elle cesse, je veux échapper, la douleur crie et me mord jusqu'aux moelles, je 

crie : Arrête ! Non ! Continue ! Ce n'est pas moi qui ai crié Arrête !, c'est en moi, le 

petit moi apeuré, celui que Marcel torturé par la phrase « Mademoiselle Albertine est 

partie » appelle l'Instinct de Conservation. Ah ! cet Instinct, ce troll, cet imp, cet 

animal guidé par le besoin de vivre, rien que vivre, c'est lui qui cherche à toute allure 

pour les mettre sur mes brûlures les premiers calmants. Et ces pansements de premier 

secours ce sont des feuilles de papier sur lesquels sont étalées des phrases 

ensorcelantes, des chants qui hypnotisent et charment la souffrance. Et la 

maintiennent en vie, comme vie. 

Thrène, la plainte est poète. Là où l'on fait taire le soleil s'élève le bouleversant 

hymne des ténèbres. 

Y-a-t-il plus cruellement belles mélodies que ces nocturnes où palpitent les voix 

de ceux à qui l'on a volé le jour, arraché les yeux, confisqué la lumière ? Atroce et 

adorable cri de Samson l'Agoniste (v.80)  

O dark dark dark, amid the blaze of noon 
Irrecoverably dark 
 

On dit que Homère était aveugle, on ne se trompe pas. Shakespeare aussi était 

aveugle, le jeudi et le samedi et par vent nord nord-ouest, Joyce nourrissait un 

glaucome, tous les poètes sont aveugles, c'est afin de mieux voir dans les grandes 

profondeurs de l'âme, et s'ils ne sont pas aveugles alors ils sont « juifs », comme nous 

le rappelle Tsvetaeva, ils sont autrement séparés, privés de jour commun et 

condamnés à inventer une liberté autre 
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El que te dije 

 

 

Quand je lis  

 

I cannot, for my soul, remember how, when, or even 
precisely where, I first became acquainted with the lady 
Ligeia. Long years have since elapsed, and my memory 
is feeble through much suffering. Or, perhaps, I cannot 
now bring those points to mind, because, in truth, the 
character of my beloved, her rare learning […], made 
their way into my heart by paces so steadily and 
stealthily progressive that they have been unnoticed and 
unknown. Yet I believe that I met her first and most 
frequently in some large, old, decaying city near the 
Rhine. Of her family — I have surely heard her speak. 
That it is of a remotely ancient date cannot be doubted. 
[…] And now, while I write, a recollection flashes upon 
me that I have never known the paternal name of her 
who was my friend and my betrothed, [...] Was it a 
playful charge on the part of my Ligeia ? or was it a test 
of my strength of affection, that I should institute no 
inquiries upon this point ? [...] I but indistinctly recall 
the fact itself — what wonder that I have utterly 
forgotten the circumstances which originated or attended 
it ? […] I would in vain attempt to portray the majesty, 
the quiet case, of her demeanor, or the incomprehensible 
lighness and elasticity of her footfall. She came and 
departed as a shadow. I was never made aware of her 
entrance into my closed study save by the dear music of 
her low sweet voice, as she placed her marble hand upon 
my shoulder. 
…......................................................................................
...................... 
There is no point, among the many incomprehensible 
anomalies of the science of mind, more thrillingly 
exciting than the fact — never, I believe, noticed in the 
schools — that, in our endeavors to recall to memory 
something long forgotten, we often find ourselves upon 
the very verge of remembrance, without being able, in 
the end, to remember. 
Poe, Ligeia 
 
 

je sais que la Littérature a commencé. Déjà je ne sais plus qui écrit. Qui écrit en 

tremblant, qui écrit à la place de qui. Qui en moi écrit à qui ? Est-ce toi ? ou mon 
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père ? ou mes enfants ? En Kafka  est-ce Kafka l'autre, ou Kafka père ? En Rousseau 

le jeune Jean-Jacques vitupère. Après la mort de maman Proust écrit les lettres que ses 

parents auraient écrites. Derrida les lettres que ses parents n'auraient jamais écrites, 

Quand je les lis ces textes, ces textaments, dont les référents s'avancent en 

s'éclipsant, il me semble les reconnaître, il me semble. Comme si je voulais et ne 

voulais pas lire ce que je lis. Comme si je ne voulais pas et voulais dire ce que je dis, 

et c'est ça la littérature, l'incertaine qui ne ment pas, la scène qui donne à l'indécidable 

ses droits 

Qui parle ? « Qui parle de vivre ? » demande la voix de J.D. qui monte à l'aigu 

pour retenir une indignation. 

La Réponse répond : — Celui-dont-je-t'ai-parlé. El que te dije. 

 

 

— Qui ? — Tu sais bien ! Qui tu sais ! — Ah ! lui ! Comme on oublie ! Le 

voilà ! Le fantôme ! À mettre ici. Ou peut-être ailleurs. 

Il me revient à l'esprit que dans le Livre de Manuel (– vous vous souvenez – le 

manuel du comment-faire-devenir-littéraire-la-vie-de-tous-les-jours, rédigé par mon 

vieux complice Julio Cortazar), « il » s'appelait ou se cachait par antonomase ou 

pseudonyme, du nom de El que te dije, et il était tout le temps là, personnage capital, 

principal et effacé. 

 

Cet Ajoutage absolument essentiel est d'autant plus délicat qu'en l'inscrivant on 

l'oublie, puisque, par sa fonction il-elle est le portier du paradis infernal, le gardien de 

la Loi de la Littérature, le seuil de l'espace, le Moïse qui conduit le peuple des livres 

vers l'édition, celui qui se dispute sur la montagne avec dieu et en bas avec le 

troupeau, celui qui reçoit d'en haut les messages, les transcrit sur des tablettes, les 

transmet aux lecteurs, s'attendant à ce que la tribu toujours exaspérée traite ces tables 

magiques de torchon illisible. 

Je parle ici, (depuis le mot ajoutage), vous l'avez deviné, de cet être qui ne sait 

pas ce qu'il fait, El, que j'appelle l'Auteur Volé, volé comme la lettre qu'il écrit, dans 

les plis de laquelle il s'écrit lui-même une lettre qu'il lit comme Hamlet lit au livre de 

lui-même essayant éperdument de comprendre pourquoi, comment, ne pas être ce 

qu'il est, pourquoi je fais semble-t-il toujours le contraire de ce que je veux, je pense, 
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devoir faire, comment je pars en sens inverse de mon sens, comment je prends le parti 

que je désapprouve, pourquoi je suis celui que je ne suis pas, je n'est pas moi, je court 

à ma perte, ce n'est pas cela que je voulais dire, ce n'est pas celui-là que je voulais 

tuer, je ne suis pas à ma place, c'est toi, insensé, qui m'agis et passe à l'acte qu'ensuite 

je signe. 

Écrire, donc pour partir à la recherche du jeune moi qui chante et pleure en moi, 

s'éloigner de soi, et alors volupté et terreur de se sentir, en s'éloignant, devenir forêt, 

désert, personnages d'un autre siècle, d'un autre livre, devenir chambre sur les murs de 

laquelle, sous le plafond, habitent des sujets, des personnes ou créatures qui sont les 

acteurs de son œuvre. 

Ajouter ici la lettre d'amour de Proust à Musset, la merveilleuse page miroir où 

Marcel se regarde, et, surprise, c'est Musset qui le réfléchit ce jour de janvier 1910. La 

dernière fois, moi c'était Senancour, une autre fois on aurait été Antoine et Cléopâtre, 

tous les deux, on aurait été tous les tous-les-deux indissociables, les mêmes qui se 

repoussent pour s'attirer, on pourra être Genet Stilitano. On a tous quelque chose 

d'Oedipejocaste 

 

On sent dans sa vie, dans ses lettres comme dans un 
minerai <gangue> où elle est à peine reconnaissable 
quelques linéaments de son œuvre, <qui est> dont (sic) 
<la seule raison d'être de> sa vie, ses amours, sont la ce 
qui en reste qui n'existent que dans la mesure où ils en 
sont les matériaux, qui tendent vers elle et ne resteront 
qu'en elle. Dans sa lettre corre <ses lettres> qui, sont les 
(sic) comme les coulisses de son œuvre je vois traîner la 
petite bourse du Caprice et <toute prête> dans un coin la 
perruque qui au bout d'un hameçon doit traverser la 
scène de Fantasio. Il était amoureux et quand il l'était 
délirait, et en délire rapportait son état de fièvre à Dieu. 
Proust, Carnet 1, dans Carnets, p.109, éd. Gallimard 
 
 

On joue dans les ruines et dans les cimetières. Que fais-tu là, qu'as-tu fait, qui 

auras-tu été. Alas poor Yorick, quand on écrit, on est écriminel sans le savoir, mais 

qu'est-ce que ça veut dire Œdipe ? Tu voulais dire Orphée ? Je ne sais pas. On dit 

Œdipe pour dire Ajax pour ne pas dire Othello pour dire Julien, je veux dire 

l'Hospitalier mais il y a l'autre Julien aussi, Julien Sorel, pour dire Marcel alias 

Swann, pour dire celui – celle qui écrit la lettre qu'il se vole, qui le vole, qui vole, qui 
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l'aveugle, qu'il cherche désespérément à retrouver, c'est une question de vie ou de 

mort. Il y a eu un assassinat. Le corps est là. La mort est là. La morte est là. On a tué. 

Qui ? Qui a tué qui ? Qui m'a tuée ? Qui m'a mis la plume dans la main ? Qui m'a 

frappé, aveuglé ? Qui s'est tué dans ma nuit ? 

On écrit en avançant, sous une pluie de questions aux pointes empoisonnées, 

aiguillonné, par les premières et les dernières questions que lance l'être humain dans 

l'espace vide du destin. Moi-même je les entends résonner dans la dernière chambre 

de ma mère, lorsqu'elle ouvre encore les yeux, encore un jour fendu dans le bois de la 

103ème année et coasse : — Qui je suis ? — Où je suis ? 

— Hélène ! Was ist los ? Qu'est-ce qu'on me fait ? Qu'est-ce que tu me fais ? 

Mon enfant ! 

— Henri ! Qu'est-ce que tu m'as fait ? crie Mme van Blarenberghe. 

C'est notre Grand Étonnement, l'épouvantable secret de la vie. Comme elle nous 

donne la mort. Comme elle nous donne à donner la mort. 

De cet étonnement horrifié l'auteur volé sort en chancelant, en chantant le 

mystère et l'effroi. Il n'y a qu'un crime, chacun vient le confesser autrement. Mais de 

Sophocle à Poe, de qui Baudelaire reçoit la lettre que Blanchot contresigne, c'est la 

même tragédie et le même égarement, car toujours le terrible sujet surpasse le disant. 

J'ai fait ce que moi je ne pouvais pas faire, ce n'est pas moi, c'est Pasmoi qui l'a 

fait. 

Qui a écrit cela ? Stendhal ? Perchance Derrida ? Or perchance Rousseau ? Si 

ce n'est Shem Joyce c'est donc Shaunjoyce. Mon shemblable, my freer, mon frayeur, 

mon pire, mon plus que moi. 

Est-ce toi, J.D., qui as dit que la littérature commence où on ne sait plus qui 

écrit, ou est-ce Virginia Woolf ? Est-ce la vierge ou le loup, est-ce le lion ou le python, 

est-ce Montaigne ou La Boétie, ou est-ce moi ou Eve ma mère ? For whom the bell 

tolls ? 
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Envoi 
 

 

Ajax And you, Helios, (...) 
pull back those reins of yours, which flash with gold, 
then tell the story of my miseries, 
my destiny, to my old father 
and to the unhappy one who nursed me. (...) 
(…) for me to weep 
is useless. It's time to start the final act. 
O Death, Death, come now and watch in person. 
Yet I'll be seeing you on the other side, 
and there we can converse. And so to you, 
 
I make my final call, and to the Sun — 
I'll never see that chariot any more 
O light, O sacred land of Salamis, 
my home, my father's sturdy 
hearth, 
and glorious Athens, whose race was bred 
related to my own — and you rivers, 
you streams, you plains of Troy, I call on you. 
Farewell, you who have nurtured me — to you 
Ajax now speaks his final words. The rest 
I'll say to those below in Hades. 
 
 
(Ajax falls on his sword. Enter Hamlet) 
 
HAMLET – I am dead, Horatio. [...] 
You that look pale and tremble at this chance, 
That are but mutes or audience to this act, 
Had I but time – as this fell sergeant Death 
Is strict in his arrest – O, I could tell you - 
But let it be. Horatio, I am dead, 
Thou liv'st. Report me and my cause aright 
To the unsatisfied. 
 
HAMLET – Je suis mort, Horatio. […] 
Vous que ce qui arrive fait pâlir et trembler, 
Silencieuse assistance ou auditoire du drame, 
Si j'en avais le temps – mais ce cruel agent, la Mort 
Est implacable – oh ! je pourrais vous dire - 
Mais laissons. Horatio, je suis mort. Toi, tu vis. 
Fais connaître le vrai sur moi et sur ma cause. 
À qui serait mal informé. 
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O God, Horatio, what a wounded name, 
Things standing thus unknown, shall live behind me ! 
[…] 
Absent thee from felicity a while, 
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain 
To tell my story. 
[…] 
O, I die, Horatio ! 
[…] 
I cannot live to hear the news from England, 
But I do prophesy th'election lights 
On Fortinbras. He has my dying voice. 
So tell him, with th'occurrents, more and less, 
Which have solicited. The rest is silence. 
 
Ô Dieu ! Horatio, quel nom blessé, 
Si les faits restent ignorés, va me survivre ! 
[…] Renonce pour un temps à la félicité, 
Et dans ce monde dur prends la peine de vivre 
Pour dire mon histoire. 
 
Oh ! je meurs, Horatio ! 
[…] 
Je n'aurai pas vivant des nouvelles d'Angleterre, 
Mais, je le prophétise, le choix se portera 
Sur Fortinbras. Ma voix de mourant est pour lui. 
Dis-le-lui, ainsi que les faits, petits ou grands, 
Qui m'ont déterminé. Le reste est silence. 
 
 
 
 

 
[Note : Je referai les traductions. H.C. Copie provisoire] 

Hamlet meurt. Ajax meurt 

Entre Celan. Ou Akhmatova. Ou Vesaas. Un/e poète 

 
CHORAL GROUP 1 
We work and work, 
and that brings on more work. 
Where have I not walked ? Where ? 
No place where I have searched 
has revealed to me where Ajax is. 
 
 
 

Hélène Cixous, 
20 avril 2013 
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Selma (to Jenny):  Copy me. Hack die Leber. Not again! My German keeps 
coming back! Chop the liver! Understand? 

Jenny: Ja 

Selma: Stop! Wait for it to cool 

Jenny: But it is cold! I did wait 

Selma:  So start chopping! Let me tell you something: Osnabrück, that’s it! They 

won’t get me again 

Jenny: I don’t know why we went back after fifty years it’s idiotic 

Selma: Don’t mash it with the fork. We could have refused 

Jenny: I’m mashing it with the machine. You’re the one who accepted. At our age we 

can refuse anything 

Selma: I don’t like blaming everything on my eighty-nine years. I’m still driving. 

Don’t mash it too much! 

Jenny: Let me do it. I’ve been making Leberhäckele for seventy years I have! 

Selma: It’s not the first time they’ve tried it on me: when you’re nearly ninety years 

old you can’t refuse. You two, our last Jews. You must educate our youth. 

Jenny: Funny the older you get the more you owe. 

Selma:  The two Meyer sisters who knows them in Osnabrück our world has totally 

disappeared. 

 I don’t like that sort of thing, to go survive for them. I owe nothing to 

Germany 

Jenny: Should I add some garlic? 

Selma: Garlic! Du bist ja ganz verrückt! We’re not peasants from the countryside! 

Leave it, I’ll finish. The last touch. I’m going to tell you something I didn’t want to 

tell you: the everyone is racist, there are at least a dozen kinds of racism, there are 

racists everywhere. 
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Jenny: I hadn’t noticed that. 

Selma: On park benches in the train, especially at the butchers’, racists every last one 

of them, you can’t lift a finger without handfuls of them dropping like a hair into your 

soup. 

Jenny: Don’t blame me for losing my hair! 

Selma: I blame you for not wearing a wig, especially in the kitchen. Look at those 

hairs in the liver. 

Jenny: At least they’re mine. In Osnabrück there was also that bald lady in the café, 

do you remember her name we smiled at one another. 

Selma: Frau Knoll the pharmacist. Her husband was the director of Therensienstadt. 

Jenny: We were eating crepes across from each another our eyes met and she smiled 

at me. One bald lady to another bald lady. 

Selma: You could see she was having trouble making ends meet. But if it had been 

me, I wouldn’t have smiled at her. 

Jenny: She started it. Afterwards they say: the Jew is proud, she doesn’t want to 

smile. 

Selma: That’s why. Start smiling at Nazis and what does that lead to? 

 Had I known, I wouldn’t have returned to Osnabrück. I hadn’t been back, for 

forty years it didn’t bother me, I always thought you should never turn back. 

Jenny: We couldn’t have done otherwise. We were invited. We were made to. 

Selma: You made me, as usual, the minute there’s an invitation, Jenny has to accept. 

Jenny: But you’re the one who wrote me did I want to come too. 

Selma: I didn’t feel like going all by myself. 

Jenny: And you thought the City Hall’s program looked interesting. We went to the 

Osnabrück theatre and they were playing Drei Gröschen Oper. And the hotel you told 
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me it was the best in town the one on the Cathedral Square. With a big buffet for 

breakfast. 

Selma: I didn’t go because of the hotel, I only said that for you. I hesitated a little. 

Afterwards I told myself there’s no reason not to extend a hand. I didn’t think any 

more about the past. Besides those people are gone. My generation has disappeared. 

Jenny: The mayor was there too, the woman who was the mayor, she wasn’t someone 

who’d had a higher education, she was very nice, it was for her sake we couldn’t 

refuse. 

Selma: But we didn’t know that ahead of time. We knew nothing ahead of time. And 

now had I known I’d rather not have added a new complication to this whole story 

that was already so complicated because of the Nazis and now into the bargain there 

are the new Jews as well. 

Jenny: What’s done is done. 

Selma: The problems have changed so much. So now I’m not going to start worrying 

about today’s Osnabrück Jews I could have done without them. 

Jenny: The solution is to forget one two three. 

Selma: Forget, forget, forget. I should have thought of that before. Leave that plum, 

there’s only one. It’s for Hélène. For you there’s a yoghurt. 

Jenny: But I already had a yoghurt this morning. 

Selma: But I’m saving that plum for Hélène. A plain yoghurt. 

For forty years I thought about Osnabrück, I would have been happy to go back, but 

I’ve always been a little reluctant to return to Germany, afterwards I said to myself 

what’s the use of thinking about the past, the old places where I was young who 

knows if they are still there, the Jews all left not a single one returned. Afterwards I 
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said to myself if I don’t come back who will? What’s always bothered me a little is 

that I never met Hitler. When I lived there I didn’t know Hitler. 

Jenny: The mayor of Osnabrück who is a woman invited us even if we no longer 

think about the past. We never saw Hitler, television didn’t exist. 

Selma: We didn’t say that in Osnabrück. 

Jenny: When I was a girl, there was always a gesunder Antisemitismus. We were used 

to it, never bothered us. There were the accepted-Jews, the doctors, professors, 

lawyers, that was accepted. 

Selma: That’s something we couldn’t say. 

Dr Pelz was also an accepted-Jew. A wise man. He was against excessive medication. 

Everyone in Osnabrück trusted Dr Pelz. 

Jenny: They didn’t dare deport him. 

Selma: They deported his daughter, they didn’t think twice about deporting his 

daughter who looked after old Dr Pelz like a mother—that’s something we were able 

to say. 

Jenny: We never suffered in school. I was even invited to a birthday once. For the 

daughter of the bag merchant. And that didn’t bother us at all. We were neither 

friends nor enemies. 

Selma: We didn’t do any inviting either, it would never have crossed my mind to 

invite a German. 

Jenny: And yet we were German. And yet. In summer we used to go to Norderney. 

Before the war Jews didn’t go to Borkum. The Jews all went to Norderney. There 

were some beaches we didn’t go to. 

Selma: Helgoland, it was on the Ostsee, we didn’t go there. But in Norderney there 

were lots. 
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Jenny: It rained all the time, we were allowed to stay in the water for one minute. 

Especially our mother who was scared of the sea. 

Selma: Norderney’s where I learned to dance when I was sixteen. 

Jenny: I wasn’t given lessons because shortly afterward there was a little bit of 

antisemitism all the same and Mummy was afraid I would be a Mauerblümchen, 

because I look Jewish, I’d be a wallflower. We felt German but we looked Jewish. 

Selma: I was always international. 

Jenny: The antisemitism always existed already. That antisemitic newspaper, The 

Osnabrück Watchtower der Stadt Wächter was around already before Hitler. And one 

day in the paper they write about a girl who had her Synagogenschlüssel operated on, 

her key to the Synagogue it was in the paper. 

Selma: What! That was in the paper? 

Jenny: And that was me! 

Selma: Dann haben sie genau gewusst 

Jenny: Speak French. 

Selma: Why? I’m speaking German? 

Jenny: I was disgusted. Embarrassed really. And you couldn’t complain. I had this 

big nose and I went to see the Nasenjosef. A plastic surgeon, Dr Josef for Noses. He 

was very famous. I was sixteen already. 

Selma: I left in 1930 already I didn’t want to be German. It was only in ‘33 that he 

became Kanzeller. 

Jenny: Hitler, we thought it was just for a year and it won’t last. We got along just 

fine with the normal gesund antisemitism we used to call it. 

Selma: Before 1930 I’d had enough already. I was 17 or so I was out walking with 

Mutti. And someone passing us says smells like garlic. How stupid is that?! When I 
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think of the culture the Jews created. My grandmother used to read Goethe her 

contemporary and Jakob Wasserman novels. 

Hitler was had no culture, wasn’t even German. 

We didn’t know what it was. 

We’d never seen garlic. 

Jenny: Maybe in Poland Jews ate it. 

Selma: Everyone is racist. Jews were more racist than the racists. With the Poles. The 

Poles were always having pogroms. 

They’d turn up on our doorsteps, poor souls. 

 That’s a thing one mustn’t say — No point spitting in our own soup. 

 They’d turn up on our doorsteps, they’d say we are destitute, they’d come to 

the Jewish Consistory. The Consistory would give them train tickets to the next city. 

Jenny: It was always the poor who came, they were always given money. 

Selma: They were given train tickets to the next Consistory down the line! 

Jenny: I wasn’t aware of that-that 

Selma: That we German Jews feel superior? Of course. We didn’t mix with the Poles. 

There was a feeling of caste in our little community. The origin— 

Jenny: Ah yes the origin. That’s what counted 

Selma: Nobody had anything to do with people of Polish origin. 

Jenny: The Ehrlichs? 

Selma: We didn’t mix with them. 

My mother’s school friends, they owned the department stores 

Jenny: The leading families 

Selma: Then there were the lawyers. Who didn’t associate with the merchants. 
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Jenny: Anyway none of those people are around any more. Might just as well forget 

about them. 

Selma: Frau Engers, already, was ostracized, even though she was German, she 

wasn’t refined, she had a loud voice. 

Jenny: Frau Engers made hats, I would never want my mother to be like her, she was 

so different. 

Selma: She would have done anything for my mother. 

Jenny: I would not have wanted that kind of woman to be my mother. I’m sure she 

knew how to swim, she was like a man, she was common, my mother was received in 

the cream of Jewish society everywhere. Mutti was friends with the Flattauers, the 

Stern und Falks department store the crème de la crème, die Blank. 

Selma: Nevertheless the sons went to university afterward no one went into business. 

Jenny: They always said Jews were smarter than the rest and it was true. Die Levi war 

die beste. Each generation was even more intelligent. More and more intelligent.  

Each one climbing higher on the other. 

Selma: My Aunt Else Jonas: she’d fart above her ass. 

Jenny: But you couldn’t ask her to make a cake. She thought she was something 

special because her brother was Justizrat in Cologne. 

Selma: Those are things we didn’t say in Osnabrück. Hitler, in the meantime I’ve seen 

those films, that’s how I knew him, he had a way of getting crowds worked up, he 

wasn’t even German. In Osnabrück I spoke more German than I’ve spoken in years. 

Right away people noticed us. "Who’s that prewar German? " they’d laugh. 

Jenny: Right away they must have realized we were a pair of Jews. The Germans 

have a nose for Jews. We too have a nose for Jews. 
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Selma: Racism isn’t only against Jews. It was there I learned about the three 

Protestant churches. Even Protestants aren’t united. In Germany, there’s no more 

antisemitism. Maybe the poor old women of our generation. But their memories are 

gone. They all suffered in the war too. Some of them came from the East first they 

were persecuted by the Russians then by the Germans, people from Dresden or 

Chemnitz. Even the Germans aren’t united. If you are Ostdeutsche you are looked 

down on 

 In the meantime I’ve seen those films where Hitler really kept them enthralled. 

Let me tell you something: in 1932-33 mostly it was crooks they enrolled to go after 

Jews and vandalize their shops. Not the sort of people you’d want to be friends with. 

It was later on he succeeded in arousing the young people. But I wasn’t there, I don’t 

know much about that. I returned in 33 to get Jenny. 

Jenny: Hitler was already around in the twenties, it was one of those things that grow 

on you. 

Selma: I come to Osnabrück in 1933 where my uncle was who was in jail because he 

was President of the Jewish Elders’ Consistory. Him and a handful of other gentlemen 

they tossed into jail, it’s for your own good they told them. 

Jenny: We were very patriotic the Jews more royalist than the king they really wanted 

to show they were good Germans. Even in jail we feel German. 

Selma: When I came back in 34 I went to Dresden where things were still fairly calm. 

They asked the Jews to make an inventory of their silver and jewelry. And once the 

inventory was properly drawn up they relieved them of it. 

Jenny: Mutti wanted to buy us a sewing machine, the one thing I know personally, 

and my uncle who’d retired as director of the German Bank in Essen in der Ruhr he’s 

the one who stored my mother’s valuables in his safe deposit box. When he got to his 
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safe they tell him you can only open it in the presence of the Gestapo. So he gave up 

opening his safe. And the safe remained closed. 

Selma: What good did that do? He’s the uncle who was the spitting image of the 

Kaiser. What good did that do? He had a friend in the manufacturing industry who 

told him I’m not staying around another day, I’m going. So my uncle who looked like 

the Kaiser, says, thinking he was so smart: in that case sell me your plot. He really 

thought he was getting a deal. And the other guy who was very smart sold him his 

cemetery plot. My uncle couldn’t imagine that because of his merits, his resemblance 

with the Kaiser and during the Great War he had been an officer, and the day he was 

deported he didn’t know what had happened to him. 

Jenny: The Jews were more patriotic than the others. The more Jewish one is the 

more German one is. 

Selma: To my way of thinking Hitler was nothing but an Austrian who put a spell on 

the Germans. I was always anti-military. 

Jenny: In Austria people thought it was like Germany it never bothered them for a 

second he was Austrian. 

Selma: He must have been quite a talker, eh? I knew nothing about the man. 

Jenny: You think we knew? The less you knew the more he turned you on. 

Selma: And even when I arrived in Algeria in 1936 people didn’t want to know 

anything about him. I didn’t know. There were lots of Jewish refugees but we didn’t 

know why there were more and more of them. In Osnabrück Mutti didn’t know until 

38. If she left in December 1938 it’s because the French consul in Dresden called her 

in Mme Meyer I see that you have a French passport because of your factory in 

Alsace you ought to leave. The young people left before saying we’ll be back when 

it’s over. 
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Jenny: I stilll don’t understand why people stayed right up to the war. But our cousin 

Elsa Jordan— 

Selma: Still lots of people had the courage to leave rather than be molested. My 

cousin Elsa Jordan left with her four small children, in one month her husband 

recycled himself as a farmer. I don’t know who told them to go to Brazil once they 

were over there he took up farming and eight days later he was dead. 

Jenny: But why are you telling that? You didn’t know about it. I’m the one who told 

you! 

Selma: Some of us are better tellers. 
 
Jenny: Elsa wrote to Uncle Moritz Jonas in South Africa. 
 
Selma: Let me speak. There’s another story. The Morgensterns, an Austrian 
 
surgeon, they left taking their Persian carpets. 
 
Jenny: and ivory collections. 
 
Selma: -and ivory collections. I’m the one who told you about that. When they arrived 

in Oran, in a trice, one two three they took up pedicure, cutting men’s shirts and 

Viennese pastry. I met him in Oran on a bench in Little Vichy. A Polish Jew told him: 

let’s open a Viennese tailor shop in Oran and the other chap gobbled up all his 

savings. 

Jenny: Who? 

Selma: The Pole. Afterward. 

Jenny: Otto Katz wanted to make leather belts in Paris 

Selma: and the same thing happened to him. For somebody who’d studied law. What 

made him think 

Jenny: But why are you telling Otto Katz who was my fiancé?!! 
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Selma:—I’m the one who knows your memories. What made him think that leather 

belts was the thing to do? 

Jenny: A Pole- 

Selma: A lot of freeloaders made the most of the Hitler opportunity 

Jenny: I had a cousin Hilda- 

Selma: you were already in Palestine. I had cousin Hilda Marga’s sister she was in a 

camp in Gurs but we didn’t know that was the camps, I told her come to us in Oran 

but meanwhile they deported them. 

 It’s hard to conceive of such things. He didn’t advertize the concentration 

camps. These days we see films about Hitler. You can see how it grew. 

Jenny: The young people were full of enthusiasm. 

Selma: Their parents kept their mouths shut. If they knew what was good for them. I 

made a little Hitler for the children, during the war I made them puppets. In two 

seconds, a little Hitler with his mustache and lock of hair, one for two. The children 

fought over it, naturally. For me personally all that was disgusting, I was against all 

those people who marched to the music already as a child I hated that sort of thing. 

Jenny: Communists too, those meetings 

Selma: I hated it. I didn’t think I was German after that. Nor French either. When I 

left the brown shirts already, wearing uniforms, marching in step, none of that 

appealed to me. 

Jenny: I have a cousin who was deported not as a Jew 

Selma: but as a communist. Poor thing. 

 Haider doesn’t surprise me at all, we always used to say Austria was 

antisemitic, they’re back in the same old rut 

Jenny: Haider. Except for the mustache and the hair- 
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Selma:—Starts with an H and ends with an R. Did you notice the mustache and lock 

of hair? Every time you see a photo of Haider, right away you notice he trimmed the 

mustache and hair. Smart thinking. Right away you tell yourself: I don’t believe it. 

Jenny: I didn’t notice. 

Selma: Some people think slow motion. It bothers me this far right business beginning 

again. People are so stupid lots of people can’t stand foreigners. In Austria there must 

be lots of Yugoslavians, that’s it, they’ve got to go. 

Jenny: Serbs as well. Muslims especially. 

Selma: I think Hitler was one of those megalomaniacs he spoke well so people 

followed him and used him. He was the man they were looking for. One thing for 

certain: it’s unfortunate about the Jews. 

Jenny:-But that’s not something you can say or write- 

Selma:-Not say or write, I regret to say- 

 Should we say the things we shouldn’t say? That’s something I can’t stop 

wondering about since we returned from Osnabrück. What happened there- 

Jenny: It was unthinkable- 

Selma: Or quite the opposite perhaps- 

Jenny: Me—I won’t say it and won’t write it 

Selma: Don’t count on me to write it. But it bothers me to think there were Jews in 

Vienna, manufacturers who would say, we can hardly wait for Hitler to come and 

clean up here, let him come, it stunned me there were people naïve enough to think it 

wasn’t for them Hitler came to kill them. 

Jenny: He didn’t advertize the concentration camps. My husband always used to say- 

Selma:-nevertheless. Let me speak. Right where a mustache and lock of hair would 

fit, right away it catches your eye. 
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Jenny: Osnabrück too everything’d changed, nothing’d changed. It was the first time 

I went back. Everything had been destroyed. 

Selma: On the contrary everything had been rebuilt, that was the good thing, because 

if I’d come back sooner I’d have seen scars of war. 

Jenny: Our whole house was destroyed. In its place, a new hotel, very chic. 

Selma: But the Schwedengasse the little street we took to go home was still there. 

Jenny: But not the house! 

Selma: My youth was so long ago I had no childhood memories. 

Jenny: But near the big Karl der Groβe Cathedral where I used to ride my scooter 

because it was tiled, the red tiles— 

Selma: Her—a scooter-Whereas me, right away I had a bike, I didn’t even need to 

learn  

 -Sit down- 

 We didn’t walk because they drove us since we were invited, we never set foot 

on pavement 

Jenny: We should tell our story 

Selma: Two little old ladies. We should play our part. Some of the young students 

didn’t have a notion what it was all about— 

Jenny:—they overdid it 

Selma: What do you know! I wonder if they overdid it. Did they even realize what 

happened? 

Jenny: We were near the Rathaus a very good restaurant. We ate some absolutely 

scrumptious things. 

Selma: It was asparagus season. Only in Germany do you find such lovely asparagus. 

Jenny: They took us on an outing 
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Selma: The old synagogue had burned. They gave us each a little pouch with stones 

from the synagogue… 

Jenny: That was thoughtful of them 

Selma: Ach! Quatsch! A few Jews left, but not in Osnabrück. 

Jenny: Eastern Jews who made sure they rebuilt the synagogue with a floor for the 

women it was a squeeze- 

Selma: Besides the synagogue was empty because there weren’t any more Jews. The 

only Jews were Russians who knew nothing about Judaism. They rounded them up 

and made them go to the synagogue because you need ten people to hold a service. So 

they made the Russians come. 

Jenny: Still they were paid. 

Selma: After there was a little reception at the Vorsteher where naturally they served 

pickled herring and Sauergurken. Then there was a discussion: there was a Chief 

Rabbi for the district and surrounding areas. He reckoned that since there were so few 

men they should also count the women who come, count them in with the dozen or so 

men. But the head of the community who parachuted himself in as head because he 

had a trucking company, he was flatly opposed. This Gentleman- 

Jenny:-a Mr Gaul. 

Selma: You mustn’t put a name for Herr Gaul. We’ll be sued. 

Jenny: This Mr Aul, a real pig- 

Selma: he certainly wan’t the Osnabrück sort a bigmouth with a lovely wife whom he 

treats like a dog abominably a sick very lovely woman whom he beats, he says: shut 

up. 

Jenny: Next they took us to a very beautiful pastry shop we were supposed to meet 

former high school students- 
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Selma: When I saw all those white-haired old women, impossible to recognize a 

single one of them. 

Jenny: Ladies who keep in shape, on their toes. 

Selma: Who knows where the Nazis are in Osnabrück. I recognized one. She invited 

us. A lovely villa in a big garden. 

Jenny: where we had tea. 

Selma: She said: impossible my uncle can’t be a torturer, if I believe that I’ll kill 

myself. I don’t believe it. Always gabbing about her uncle. 

Jenny: Nebbich! My husband always used to say: but where did all the Nazis go? 

Selma: Your husband I won’t mention the stupid thing he did! To return to Cologne! 

Jenny: you can’t say that! 

Selma: The human being is incapable of owning up to a crime. No one can own up. 

Neither the Nazis nor the Jews. Even Hitler—Haider either. Innocents every one of 

them. Just like Pinoquet. 

 You can’t say that. 

Jenny: Next they took us to the cemetery which was beautifully maintained. 

Selma: This Mr Aul I heard he went bankrupt, which surprised me. A vulgar character 

he would tell his wife: 

Jenny: Shut your trap! 

Selma: What!! Wie unverschämt! At eighty-six years of age! What! to say that! 

Jenny: What! What did I say? Say it what I said! 

Selma: You told me Shut your trap! One is eighty-nine years old and at that age one 

has to listen to such filthy language?! It’s obscene! 
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Jenny: Who said: Shut your trap! Me or Mr Gaul?? (she shouts) Mr Gaul told his wife 

Shut your trap! In my opinion you have the deaf blind stigma! You always were 

impermeable somewhere or other. 

Selma: Nobody listens to you! If that’s the way it is I won’t tell any more stories! 

Jenny: Fortunately—fortunately his wife is dead. 

Selma: Too bad one must rejoice. But I now think one must say what one can’t say all 

the same, for the sake of that lovely women who died as a result. 

Jenny: No one could believe such a thing could happen- 

Selma: If you hadn’t been there I wouldn’t have returned to do what! 

Jenny: When we went back to Germany after the war, my husband always used to 

say: funny you have no idea where the Nazis went. 

Selma: I told myself: who am I not to hold out my hand to them? If not—Who else is 

there? 
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It may seem strange to begin a conference about belonging by its destabilization and 

about Jewish Literature with a novel written by a Christian Arab. Strangeness, 

however, is the core of the matter (to the extent that a destabilized matter can have a 

core). Belonging is, to use a Derridian expression, “always already” problematized, 

and Shammas’ novel is, to a large extent, a reflection about Jewish Literature and 

Jewish identity/culture. If further theoretical support for the enterprise is needed, here 

is Homi Bhabha: “Increasingly, ‘national’ cultures are being produced from the 

perspective of disenfranchised minorities”41F

i Shammas, I will argue, both constructs 

and deconstructs Israeli culture from the point of view of a minority. 

UAnton Shammas 

Shammas is a Christian Arab from Fassuta, a village in the north of Israel. He 

was born Israeli after 1948, our Independence War, their UNakba U (catastrophe). He is a 

minority within a minority within a minority: first, as an Arab within the 

predominantly Jewish population of Israel; second, as a Christian within the 

predominantly Muslim Arab population of Israel, and third as an Israeli within the 

surrounding Arab countries .ii I should add that he now lives in the U.S - where he is 

again a minority in a country full of minorities – and is a professor of Comparative 

Literature at Ann Arbor. From the position of a three-fold minority, Shammas writes a 

novel that playfully, but also painfully, crosses the boundaries between national and 

religious identities, majority and minority, self and other, fiction and reality, literary 

genres, related languages and literatures. He writes the novel in Hebrew, crossing 

over from Arabic, his mother tongue, to the language of the hegemony, a language 

associated with the rise of the Zionist movement. My discussion here relies on a 

translation into English by Vivian Eden. Translation, of course, also poses the 

question of belonging: Does a translated text belong to the source language or to the 
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language into which it is translated?iii This specific translation declares accessibility, 

i.e. reading like a novel in English, as its main aim, sacrificing to it the otherness of 

the original text. 

UAnother Place 

Writing place in UArabesques U is precisely interrogating its relation to belonging, 

both in “the tale” sections and in those of “the teller” (my oral presentation will deal 

with the structure of this novel, elucidating the tale/teller distinction.  The terms are 

those used by Shammas. I have refrained from “translating” them into narratological 

“jargon”).  

The tale unfolds the history of the Shammas family and its many branches since 

the beginning of the nineteenth-century when the family’s father left the area known 

today as Syria and moved to that identified today as the Israeli/Palestinian Galilee. It 

continues in the period preceding the establishment of the state of Israel, under the 

British Mandate, through that between 1948 and 1967 until our own days, those of the 

Israeli occupation of the West Bank (the book was published in 1986). It emerges 

from the novel that in the earlier periods there was greater flexibility concerning 

geopolitical belonging, and changes of residence from Syria to the Galilee, from Haifa 

to Beirut or to the villages of Rmeish and Bint Jbeil in Lebanon were not uncommon. 

Even emigrating, like Uncle Jiryes’ ten years in Argentina until his death, was not 

rare, although it encountered emotional objection on the part of many, including his 

wife who refused to join him. The Israeli Independence War caused the phenomenon 

of “fleeing Arabs who would come to be known as Palestinian refugees in the course 

of time and their wanderings” (p.187). One individual case is the deflection of the 
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course of Laylah Khoury’s life “to the eternal exile within her own homeland” (p.35), 

an oxymoronic formulation conveying a radical destabilization. 

Whereas “the tale” represents a place that is not Uone U (but many), “the teller” 

focusses on a place that is UnotU one, i.e. not quite a place, a heterotopia.iv On his way 

from Israel to the International Writing Workshop in Iowa City, the narrator-

protagonist, whose name is identical with that of the author, spends one day in Paris. 

The day’s climax is a visit to Père Lachaise cemetery, “the most beautiful place in 

Paris”, as his Lebanese relative puts it. The most beautiful place in Paris is a 

commemoration, a celebration, of death. In Foucault’s terms, it is a heterotopia, a 

dwelling place whose only inhabitants are the dead.v There the protagonist notices an 

uncanny proximity between two tombstones: that of Mahmoud Al-Hamshari, a PLO 

representative, with a verse from the Koran “promising eternal life in the world to 

come to those who died for their country” and that of Marcel Proust who died fifty 

years earlier. The narrator comments: “It must have been the French sense of humor 

that granted both of them, the man of the lost country and the man of the lost time, 

nearly identical graves […] and under the black marble lay the two lost men, each of 

them in the darkness of his own tomb, a Jew of Time and an Arab of Place” (p.136).vi 

Great is the temptation to apply “a Jew of Time and an Arab of Place” beyond 

the graves to the Israeli-Arab conflict represented in the novel, showing how 

Shammas both poses and subverts this opposition. I hope the foregoing discussion of 

“a place that is not Uone U” has provided a glimpse of the complexity with which the 

Uadage Uis treated in the novel. For the time being, I shall confine myself to the 

entanglement between Jew and Arab as it manifests itself on two other black stones: 
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There are two great black stones in the world, the late Abu Mas’ood used 

to say, the black stone in the Ka’bah in Macca, which was quarried by 

almighty Allah himself, and the black stone on Herzl’s tomb, which was 

quarried by the mortal Abu Mas’ood himself, and both of them are sites of 

pilgrimage. Allah, however, does not have an official document from the 

Technion to prove that he quarried His stone (p.39). 

Other visitors to Père Lachaise are Amira, a half-Jewish Egyptian writer, also 

on the way to the International Writing Workshop, and her photographer-lover who 

insists on placing her between him and the tombstones he photographs. “Have you 

noticed”, she says to him, “that you always bring me to the dead?” (p.87). The 

cemetery revives memories of her father and his tomb in Alexandria. She recalls that 

she used to write to her father in Arabic and he would answer in French. She was 

surprised to see Hebrew letters on his tombstone, because he lived his life in Arabic. 

She then muses: “Come to think of it, maybe that’s why Hebrew is the language of 

death for me” (p.94).  For Amira, Hebrew is directly, concretely, related to death 

through letters engraved on her father’s tombstone.  

UAnother Language, Other Texts 

The equivalent of Père Lachaise in Jerusalem is Mount Herzl, the burial place of 

the leaders of Israel, and adjacent to it, the military cemetery, where a public 

commemoration service is performed each year before Independence Day. It is about 

a ceremony commemorating dead soldiers that the canonical Israeli poet, Yehuda 

Amichai, wrote an elegy, three lines of which become the motto preceding the second 

part of UArabesquesU: 

Dresses of beautiful women, in blue and white. 
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And everything in three languages, 

Hebrew, Arabic and Death. 

This is one of the many quotations from and allusions to Hebrew literature, one that 

directly establishes a link between Hebrew and death, anticipating Amira’s statement 

at Père Lachaise as well as the tragic end of a forbidden relationship between Anton, 

the protagonist, and his married Israeli-Jewish beloved, Shlomit. After a scandal 

following the husband’s discovery of Anton’s letters, “the world reverted to its former 

state of ‘Hebrew, Arabic and Death’” (p.95). Here – and even more so – in Amichai’s 

poem, ‘death’ is syntactically equivalent to ‘Hebrew’ and ‘Arabic’. In what sense, 

then, is death a language? As mentioned above, Amichai’s poem is about a mourning 

parade, a ceremony commemorating death. As a system of signs, symbols, 

ceremonies, the representation of death is like a language, unfortunately no less 

common in this area than Hebrew or Arabic. Interestingly, Shammas’ quotation omits 

the first line of the stanza quoted from Amichai: “A flag loses touch with reality and 

flies” (my own translation). The flag flies high enough to make its national 

characteristics invisible, thus loosening the sense of belonging implied by “blue and 

white”. 

Sharply opposed to the language of death is a view of Hebrew as the language 

of Grace. This view is imported from yet another language and text, Dante’s UDe 

Vulgare EloquentiaU (book 1, ch. 6, verse 6). “The exiled Florentine” suggests that 

Hebrew remained the language of Grace (Ulingua di gratieU), uncontaminated by the 

confusion of tongues during the collapse of the Tower of Babel, so as to enable Jesus 

to use a pure language. This is repeated almost UverbatimU in Shammas’ text by the 

fictional Israeli writer, Yosh Bar-On:vii “An Arab who speaks the language of Grace, 
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as Dante once called it. Hebrew as the language of Grace, as opposed to the language 

of confusion that swept over the world when the Tower of Babel collapsed. My Arab 

will build his tower of confusion on my plot in the language of Grace. That’s his only 

possible redemption” (p.92). If this sounds a patronizing thought on the part of an 

unpleasant writer-character, the biographical Shammas endorsed this view of Hebrew 

a few years later in a non-fictional conference about literature in exile: 

I am fond of using this quotation [from Dante] whenever I need to explain 

the awkward position I’m trapped in – that of an Arab who writes in 

Hebrew. I use this quote as a pretext and a justification, adding that the 

language I use to go home […] is the language of Grace, and that this 

language of Grace – Hebrew – is the perfect language to describe my 

Palestinian confusion.viii    

Note the difference between Hebrew as the language he uses to go home and “the 

eternal exile within her own homeland” attributed to Laylah Khoury. 

It is to Shammas’ very choice to write in Hebrew that I wish to turn now, having 

realized that a further discussion of Hebrew-Hebrew intertextuality loses a lot in 

translation (at least in Eden’s translation). The language Shammas chooses to write in 

is not only that of the majority in Israel. It is also one whose renaissance has a strong 

affinity with the Zionist movement as well as with the Israeli occupation, 

demonstrating possession by changing the names of Arab villages (Deir- Al-Kassi 

becomes Moshav Elkosh, El Bassa becomes Moshav Betzet, etc – all narratively 

anticipated by the technique of prolepsis). Indeed, Shammas writes what Deleuze and 

Guattari call “a minor literature”, i.e. not a literature of a minor language, but 

precisely the use by a minority of the major language. According to them, there are 
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two ways of engaging with such a disruption between language and belonging: the 

enrichment and over-determination of language, “swell[ing] it up through all the 

resources of symbolism … of esoteric sense, of a hidden signifier” or its under-

determination, rendering it minimal, “sober”, poor.ix For Deleuze and Guattari, Joyce 

is an example of the first path, Beckett of the second. 

Shammas chooses the first path (without necessarily being aware of the 

distinction proposed by the French thinkers). His Hebrew is particularly rich, replete 

with idioms from various periods in the development of the language, inflated by 

symbols and esoteric meanings. As an educated native speaker of Hebrew, I needed 

the help of a dictionary more than once – an effect that would no doubt please 

Shammas, since part of his motivation for writing in Hebrew, I think, is a challenge to 

Israelis/Jews concerning the identity between nation, ethnicity and language.x Can we 

pretend to own Hebrew? And are we its exclusive owners? Or, to take the insight in a 

deconstructive direction, does anyone own language? To be sure, this is not 

Shammas’ only motivation. In the spirit of Bhabha’s view of mimicry, one can 

construe Shammas’ writing in Hebrew both as an internalization of the colonizer in 

order to resemble him/her, or at least communicate with him/her, and as a subversion 

of colonization by a parodic imitation.xi Relying on the motto from Shaw’s 

UPygmalionU, one can see Shammas’ choice of Hebrew as a way of emphasizing his 

sense of being a stranger, in a country that is no less his than ours. Here is Shaw as 

quoted by Shammas: 

You told me, you know, that when a child 

is brought to a foreign country, it picks up the 

language in a few weeks, and forgets its own. 
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Well, I am a child in your country. 

This ‘child’ has picked up the dominant language to an amazing degree without 

forgetting his own. He speaks (or better: is spoken by) two or three languages, 

manifesting a rupture between fields of belonging. 

UAnother Self 

That rupture is most concretely dramatized by the UdoppelgängerU motif. There 

are quite a few metaphoric doublings, related to writing, in UArabesques: UAnton and 

Yosh Bar-On writing about each other, causing the Norwegian author to wonder who 

is the ventriloquist of whom (p.145); Anton and Amira, both in love with married 

partners, said to have written together one version of the “Père Lachaise” section 

(p.167); Anton and Paco (the Palestinian writer) as two objects of Bar-On’s potential 

novel. Beyond these, there is a fully fledged double figure in the novel: two Anton 

Shammas. The details of this narrative are quite complex, hedged with doubt, having 

at least two versions. The protagonist-narrator of UArabesquesU is called Anton after his 

cousin, son of Uncle Jiryes and Almaza, who was said to have died of typhoid fever 

before he was a year old. He was buried without his mother having a chance to see the 

corpse, and all she asked of the hospital was the pillow on which he had slept. Many 

years later, it transpires that Anton did not die, but was secretly adopted by the rich 

Abyad family in Beirut and they re-named him Michel. Anton hears this secret twice: 

once from Surayyah Said (formerly Laylah Khoury) and once from Michael Abyad 

whom he meets at a friends’ house in Iowa City. The two versions are not identical, 

giving rise to the problem of reliability. Whether Almaza or Laylah was a servant at 

the Abyad family is a moot point. More important is the information about Michel’s 

subsequent life. When he was twenty, someone – a member of staff in the hospital, 
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according to Laylah/Surayyah, a woman in black claiming to be his mother, according 

to Michael – came to the house, demanding either money for continuing to keep the 

secret (Surayya’s version) or the return of her son (according to Michael). In order to 

circumvent the threat, Michel was sent to the U.S., where he became ‘Michael’, later 

‘Dr. Michael Abyad’. In 1978 he returned to Beirut, working periodically for the 

Palestinian Research Center. In the U.S he meets Anton Shammas and tells him his 

story. According to his version, Almaza’s Anton had died as a baby, whereas he 

himself was indeed adopted by the Abyad family where Almaza was like a mother to 

him. He kept hearing from Almaza about little Anton, slept on his pillow and came to 

identify with him: “sometimes I used to imagine that I was he” (p.258). When he 

heard about the living Anton, named after the dead baby, he “decided to write [his] 

autobiography in your name and to be present in it as the little boy who died” (p.258). 

Whether Michael Abyad is indeed the baby believed to have died or another adopted 

baby who came to identify with the dead Anton, the meeting between him and Anton 

the narrator in the U.S. presents, at least figuratively, two Antons – two who are one 

and not one, doubles. Moreover, they are both writers. In their meeting in Iowa City, 

Michael gives Anton his autobiography, saying: “Take this file and see what you can 

do with it. Translate it, adapt it, add or subtract. But leave me in it” (p.259). Could it 

be that the text we have been reading, or at least the sections of “the tale”, including 

the Abyad-Shammas story as told by Laylah Khoury, are part of Michael’s fictional 

autobiography? What does this do to the authority of Anton Shammas? This 

momentary destabilization of authority/authorship is immediately corrected by 

Shammas’ comment: 

If Michael were the teller, he would have ended it like this: ’He opened a 

drawer and took out a pencil and wrote on the file: My tale. He frowned at 
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this a moment, then he used an eraser, leaving only the single word Tale. 

That seemed to satisfy him (p.259) 

The play on ‘My tale’ – ‘Tale’ recalls Willa Cather’s UMy AntoniaU and belongs 

to Anton’s world, not to Michael’s. By his own evidence, this was the first novel 

Anton read in an Arabic translation, and his own name is encrypted in ‘Antonia’.  

Significantly, Michael’s words are the reversal of Jim Burden’s words to the female 

narrator of UMy AntoniaU. Jim, who tells the narrator that he has been sporadically 

writing his childhood memories of Antonia, calls at her apartment one stormy 

afternoon, carrying a legal portfolio and saying: 

‘Here is the thing about Antonia. Do you still want to read it? I finished it 

last night. I didn’t take time to arrange it; I simply wrote down pretty 

much all that her name recalls to me. I suppose it hasn’t any form. It 

hasn’t any title either’. He went into the next room, sat down at my desk 

and wrote across the face of the portfolio the word ‘Antonia’. He frowned 

at this a moment, then prefixed another word, making it ‘My Antonia’. 

That seemed to satisfy him (Introduction).xii  

 

Instead of Burden prefixing ‘my’, Shammas makes Anton omit precisely the 

possessive pronoun.xiii The erasure of ‘my’ obviously interrogates belonging. How 

can a story be labelled ‘my’ when there are two Antons who may be one? To whom 

does ‘my’ refer?  The conundrum is further intensified by the last sentence of the 

chapter: “But maybe, out of polite arrogance, he might have finished with a 

paraphrase of Borges: “Which of the two of us has written this book I do not know” 

(p.259).  Thus, the Udoppelganger Umotif not only undermines unified subjectivity, 
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introduces otherness into sameness, and crosses the boundaries between reality and 

fiction; it also destabilizes the very origin of writing. 

In spite of the destabilization of belonging on so many levels, it seems to me 

that UArabesques U has come to belong to the canon of Hebrew/Israeli literature, both 

because of its political agenda – more acceptable today than at the time of its 

publication – and because of its intrinsic literary excellence. Moreover, whether or not 

by intention, Shammas has paved the road to other Israeli-Arab novelists and poets 

who write in Hebrew, e.g. Salman Masalha, Sayed Kashua, Ayman Sicseck. He is 

also an inspiration to Israeli-Jewish writers who integrate Arabic into their Hebrew, 

like Almog Behar, one of whose stories paradoxically announces in Arabic, but in 

Hebrew letters, that he is a Jew (“Ana min al Yahoud”) and whose untitled poem 

combines Hebrew and Arabic within almost every word. 

Are these intimations of a double belonging,  that is to say, co-existence, or is it 

only wishful thinking on my part?  
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I. 

This is an attempt to justify the above title, 'purloined' – implying the removal 

of belongings – and 'French'. Here I raise some of the problems that my essay, 

("When Hebrew Will Have Become Our Mother-Tongue: Scholem's Bekenntnis über 

unsere Sprache,") written for the forthcoming collection, deals with. The essay 

"When Hebrew" is about the famous text Gershom Scholem wrote, in German, in 

1926 Palestine, and was included in a "Gift" (Gabe), presented to Franz Rosenzweig 

on his 40th birthday, together with 36 other multi-lingual, multi-generic contributions. 

In it Scholem expressed his doubts and fears regarding the looming disastrous 

consequences of an inevitable secularization of the Hebrew language. Written in a 

quasi-biblical, often quite antiquated German, abounding in vivid metaphors, its 

manifesto-like formulations convey a very troubled state of mind in crisis. 

Apprehension, warning and hesitant hope are often expressed in ambiguous, 

ambivalent wordings. My essay traces the "biblio-biography" of this document, from 

1926 to the present, claiming that it has reached its present fame and influence due to 

translation. Furthermore, it claims that a particular translation has led to a specific 

interpretation of the text, and that it is this reading and this translation that have made 

its fame possible at a particular historical moment. Simultaneously, leading away 

from the original, translation has suppressed alternative readings which would give 

the original German language, its connotations and associations greater consideration. 

Many readers of the Bekenntnis read it as though it were written in Hebrew, and it 

was not. It is German, appropriated in a way by Hebrew, and not only when translated 

into Hebrew. My essay highlights the problems of the text's economy of circulation in 

translation and criticism, and questions its belonging to writer, translator, language 
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and culture. In the background hovers the problem of the adopted-rejected German-

Hebrew mother tongue of its original writer, Gershom Scholem.  

Indeed, Scholem's document has recently become somewhat of a celebrity in 

German-Jewish and Hebrew literature and history studies. So much so, that Elad 

Lapidot writes, for example, that it "has not only become canonical, but poses a kind 

of Urtext of the critique of the resurrected Hebrew, which Jacques Derrida named a 

"prophecy".0F

1 Prophetical, canonical Urtext – no less. At the same time, it has been 

celebrated as a text come back from the dead. Thus, Gil Anijar introduces his own 

translation of the Bekenntnis in the following Derridean uncanny eulogy: "This letter 

has no testamentary character, though it was found after Scholem's death, in his 

papers, in 1985. Here it is, none the less, arriving and returning to us, speaking to us 

after the death of the signatory, and something in it henceforth resonates like the 

voice of a ghost (fantôme). […] One has at times the impression that a revenant 

proclaims to us the terrifying return of a ghost."1F

2  

Hallowed in mystique, Scholem as ghost and prophet has created a critical buzz, 

his text serving as ur-proof in present day Zionist/Post-Zionist controversy, its 

political import paramount. An unheimliche ghostly apparition, the letter, which is not 

quite a letter, which was indeed found but never really lost, (as elaborated in great 

detail in my "When Hebrew" essay), has found us as a belated agitated audience of 

attentive addressees. Yet, we, the majority of us to whom the "letter" has returned, 

have never read it. We have come to know it primarily through translation. The 

acclaim that has greeted it in Hebrew, French and English (which prides itself with 5 

                                                      
1 Elad Lapidot, Fragwürdige Sprache: Zur modernen ``Phänomenologie der heiligen Zunge, Sprache 
und Zunge``. Jahrbuch des Simon-Dubnow-Institut (JBDI), XII/2013, Vanderhoek & Co. KC, 
Götttingen, pp. 271-298 (my translation). 
2  Gil Anijar, Acts of Religion, Routledge, New York and London, 2002, p. 191 
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translations by now) seems to confirm Walter Benjamin's observation about the role 

of translation in the Fortleben (the living on; after-life) of texts:  

Translations that are more than transmissions of subject matter come into being 

when in the course of its survival a work has reached its age of fame. […] The life of 

the original attains its ever-renewed latest and most abundant flowering. 2F

3 

We seem, indeed, to be "the age of fame" of Scholem's Bekenntnis.  

 

In modern translation studies it has become a cliché to stress the fact that 

translations are never innocent, that is to say, that translators have agendas, conscious 

or unconscious. This is by no means an ethical judgment, it only highlights the fact 

that translational decisions are not always purely linguistic, but involve cultural-

political considerations, conventional and personal. And since translation inevitably 

involves renunciation, decisions that cannot but give up double-meanings and 

ambiguities of the original that have no corresponding "equivalences" in the target 

language, the untranslated meaning, the left-out, is at least as important as the 

meaning selected for translation. The example of the two Hebrew translations of 

Scholem's title is a case in point. 'Bekenntnis' means both 'confession' and 'declaration 

of faith' (credo). English and French echo the same ambiguity; Hebrew has no parallel 

term, and the translators had to choose. The two Hebrew translators made their 

opposing decisions, each suppressing – necessarily – one aspect of the original 

ambiguity: the first, Broide (1985), translated it as Vidu'i (confession), the second, 

Huss (1989), rendered it Hats'harat Emunim (declaration of faith). The very different 

titles indicate only too clearly that translation means choosing on the basis of an 

interpretation and, although not explicitly stated, or perhaps even unintended, on the 
                                                      

3  Benjamin, "The Task of the Translator", translated by Steven Rendall, 1997. 
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basis of an agenda. While disambiguating the text, translation simultaneously creates 

new ambiguities. Just as the first title leaves out the optimistic mustering of faith, so 

to have Emunim attached to "our language" in 1989 accrues an echo absent from the 

original; the reader has no way of knowing, unless she is told so expressly by the way 

of a Translator's Preface or footnote. What does it mean then, when we use an 

"author's" name, a (ghostly) signatory's name, when what we read/quote is a 

translation?  

 

 II. 

So, translation is necessarily a kind of appropriation and arouses questions 

concerning the politics of property and belonging, possession and dispossession of 

writer, language and culture in a world dominated more and more by translation.  

If there is a translation that is "more than the transmission of subject matter", it 

is Stéphane Mosès's French translation of Scholem's German text. An impassioned, 

beautiful text in its own right, it played a major role in the buzz surrounding the 

Bekenntnis, particularly via its influence on Derrida's "The Eyes of Language", which 

is arguably the most influential discussion so far of the Scholem text. It makes the 

French Bekenntnis a doubly personal text: behind Scholem's outcry, one can sense the 

translator's identification, perhaps his own distress and crisis. The following 

somewhat detailed discussion (that readers less philologically-linguistically inclined 

may find tedious, and are therefore invited to skip) should provide an idea of what 

direction the French translation takes, what is gained and what is lost by it, and why it 

blocks other readings for the reader unfamiliar with the language of the original. It is 
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hoped that such a detailed analysis would impress on the reader what the 

consequences, implications and feats of a translation are. 

 

So let us begin with the title under which the document first appeared in the 

Arch. Soc. des Rel., 1985, 60/61, (juillet-septembre), pp. 83-84: 

UNE LETTRE INEDITE DE GERSHOM SCHOLEM 

A FRANZ ROSENZWEIG 

A PROPOS DE NOTRE LANGUE. UNE CONFESSION3F

4  

 

Literally this would be: An Unpublished Letter by Gershom Scholem/ to Franz 

Rosenzweig/ Regarding our Language. A Confession. Confronted with such a title, a 

reader might (would?) assume that we are dealing with a hitherto unpublished 

personal letter – one of the many Scholem wrote throughout his life – that he, 

Scholem, sent Rosenzweig and entitled the way it appears here. The "letter" had 

indeed never been published before, but was neither personal nor private, nor was this 

precisely its title.4F

5 Introducing it as a letter, blurs the fact that, it was not quite a letter, 

rather more of an "open letter", an emergency call addressed to an editor (Martin 

Buber, in this case) as well as to its "addressee", and was not meant to be read by 

Rosenzweig alone as father confessor.  

Scholem's original title is: 

                                                      
4 All citations in French are from, Stéphane Mosès, Langage et sécularisation, in, L'Ange de l'Histoire, 
Editions Gallimard, 2006 [1992], pp. 341-368. The book entitles the text slightly differently:  
A propos de notre langue. Une Confession. 
Pour Franz Rosenzweig 
A l'occasion du 26 décembre 1926 (p. 341) 
5  A text of 1925, entitled Sprachbekenntnis (at present in the archive of the National Library of 
Jerusalem) shows that the Bekenntnis was originally not written as a letter, but as a long note, and was 
not addressed to Rosenzweig. It was later re-worked for the occasion of 1926. 
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 Bekenntnis über unsere Sprache,  

an Franz Rosenzweig 

Literally again: "A Confession about our Language,/ (dedicated/addressed) to 

Franz Rosenzweig". Misleadingly straightforward, the original title is all but 

unequivocal. True, there is something "personal" about it, and it is not just because of 

the proper noun. The writer includes himself in the addressing situation by using the 

first person plural unsere (our), though it is not quite clear whom this pronoun 

includes or excludes. Just as it is not quite clear which language "our language" is, 

given that the text is written in German. The French, of course, has the same "our" 

(notre), but it is preceded by an "a propos" (for the German über – 'on', 'about'), a 

legitimate choice certainly that adds, however, a slight hue of intimacy, of continuing 

an interrupted debate, enclosing the text in a tête à tête conversation. 

Yet most importantly, dividing the title in two, and inverting the order, the 

French shifts the stress from "our language" to the "confession", indicating a genre, 

dramatizing the address-situation of confessor-culprit, attributing a tone of "culpa 

mea/nostra" right from the beginning. Like the German Bekenntnis, the French 

confession (and the English one) denotes both an acknowledgement of guilt and a 

confession of faith. Highlighting the confessional aspect therefore not only directs the 

reader's attention to a sin, or a crime, but also alludes to a secret to be revealed, and 

perhaps a sentence/verdict pronounced. At the same time, however, it incorporates the 

text within a tradition of religious declarations of credo. The language of the secular 

legal is part of the religious chant; or vice versa. In a way, Mosès's inversion makes 

the word 'Bekenntnis' the leading signal of the text, directing the reader to see it in a 
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context of a personal extreme confessional situation. (This is fully attested by the 

essay/chapter, which Mosès devoted to the text in his book.) 

Though preserving the double-meaning of the title, an analysis of the first 

sentences, in German and in French, will disclose the translator's strategy that leads 

away from the Credo-meaning of Bekenntnis to the confessional-juridical one, from 

faith to disastrous retribution for sin. The original German text opens with the oft 

quoted: "Dies Land ist ein Vulkan. Es beherbergt die Sprache``. (Literally: "This land 

is a volcano. It lodges (the) language.")5F

6 The metaphor is Janus-faced. The volcanic 

land, the subject of both sentences, is a site of imminent dangerous eruption, but at the 

same time is attributed an opposite characteristic by the connotation of the German 

benign beherbergt. A Herberge is a mountain cabin/lodge, which implies the 

provision of shelter. Echoing the German verbergen as well, it connotes provisional 

safety and the concealment of a secret or a treasure. In other words, the opening 

metaphor of the volcano is immediately modified, if not subverted; the containing 

relation of land-language is ambivalent. Is language a threat, or is it threatened? Is the 

Land a shelter, or does its very connection with language turn it into an ominous 

volcano about to erupt? Vulkan connotes, of course, a mighty god as well. The 

tenuous relation to the mighty divine and natural is highlighted by the verb chosen. 

The question of what conceals what, volcano-land sheltering language or language 

hiding a volcano within it will haunt the rest of the text. Beherbergt is therefore 

central to our understanding of it. 

The French translation gives us the following opening: 

"Ce pays est pareil à un volcan où bouillonnerait le langage.¨ (341) 

                                                      
6 The literal translations are mine, based on amendments to the extant English translations.  
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Again literally: "This land is like a volcano where language will/would be 

bubbling/boiling/ will have bubbled".6F

7 Comparing the two versions, the first thing that 

strikes the reader is the combination of the first two simple sentences into a complex 

one, tying language to Land in a subordinate relative clause, most importantly 

denying Land its sheltering function. The tie is of one color only. As if 

"excplicitating" the ominous volcano-metaphor, the translation attributes a boiling to 

language, never mentioned in the original, even if implied. Not only is 'language', in 

the translation, not that which is in need of protection and that which is protected by 

the land, it is turned, here, into a lava in a constant state of boiling, the French verb-

tense (present conditional) implying an unexpressed threatening "if".7F

8 The text is on 

fire right from the beginning, a fire by which Derrida will be infected later. Let me 

clarify again: it is not that a threatening fire is not implied in the text, yet the text does 

not say it, and thus leaves another possibility open, that of a fertile lava, for instance. 

In the translation there is much less doubt as to the future destructive eruption of the 

volcano than in the original. The atmosphere of impending, unavoidable doom, is 

further augmented by the strategic choice of translating many of the active verbal 

structures attached to human efforts and deeds into passive ones. This is immediately 

done in the next sentence, when the French gives us "On y parle de tout ce qui risque 

de nous conduire à l'èchec" for the original "Man spricht hier von vielen Dingen, an 

denen wir scheitern können". Not only do "many things" (vielen Dingen) become 

"everything" (tout), encompassing all existence, not just "here" (hier, which is left 

out), the translation implants a growing sense that what is about to happen is, 

necessarily, in the Hands of Heavenly Doom/Fate, definite and unavoidable. We are 
                                                      

7 The French tense of the verb here is a present conditional, difficult to translate into English, implying 
an "if" clause. 
8 Interestingly, the French uses langage (language in general), and not la langue, and oscillates 
throughout between the two, langage and langue, where the German uses Sprache throughout, using 
here the definite article (die) to particularize the language. 
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lead, in French, whereas the original leaves it more in our hands, in particular by the 

use of können, for which the French prefers to introduce the risque, augmenting again 

the drama of danger. And then, strangely, when the German speaks of the danger that 

the Zionist enterprise has unavoidably evoked (herauf beschworen, implying an active 

calling up from the dead by sorcerers' witchcraft, and echoing a taking of an oath, 

(swearing, schwören), the French says simply: "une conséquqnce nécessqire de 

l'enterprise sioniste [a necessary consequence of the Zionist enterprise]." This is a 

strange decision, since it forgoes the Unheimlichkeit implied in the German verb, 

which is explicitly used in the text (the original uses the word unheimlicher in relation 

to the threat of both the Arab people and the secularized Hebrew). Dramatically, it 

also gives up a host of biblical associations that allude to the connection between the 

Seer, the conjuring up from the dead and the silent God (I Samuel, 28). In the "When 

Hebrew" essay I show in great detail all the implications of this decision. Here let me 

just note that keeping the biblical scene in mind would have preserved the association 

of the rise of the House of David after Saul's defeat, and thus attenuated the 

consequences of the 'inevitable' disaster. Choosing not to use the French conjurer, 

which would have the same implications as the German beschworen (including the 

swearing jurer), undermines the possibility of an allusion to a confession of faith as 

well as the association of catastrophe and promise. It brackets the other side/facet of 

Bekenntnis. 

The sense of inevitability and doubt as to human interceptive measures is 

increased by the uncalled-for exchange of passive structures for the original active 

ones at strategic junctions where the fore/seeing of the impending danger is at stake. 

For example, where the original speaks of the risk involved in sight and says simply 

"Wen wir sehen werden" (when we see), the French has: "La vue nous sera rendue" 
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[when sight is given back to us]. The question of blindness and sight in their relation 

to the impending danger seems to lead the translator into this kind of "passivity". 

Thus, again, where the original says "Kein sehender hätte den dömonischen Mut 

aufgebracht" (Literally, "no one with clear sight would have mustered the demonic 

courage," the French has "Car s'ils avaient été doués de clairvoyance; ils n'auraient 

jamais eu le courage démoniaque". Translated back into German this would have 

literally been: "For, if they had been endowed/granted with clear-

sightedness/perceptiveness, they would have never had the courage." Seeing right is 

not in the hands of the (non)seer, s/he has to be given sight. And again s/he is not the 

active agent, s/he is denied the action of "mustering" (aufgebracht) and has to be 

satisfied with auraient eu. And of course, the added little jamais ("never") furthers the 

tension of the demonic scene. 

The most dramatic, and perhaps questionable moment in the translation seems 

to be when our (the readers') doom is signaled in the following rendering of the 

"schwer vergessliche Minuten", ("moments that can hardly be forgotten," when 

language turns against its speakers), as "tels instants qui nous stigmatisent, que nous 

ne pourrons jamais plus oublier" (literally: "those moments that stigmatize us, which 

we shall never be able to forget"). The inflation of the three-word phrase into a 

complex sentence, whose main clause is not in the original at all, heightens the 

feverish tone of a much more restrained text that prefers schwer vergesslich to the 

possibly stronger unvergesslich (unforgettable). And stigmata calls attention to itself, 

where the body bears witness to the linguistic trauma, associated with religious 

frenzy; and again – the added jamais, 'never', highlights irrevocability.  

For the sake of intellectual and academic integrity, my last (quite passionate) 

paragraph has to be re-written. The text Mosès translated does include "stigmatized"; 
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however, the text in Rosenzweig's Gabe – does not (and, again, about the two 

"originals" I write in great detail in my longer essay). Whether a later addition or an 

oversight are involved is impossible to say, the very use of the term is of interest. And 

yet, even if Scholem himself stigmatized the Hebrew speakers, Mosès still has another 

small addition to press the wound of doom into us. The oft-quoted ambivalent, 

fearful-hopeful cry "God will not stay silent" (Gott … wird nicht stumm bleiben) is 

followed in the German text by the accusation of the revivers of Hebrew who "did not 

believe in the judgment that was thus conjured upon us" (glaubten nicht an das 

Gericht, das sie damit über uns beschworen). In his translation Mosès adds a most 

significant attribute to the threatening judgment: ne croyaient pas en Ula réalité Udu 

Jugement (my emphasis). Not only does judgment become Judgment, the capital letter 

transforming it into Doomsday, it also becomes a prophesized reality. Inscribed Fate, 

never to be erased from our bodies, goes hand in hand with the tone in which the 

translation ends, where the last sentence renders the restrained German 'may' (möge): 

"Fasse le ciel que …" (May heaven …). One ends the text with the sense that  הכול בידי

 .(it is all in the hands of Heaven/God) שמיים

Apart from the intentional or unintentional desire to increase the pressing 

tension of the drama and toll the bells of doom/fate, there is another streak in the 

translation, probably less conscious or intended. It concerns the relation to the 

German language in which the text is written. It seems that not only does the 

translator attempt to render the text in "good" French (as all translators would 

obviously do), he also seems to actively shun the language in which it is originally 

written, or at least keep as wide a distance as possible from it. Why should a word like 

senken ('sink', here in the meaning of 'invest') be rendered nourrir (nourish), and why 

should the German Schöpfer become a French initiateur (instead of 'creator'), or a 
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neue Sprachbewegung a movement de renaissance (and not a 'new language 

movement')? Yet most crucial is the blatant example we have already mentioned 

briefly, where with no particular reason the translation avoids a simple French parallel 

("synonym") for the German original (beschwören/conjurer). This is all the more 

striking since this German verb does not let go of the text and becomes an 

increasingly violent act that cannot but grow on the reader of the original. It is 

positively one of its leitmotifs. In a passage overshadowed by words like Macht, 

Potenz, Gewalt and Kraft (power/might, potency, violence and force), distributed 

evenly between the power enclosed in the holy language and the violence needed to 

raise it from the dead, the translation again prefers to use invoquer, for both the 

German beschwören and wachrufen (arouse), the second being the consequence of the 

first (in the original). And again it is the small detail that adds fuel to the flames: 

where the original is satisfied with grosser Gewalt (great violence), the French has 

une violence terrible. And note: so strong is the hold of the demonic Schwur (oath) 

over the original text, that it is sounded again in its closing sentences, where Judgment 

is beshcworen over us (judgment conjured upon us) by the revivers of the Hebrew 

language, a terrible Schwur strangely absent again from the French translation 

(Jugement auquel ils nous soumettent). 

The passage overwhelmed, in German, by the shunned verb is the one which 

opens with: "Language is name" (Sprache ist Namen), and it is with the "name" that 

Mosès performs the strangest conversion. The original text is doubly signed, in a way. 

It is signed by the 'German' Gerhard Scholem, followed by the Hebrew date in 

transliteration (Jerusalem, Teveth 7, 5687). The French text, however, is signed by the 

'Hebrew' Gershom Scholem. Is it an act of tearing Scholem away from his German 

language and origin? Whose Confession then is the Bekenntnis? 
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III. 

Jacques Derrida was a major agent of dissemination of the Bekenntnis. He was 

deeply touched by Scholem's text and by Stéphane Mosès's treatment of it. This is 

explicitly stated in the long footnote in his Monolingualism and of course in "The 

Eyes of Language," which is wholly dedicated to the text.8F

9 There is hardly any critic 

of the Bekenntnis, in any language, who does not quote him (mostly in translation), 

when dealing with the text. With him, and with Mosès, critics keep repeating the same 

phrases and expressions from the translated Scholem text (again, mostly in a doubly 

distanced translation: from German to French to English). It cannot be stressed often 

enough that by far more people read Derrida and Scholem in English than in French 

or German. Needless to repeat, critics thus follow a particular reading and 

interpretation of the original, sometimes (perhaps, more often than not) unaware of 

translational decisions. Since, as hinted already in the opening paragraphs of this 

essay, the text has become a favored support in the "Zionist" controversy, Derrida's 

reading-translating of it is not only of theoretical interest but of political import. It is 

particularly so in view of the fact that when cited in Gil Anijar's translation into 

English, readers are given to understand that he, Derrida, states, unequivocally, that 

"he [Scholem] cannot but recognize in Zionism an evil, an inner evil that is anything 

but accidental"9F

10. That is, Zionism, incorporates evil, so Derrida seems to declare in 

the name of Scholem. The just cited view of Zionism can serve as a prime example of 

the vicissitudes of an "original" and the manipulations of translation, innocent or 

tendentious. Between all possible alternatives, Anijar chooses to translate Derrida's 

mal (un mal qui n'a rien d'accidentel) with the English 'evil', which, unlike Derrida, 

                                                      
9 Jacques Derrida, "The Eyes of Language", in, Gil Anijar, Acts of Religion, Routledge, New York and 
London, 2002, pp. 191-227. 
10   Acts, 194 
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he italicizes. He could have chosen 'trouble', 'difficulty', 'pain', and closer to the 

harsher original meaning – 'disease'. To be sure, 'evil' is a legitimate translation for the 

French 'mal', but there is no evil in Scholem's text. There is stupidity, blindness, 

arrogance and disease, but not evil. Via translation, Zionism has been attributed 

villainy, the word 'evil' repeated 6 times in this one paragraph alone, from which the 

above quote is taken. It is hammered in. Derrida's mal is bad enough, there being no 

explicit "mallness" in the Scholem text, (the only allusion being 'unheilschwer', which 

Anijar rightly translates as "pregnant with catastrophes"), yet Anijar's 'evil' is worse.    

A detailed analysis of the Derrida text is far beyond the scope of the present 

discussion. Here let me just draw attention to the way Derrida uses the French 

translation, augmenting Mosès's feverish reading, using a fiery rhetoric that naturally 

relies on the French language, and although attentive to Scholem's ambivalent 

position, pulls the text, as a confessional letter, in the direction of catastrophic, 

inevitable doom. 

Following Mosès, Derrida indeed treats the text as a letter, stressing that we, the 

readers, who read the text closely with him, "a purely internal reading", while 

uncovering the "interiority of the text," have been made "attentive to the fact that this 

is a letter and that this fact is marked in the letter of this letter."10F

11 Is it "a letter" and is 

it "a fact"? I believe it is neither. Reading it as an open letter, of the genre of a New 

Testament Epistle (perhaps to the Hebrews), rather than a private missive, would 

make a difference. Both Mosès and Derrida make the addressing situation of the 

private letter central to their reading of the document; the number of times the word 

'letter' appears in the Derrida text is countless. This, too, is hammered in. 

Consequently, there is hardly a reader who can read the text otherwise. Readers of 

                                                      
11 Acts, 198-199 
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Derrida will also be reminded, even if only sub-consciously, of his Carte Postale, will 

be drawn into the address-situation, and will think of letters reaching or failing to 

reach their destination. 

The text that reaches the reader via Derrida is a stinging text ablaze. The state of 

boiling hinted in the first sentence of the French translation, which Derrida quotes, 

turns into an open fire by his inflammatory rhetoric. In the Scholem text there is no 

mention of fire at all; the ambivalent volcano is mentioned only once, as Derrida 

himself admits. Yet for him "[L]anguage is overheated, words burn, one can hardly 

touch them." 11F

12 Not letting the conflagration abate, his rhetoric keeps stoking/kindling 

the fire: 

The staging that blends the passion of language with the elements […] 

privileges Ufire. U[…], language will speak through U fire, U[…] return through this Ufire 

Uhole: […], and mouth of Ufire, Ua jealous and revengeful God who is a God of Ufire (U[…] 

Spinoza's fright before this God of Ufire U). […] a UburningU bush (196, my emphases). 

Who is the inflamed stage director of the scene? Engulfed by threatening divine 

fire, the reader completely forgets that "this fire hole", the volcano, may also have a 

shielding role, that it "beherbergt", shelters, language. (Confined to translation, s/he 

was probably not made aware of it in the first place.)  

Derrida's exhilarating performative rhetoric absorbs the French translation, 

augmenting its fiery underlying interpretation by the elementary device of alliterative 

repetition and repeated repetition. 'Fire' accumulates; no fire-escape provided. But his 

essay also illustrates the pits into which what I would like to call the 

"secondary/indirect/auxiliary translator" may fall. Derrida does not translate 

                                                      
12  Acts,195 
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Scholem's text in its entirety, only selected words, phrases, and turns of speech. There 

can be no doubt that he read it in German, his text dispersed with bracketed German 

words of the original, which he either translates himself, or uses the extant French 

translation for them, or, quoting, leaves them untranslated. He imparts the impression 

that he is aware of the original and of the importance of its being written in German. 

This does not prevent him however from developing an enthusiastic argument that is 

entirely dependent on the peculiarities of the French, on the prefix re- and the 

hypnotic chant of its repetition: 

 

 The "neue Sprachbewegung" – which Stéphane Mosès was right to translate 

"mouvement de renaissance de l'hébreu" - is indeed a movement for the UreU-turn, the 

UreU-birth, the Ure Usurrection even, the Ure U-turn, one more time, one more turn [volte], 

UreUvolution, not to mention the Ure Uvenant whose sign is marked by the UreUturn of the 

word gespenstisch (spectral, ghostly) on two occasions in the confession. This 

semantic chain of Ure- U( Ure Uturn, UreUpetition, UreUawakening, UreUsurrection, Ure Uvolt, Ure Uvolution, 

Ure Uvenance) crosses the essential question of Ure U- in the language, as language insofar as 

it inaugurates the possibility of vengeance as UreUvenge, punishment, or UreUtaliation 

(Acts, 208-209, italics in the original, underlining mine). 

 

A reader cannot remain indifferent to the brilliantly insistent beat of the 

"semantic chain", even in the English translation, but do retribution and revenge speak 

the same language in German "as language"? The German for the French/English 

prefix re- is wieder-. Some of the nouns in the semantic chain open with wieder-, 

others don't, some have no prefix at all: 'return' – zurück or wiederkommen ; 'rebirth – 

Wiedergeburt; 'resurrection' – Wiederbelebung, Auferstehung; 'repetition' – 
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Wiederholung; 'reawakening' – Wiedererwachen; 'revolt' – Aufstand; 'revolution' – 

Revolution; 'revenge' – Rache; 'retaliation' – Vergeltung. Revenge, punishment 

(Strafe) and retaliation, are not inaugurated by the "essential question of re-" in the 

German that speaks of them.  

One cannot but succumb to Derrida's charm, yet, his French creates a linguistic 

net which ties revenge and retaliation to Hebrew Renaissance in an insoluble chain, of 

which other possibilities are excluded.   

As stated at the beginning, my intention here was to show the "stealing act" of 

translation and of a translation-based reading that "pretends" to deal with the original. 

Recent history proves that most often it is such "mis-readings" that are the most 

productive culturally. 

[In the next sections of my essay, I discuss that which is excluded by translation 

and by a "refusal" to listen to the original German, by a collaborative reading of the 

text as if it were written in Hebrew. I try to show that not only "Hebrew figures in the 

German language" (196), as Derrida and many who have written about the Bekenntnis 

since, would have it; German also figures in the German language of the text. The 

German of the text is not only a theoretical problem of the possibility of writing a 

Holy Tongue in another language. It carries with it loads of connotations and 

associations, attention to which may amplify the understanding of the text. Of 

particular interest are its connections with Luther as translator and with the language 

of the German Bible. The last section of my essay is devoted to the problem of 

Scholem's mother tongue, and to his ambivalent anxious attitude towards "mother 

tongue" as opposed to "Father Tongue."]  
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“When the roof flies off the house and the words don’t 
provide refuge, I speak.” 

Space, Form and Language in Alejandra Pizarnik's Poetics 

of Un/Belonging 

Anastasia Telaak 
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The house is an outstanding spatial icon in the poetic oeuvre of Alejandra Pizarnik. 

As a circumscribed space with a hearth burning in its midst known since antiquity, it 

symbolically summons the meaning of safely being at home ('zuhause', 'chez soi'), 

drawing on the imagery of mystic belief: “(...) living  is only possible if a good fire 

burns in the house of the heart,” Pizarnik writes in her diaries. A different, literally 

catastrophic meaning shows the sentence quoted in the title of this paper: By inverting 

the common signifiers of the house, the poetic voice enacts its own “spatial 

atopology” in the very language it makes use of: Within total dispersion, it constitutes 

itself as the inhabitant of a site turned uninhabitable, thus rendering the full impact of 

a linguistic experience described as “Writing from “[N]either inside nor outside of me 

but rather from both sites.” In still other entries, this unsettling constellation is 

visualized in a self “inhabiting” the very exile it perambulates, and then resolved, as 

in some odd dialectical twist, in the figure of absence. This absence which is language 

is conceived as both “particularly mine” and “autonomous”, as something the 

speaking I possesses like a stigma, which of course also implies uniqueness, while 

being denied its ‘natural’ property, her being (in) it as a master would be (in) his own 

house: 

The horror of inhabiting me, of being - how strange - my own guest, my 

passenger, my place of exile. -  The words are my particular absence. (...) in me, 

there is an autonomous absence made of language. I do not understand the 

language, and it is the only thing I have. I have a language, but I am not it. It is 

like possessing a sickness or being possessed by it, without an encounter taking 

place (…) I do not understand the language. I only hold on to it.”  

 

 That “my only drama, the central drama, is language” is a conviction Pizarnik 

initially, and not unlike a colonized subject, links to her being “maladjusted” in a 
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country where argentinidad largely rests upon a nexus between Spanish-Catholic 

culture and a clear-cut territoriality, including manifestations of anti-Semitism of 

varying degrees. Born in 1936 to Yiddish-speaking Jewish parents a year after their 

emigration from Równe (then still Polish) to Buenos Aires, the adolescent diarist feels 

compelled to “explain” her “European accent” and the hereby compromised claim 

that “I’m Argentine”, sensing that “citizenship does not define a cultural, linguistic or 

historical participation”.  On the other hand, part of her answer to a “homeland” 

which she later will curse with the Jewish “herem” for its “stupidity” and “vulgarity” - 

that is: for its peripheric status in regard to a European center -, is the elaboration of a 

“textual community” with the most famous European (and exclusively male) 

mavericks. This “virtual space of intimacy” she seeks to share with Kierkegaard, 

Lautréamont, Artaud, Bataille and still others, intensified during her stay in Paris 

(1960-1964), provides a lifelong intertextual practice of citing, commenting, and 

reformulating their texts in her writing. Yet, it is Proust, and above all Kafka whose 

authority she ultimately bases herself on in her claim of both particularity and 

universality, as well as in her ambition to become the “greatest poet in Spanish 

language”: While Proust is admired for his “unique, exquisite soul,” Kafka himself 

turns into an icon of belonging: “I love Jews like K.”, avows the diarist, “altogether, 

they are my race and my house”. Kafka is the exemplary kindred soul, also, when 

Pizarnik ascribes her sense of non-belonging and loneliness to petit-bourgeois parents 

apparently unable to ‘translate’ themselves into a Jewish-Argentine existence. From 

here, her not ‘being’ in language is linked to an unknown which is a family history 

marked by uprooting and the Shoah: With parental figures lacking - or, as Pizarnik’s 

poetic daughters suspect: silencing, concealing, betraying - all relational and relatable 

structures, they get entangled in an ongoing quest for an unavailable, forbidden 
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genealogy and language triggering both the impulse to “restore” and to “exorcise” the 

uncanny site(s) of the self. 

II 

 In this frame of a Jewish-Eastern European post-memory, the urge for 

inventing “my voice, new, unknown” initially implies several interrelated semiotic 

patterns in Pizarnik’s writing. Visibly staged in an oedipal space, the drama of 

un/belonging intertwines with a complex conception of the Jewish diaspora. Here, the 

“discovery” that “I am Jewish”, erupting two years after the death of the father 

(1966), marks the attempt to bridge a fundamental split in the poetic discourse 

between the historic interpretations of Moses and Ahasver, including, in regard to the 

latter, the racial rhetoric on the Ostjude established by the end of the 19th century in 

Central Europe. Correspondingly, the literary space appears as largely divided into a 

sacred and a profane sphere:  

 The first exhibits tokens of an ambivalently idealized paternity, involving a 

fragile proudness of “the people of the oldest memory”, a “cultural memory” based on 

a canonized tradition. This includes “a special intelligence of things” and “the 

incredible (…) capacity of disconfiding the Jews have”, as well as a metaphoric of 

music inspired by Jewish liturgy and Romanticism. It is here that also the search for a 

site from which to translate the self in the first place absorbs Jewish mysticism and 

the imperative of a Law the authority of which however appears as sustained only by 

its form. Hence Pizarnik’s messianic conjuration of an unknown always missing what 

is hoped for - the revelation of a pure primordial language -, and the ensuing efforts to 

counter what resists its own designation by poetizing “a lapse (…) of  silence”, as it 

can be read in the prose text The dead and the rain.  
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 The profane sphere again features subjective traumatic memories 

(Erinnerungen) and a destructive corruption more often than not related to maternal 

figures. Contrary to a poetic language informed by the idea of Moses setting out for 

the Promised Land, the space of the profane is marked by a disintegration of language 

and music the emblem of which becomes Ahasver: “a ghetto-spirit” matched by 

“profound disorder, as if I hadn’t done other than travelling”.  

 It is this split emblematized in the figures of Moses and Ahasver that keeps the 

poetic desire in an ongoing suspense between a-historicity and history, promise and 

terror, consistence and dispersion, limits and transgression, law and madness, without 

a steady, that is: a self-assured way out: The attempt to fuse them, to adopt the 

“projected Jew” and maintain the uncertain horizon of transcendence, in order to 

forge a new Jewish authenticity, mostly results in a blending of Moses and Ahasver 

with the post-war discourse of the speechless, victimized and thus stigmatized Jew - 

with death as both a curse and a unique Jewish “secret”. 

 The literary strategies within the semiotic spaces of Moses and Ahasver 

correspond to Pizarnik’s poetics of “restoring” and “exorcising” what coincides and 

informs the voice in an uncanny presence-absence: the abstractions of messianism and 

revelation, the kaleidoscopic, polyphonic ‘diasporicity’, and the fractured, spectral 

space of Eastern-European Jewry. Thus, we can observe an alternate impulse of 

orbiting and shunning, revealing and concealing, claiming and revoking, idealizing 

and debasing, the aporetic nature of which is intensified by a complex organization of 

perspectives: Often, we are dealing with several voices or with a voice fractured into 

voices, with a focus shifting from an external to an internal one or vice versa. In The 

Dead and the Rain again, a dense lyrical prose piece Pizarnik wrote in 1969, there is 
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a constant displacement at work, an elaborate undecidability with respect to the 

establishment of a site within the language proper: 

There was a man living next to a cemetery and nobody asked him why. And 

why should anybody have asked anything? I do not live next to a cemetery and 

nobody asks me why. Something lies, corrupt or sick, between yes and no. If a 

man lives next to a cemetery he is not asked why, but if he lives far off a 

cemetery he is not asked why either. But not haphazardly did this man live next 

to a cemetery. I will be told that everything is hazardous, beginning with the 

place one inhabits. It cannot be of any concern what I am told because never 

anybody tells me anything when he believes he is telling me something. I only 

listen to my desperate babel of voices, the liturgical chants coming from the 

sacred tomb of my illicit childhood. It’s a lie. (…) 

 

The Dead and the Rain is also instructive as regards the complex intertwining of 

spaces, the “ambiguous vicinities” within which the quest for the site of “my voice” 

and a Jewish belonging is undertaken. Outstanding for its multilayered reference to 

the “sacral text-culture” which traditionally substantiates the “diasporic constellation” 

of “Jewish life-worlds” - Midrash, Talmud and the decisive time-lapse at Mount Sinai 

-, the text projects the expectation of encounter and revelation of an uncanny 

unknown realized in its intrinsic division between the profane and the sacred, the 

historicity of empty Jewish tombs and ahistorical tradition: The cemetery is strange 

and Jewish, the rain (a typical Pizarnikian image of revelation) dirty and unknown. 

This ambiguity in the very poetic voice moving both inside and outside a Jewish 

cemetery/text is equally mirrored in the wandering Jews as “lost poets”, a weakened 

image of orthodox Jewry, and a Hellenized father who - via Oedipus and Tiresias - is 

singled out as Moses. The concluding lines however - separating “they” from “I”, but 
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tying them together again in an inextricable truth as to an absolute unknown - ‘reveal’ 

that the key as a symbol of authority and law in the Talmud ultimately fails to 

integrate the “neither-nor but both things”:  

  (…) something moves and unfolds when the rain falls on a cemetery. I 

have seen with my eyes the little men in black singing dirges of wandering lost 

poets. And those in rain-drenched caftans, and the futile tears, and my father, 

much too young, with hands and feet of a Greek spark, my father will have been 

frightened the first night, in that gruesome place. (…) All the dead are 

inebriated of dirty and unknown rain in the strange and Jewish cemetery. Only 

in the rain resounding on the tombs can I come to know what I am terrified of 

knowing. Blue eyes, eyes encrusted in the fresh earth of the empty tombs of the 

Jewish cemetery. If only I had a small empty house next to the cemetery, if it 

could be mine. And take possession of it as of a boat and watch through a 

telescope the tomb of my father under the rain, because the only communion 

with the dead happens under the rain (…) It is true that it is of no concern what 

or whom they called God, but it is equally true what I read in the Talmud: “God 

has three keys: that of the rain, that of birth, and that of the resurrection of the 

dead.”  (my italics) 

Significantly, and probably due to an ‘authoritative aura’ still inherent to the sacred 

and paternal patterns informing the text, the resentment of not conceiving an own 

linguistic site is tempered by a highly elaborate narrative. In Hall of psychopathology, 

by contrast, a prose poem from 1971 staging a hospitalization in the psychiatric ward, 

the poetic voice moves from a mocking depiction of its diasporic condition to a 

deranged “lady originating from the darkest quarter of a village which doesn’t appear 

on the map” which turns out to be a Jewish mother - aggressively blamed for 

concealing her own tongue and thus corrupting the symbolic language of the sacred. 

The raging ‘cunnilinguism’ (of Jewish-European psychoanalytical tradition) this 
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unleashes on the side of the poetic voice, the obscene profanation of East European 

rabbinical tradition, and the suicidal scission within the body of the word “conmigo” 

(with-me), displaying the figure of “neither-nor” in a letal “both things”, can thus be 

regarded as a counterpart and complement to The Dead and the Rain: 

      (…) my lady, the mother is a carnivorous animal that loves the 

voluptuous vegetation. The hour she was born, she opens her legs, ignorant of 

the sense of her position destined to bring into the world, down to the ground, 

into fire, into the air,  

     But then, one wants to get back again into that damn cunt, 

after having tried to give birth to oneself alone sticking out my head through my 

womb 

(and as I was unable, I seek to die and to get back into the pestilent cave of the 

concealed concealer whose function is to conceal) 

     I speak of the cunt and I speak of death, 

     everything is cunt, I have licked cunts in different countries and only 

took pride in my virtuosity – the Mahatma Ghandi of licking, the Einstein of 

cuntlicker, the Reich of tonguing, the Reik of pushing her way through, between 

hair like that of filthy rabbis - oh the relish of grunge! 

(…)  

        You should encounter yourself - she said. 

       And I said to her: 

     In order to reunite myself with the me of the with-me and be a single and 

same entity  

     with it I have to kill that me so that the with dies and, that way, the contrasts 

annulled, the  

     torturing dialectics concludes in the fusion of the contrasts. (…) 
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III 

The concepts of Moses and Ahasver, of the Promised Land and a diasporic condition 

interpreted as errantry affect Pizarnik’s writing not only on a semiotic and semantic 

level. They also pertain to a “change of forms” which she called “territorial changes,” 

specifying that “everything reduces itself to the choice between verse and prose”. A 

diary entry in which she quotes from Proust’s À la Recherche du temps perdu can 

initially illustrate the corresponding implications: 

Just take it serenely upon yourself to be labeled as nervous. You belong to the 

magnificent and deplorable family which is the salt to the world. Everything 

great we know is made of the nervous. You and no others have founded 

religions and created masterpieces. Never will the world sufficiently know what 

it owes to you, nor above all what you have suffered in order to bestow these 

achievements to it.   

Here, neither the ironical allusion to the Book of Matthew and the stereotype of the 

neurasthenic Ostjude, nor the repercussion of Achad Ha’am’s Moses (1904) can be 

missed, in which the Zionist writer underscores the “ambition of the stateless Jewish 

people, that does not wish to be like all other peoples, but rather, animated by the urge 

for justice, lies at odds to their order and to its own time”. The keyword ‘foundation’ 

in turn is not complemented by ‘nation’, but by “religions” and “masterpieces”, thus 

corresponding to the sacral-textual imprint of the “diasporic constellation” (Dan 

Diner): In contrast to non-Jewish majority cultures defining themselves according to 

“surface and expanse”, Jewish diasporicity would follow “the axioms of the 

unprotected spot” and be characterized by “spatial suspension and territorial 

transgression”.  

 In Pizarnik’s poetics, these reflections on diasporic condition, including 

messianic thinking, merge with the outstanding, downright divine and also ‘painful’ 
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rank of verse in Western literature. Poems, the poet-to-be declares, are “magic 

moments (…) that place me in a cloud of fog made of sand”; the mere expectation of 

a single word is “like a ritual call,” and the “body of the poem” a “privileged space,” a 

ceremonial site of ecstasy “where everything happens (…) In contrast to the sense of 

exile, to that of perpetual expectation, stands the poem - the Promised Land.” This 

concept of poetry highlighting a virtually fulfilled messianic expectation (“capable of 

saying the unsayable”) is coherent with the pattern of spatial suspension, with a 

“dense writing” and “small poems” Pizarnik demands “intensity” from, “not 

extension”. It also involves transgression: “It is particularly in the poem where the 

limit of the possible is being reliably transgressed, exposing oneself to danger.” And it 

is that again what endows the poem with what she terms ‘apartness’ and universality, 

at best commensurable with the standards of Classical Antiquity:  

Every poem is apart. There are few poems apart of value, or to which I concede 

the minimum degree of perfection according to Classical Antiquity. Besides, 

every poem, every line is in its being. I am referring to each one being (by) 

itself, alone, isolated and fragmentary. A hard drudgery, to join the fragments. 

That heals a poem like a wound. 

Already when Pizarnik’s reputation is about to consolidate, the messianic concept of 

the poem is rejected, for those features paradigmatically ascribed to “Jewish-Mosaic” 

existence: “de-materialization of God”, and “’predilection for what is abstract’”: 

No poem can render an account of the intensity of desires. (…) a poem is not 

something that happens. It may possibly invoke the incidence or console for its 

not-coming. (…) - At bottom, I hate poetry. It is, for me, a condemnation to 

abstraction. (…) it reminds me of that I am unable to ‘bite’ into the concrete. 

(…) Sickness of irreality. To admire what? To praise what? The poem - 

something that fascinates me for its material hardness, which is another illusion. 
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From here, the “[O]bsessive desire to write an only book” in “simple, good and robust 

prose,” “to construct complete sentences that have meaning” breaks forth: “A book 

like a house I could enter to take refuge (…) to protect myself.” This “territorial 

change of form” specifically aims at a novel in classical terms, promising to preclude 

the impossibility to relate [to] something, (to) a past steadily extending into the 

present, ideally populated by heroes. Thus, the concept of “perpetual expectation” 

shifts to that of nationality, mirroring the transposition “from the religious to the 

national” which the interpretation of the Wandering Jew underwent “in times of 

increasing national consciousness” and classifying methods in science. However, the 

semiotics of Ahasver, of the diasporic space as one of “unprotected spots”, now 

replaced by holes, and of a broken-off transmission in the wake of the Holocaust 

eventually thwart the attempt to create a home/land as ‘real’ as that for which the 

Colombian writer Gabriel García Márquez is envied, enabled to write novels because 

he is not the child of (Jewish) immigrants:  

From my ancestors, I inherited the tendency to flee. (…) I feel that every blood 

corpuscle comes from another spot on the map. (…) From every tip of the world 

or of the sea they obtained something in an underhand way and formed me that 

way, thus condemning me to an everlasting search. (...) I have inherited the 

staggering stride, so as to never gain a foothold in any place. In everything and 

nothing! In nothing and everything! 

(…) The language that I inherited from some strangers is no longer efficient. So 

strange, so without homeland, without native tongue. Those who said: “and our 

inheritance was a net of holes,” spoke, at least, in the plural. I speak from within 

me (…) having succeeded, I, to say that I cannot  say anything. 

The “temptation to write a novel” is never carried out, as it appears for “the terror of 

large spaces” rhyme and meter no longer “defend from”, and because it “corresponds 
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to knock (…) at the door of the everyday-reality I totally execrate”, to renounce to 

sacred ‘apartness’. Instead, Pizarnik increasingly shifts to a short prose which, due to 

its dense lyrical language, cannot always be clearly differentiated from prose poetry.

  Given, however, that also in prose “nothing happens”, she never gives up 

poem and prose poem, even if “[T]he poem leads me to the confines, far away from 

the house of the living.” From 1966 onwards, she particularly writes prose poems, 

largely obliterating the original purpose of the poem - the expectation of encounter 

and union -, but insisting on structures and strategies programmatically set against 

‘mundane’ prosaic language, and committing herself to absolute “economy.” While 

the longer ones (half up to one page) often bear a resemblance to free verse poems, 

particularly those covering two pages or more (the longest consists of seven pages) 

scarcely match the notion of a verse poem or free verse; they feature a dense lyrical 

prose fragmented both on a formal level and in regard to enunciation: The narrative 

space is displayed as a “site of dissociations,” and an effort of to “contain what 

overflows,” what seems to surface from uncanny unconscious traumatic memories, is 

notable. That Pizarnik deliberately takes to an elaborate fragmented, ‘diasporic’ 

writing, be it short prose or prose poetry, apparently in order to perform the 

dismantlement of the poem - thus of sacrality -, is particularly manifest in two texts 

written in 1971 which I deem to be particularly interrelated: Poem for the father and 

House of quotations, published under “relatos” (narrative, stories).  

In Poem for the father, the own little house from which the narrator desires to 

approach the father by means of a telescope in The Dead and the Rain, and that 

appearing in a line from Extraction of the Stone of Madness (1964) - “I make my little 

house in his tongue (…)” - is transferred to the vertical structure of a tower, thus from 

the outset visibly alluding to a sacred space in the name of the father. Explicitly 
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dedicated to him, and also given the elaborate rhythm with significant caesurae and 

recurrent keywords, the poem further reminds of a liturgical text commemorative of 

the dead, probably the Kaddish. The effect produced by the musical element proves to 

be significant here: While the poem formally recreates the song/chant it encloses and 

speaks about, thus forming an acoustic space suggesting closeness, it equally draws 

on the phenomenon that “there are no limits around the sound”: the dominant vowel a 

(canción, canto, cantar) suggests both the vastness of (sacred) pneuma, and a 

suspension or “reduction of time” which endows the poem with the quality of an 

outstanding moment, a lapse. Through the commemorative listening (to music), a 

“precondition for the perception of sounds as a meaningful coherence” is constructed 

as well. Hence, the song acts as a catalyser for the poetic voice to shape the poem, i.e., 

to perform as an author and thus potentially inscribe herself into the tradition 

underscored by the musical element.  

That this tradition is conceived of as present-absent is manifest from the beginning. In 

the first part (lines 1-11), the poetic voice - significantly not entering the poetic space 

until the very last words “I am writing” (“escribo”) - revolves a dead father’s song, 

emblematizing it as a unique attachment to a community of shadows in a multi-

layered past, and stressing the impossibility and prohibition to sing: Here, traumatic 

history merged with a profane space (“obscene gardens”) where the father appears as 

isolated slides into the poem. At the same time, the scenery reminds of the state of 

bondage in Egypt and a martyr-version of Moses, thus preparing the second part of 

the poem, where the song turns into “chant”: “Then” effectively introduces the 

enactment of the primal biblical scene at the Sinai, alluding to the hidden, unnamed 

God on top of Mount Sinai instructing Moses to pass on his laws to the Jews. The 

decisive point is, of course, that this time-transcending chant lacks an intelligible 
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content, but that something seems audible - it is literally “a lapse of musical silence”: 

Here, the poem performs not merely an illusion, as Pizarnik would have it in an early 

diary entry, but the present-absent quality of the unknown, as assessed on the basis of 

the Kabbala: According to Scholem f. i., what Israel heard was but the Aleph, 

“virtually as much as nothing (…) a revelation maybe infinitely meaningful in itself, 

but even so without any specific meaning”; “[I]tself meaningless, it is the 

interpretable per se.” Hence, with the song/chant referring to its own signifier, the 

poem emulates the law which constitutes itself by virtue of its form, its symbolic 

representation, with its real essence/presence evading it. This is what in turn seems to 

generate the parallelisms and variations specific to poetry: by means of them, the 

poetic voice attempts to ensure a (religious) transmission aware of exile. The shift 

from sounds to (hand-)written signs, from pneuma to gramma, finally mirrors the 

crucial site of a transmission (or rather tradition) into memory via transcription. Yet, 

what the poetic voice leaves behind is what never was a paradisiac garden, and the 

desert it enters is the space of an infinite dispersion of signs echoing that of 

unlocatable original sounds. 

 

The dismantlement of logocentrism and the “metaphysics of presence” operative in 

the poem happens - I believe - most probably malgré soi, because also a remark from 

Hugo von Hofmannsthal applies to it: “Form is the meaning of content, content is the 

nature/essence of form”. Obviously, a continuation would go against the poetic 

architecture. Pizarnik sets a full stop after “the words I’m writing,” preventing the 

lapse of musical silence to trespass the formal boundaries ensuring its sacred quality. 

The short prose piece House of Quotations, by contrast, seems to display the 

decomposition of silence outside the auratic (form/law of the) poem, but still inside 
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the “house” of symbolic language, devoid of immediate presence. It shows extension 

instead of suspension, a planar instead of a top-to-bottom arrangement, consisting of 

seven to eight parts separated by blanks and apparently not interlinked in terms of 

textual coherence. The text also lacks a distinct narrator, but transcribes what can be 

associated with a single voice talking in monologue or with two (or more?) voices in a 

dialogue. In both cases, the statements sometimes match and sometimes don’t, so that 

a possible discursivity is thwarted and the mise en abîme of referentiality performed 

in the Poem for the Father is produced with other means, and to a different effect.  

A closer look at the consecutive statements of the anonymous speaker(s)/voice(s) 

reveals that they quote lines not only from several of Pizarnik’s prose poems and 

particularly from the only play she wrote, The deranged among lilacs (1969), itself 

abundantly quoting from her prose poems. Some statements are also literal quotations 

from texts of and about authors Pizarnik was well acquainted with, among them 

Lichtenberg, Benn, Bachelard (referring to Lautréamont). Hence, on one hand there is 

a sort of coherence which corresponds to the title; on the other hand, the narrative 

collage appears to demonstrate the unlocatability of a voice of one’s own in line with 

post-structuralism, “undermining the idea of the subject as the author of scripture 

endowing it with meaning.”  

Also the concept of poetic language as a privileged site of messianic expectation, 

encounter, revelation is crossed out: the second, figurative meaning of “casa de citas” 

- house of meetings/appointments -, does not allude to the tabernacle from Exodus 26-

32, the ambulatory sanctuary prefiguring the later Temple, sometimes also referred to 

with “tent of revelation”. The only encounter alluded to here is that with death, with 

“ghosts” and “the shadow” referring to the obscene profaneness of post-memory. This 

momentum of obscenity is eventually stressed by the third meaning of the Spanish 
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“casa de citas”: it designs a house of pleasure, a brothel. Altogether, “[T]he house - 

the ‘metaphysical square’”, as can be read in The deranged among lilacs, is “left in 

ruins” (“The critique of the reason-of-a-bitch”), the Holy Scripture replaced by a 

“dictionary” stacking words without coherence and “bastard words,” and the I 

conceived of as a site of imminent madness (“There are like beggar boys jumping 

over my mental fence, searching for openings, for nests, for things to break or to 

steal”).  

The most emphatic denouncement of what Blanchot calls the “empty inside” of the 

language’s “own irreality”, though, is enclosed in the quote preceding the text, 

stemming from Georges Bataille’s short prose piece Le Petit: “J’en parle afin de 

traduire un état de terreur” (with “traduire” replacing the original “révéler”). 

Following the same philosophical line of Bataille’s radical denunciation of Western 

discursivity which he realizes in Le Pétit, the narrative strategies in Casa de citas 

approach those applied in the fragmentary reference text: “aphorisms, logic hiatuses 

and parodies namely of Kantian imperatives” organized around an “undecidable 

referent” which prevails at the expense of the body and its unrestrained, ‘natural’ 

(erotic) politics. In Pizarnik’s text, the dismantlement of unity and the ensuing “agony 

of the self-consciousness” Bataille displays (via the “unproductive profusion” of 

obscenities) is also sustained by the image of cats “with two holes in their skin, 

precisely in the place of the eyes” (from an aphorism of Lichtenberg), by “the ageing 

of the face” which “must be a wound of atrocious knife” (a line from a poem of 

Kavafis), and by the remark “Things from nowhere confluence towards you” (from 

Benn’s poem Gedicht).  

But there are also significant differences with respect to Bataille. The first is marked 

by a modified quotation from Poem for the Father, maintaining the elaborate diction 
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of the poem: “From afar resounded indistinctly the voice of a girl singing songs from 

her girlhood.”  That there is a singing here - despite the desire to die “since my mother 

gave birth to me” - does not undo the exile which pervades the text as much as the 

poem, as exemplified by another modified quote, this time from Genesis 11:8 where 

the last punishment of mankind upon its infringement of the holy law, the attempted 

construction of the Tower of Babel, is recounted: “Dispersed over the world will be 

the women who sing and the men who sing and all who sing.” The conjecture that 

corresponding with the ‘dispersed’ narrative, Moses is now substituted by the figure 

of the Wandering Jew, latently suggests itself in view of the vision of madness and the 

darkness of abandonment stressed in the final passages. Within that vision, also the 

concept of Jewish particularity and universality appears as depleted: Instead of 

representing Proust’s “salt to the earth,” there’s a “house of spilt salt” and “broken 

mirrors,” a thwarted appropriation of what could come to mean “my voice”, a 

belonging. Not having a language emerges as a “[P]hantasma” (Derrida), allowing 

only for “minimal differences” in the report of the terror-fraught experience of “no 

more” finding a name for “it”. And it is here, in the absent fire symbolizing an absent 

god (thus reversing Ex 3,2), in an extinguishment recalling the absent eyes, the absent 

tongue of the father, that the text establishes its own coherence of un/belonging.  
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Los muertos y la lluvia/The Dead and the Rain (1969) 

 

 “Once upon a time, there was a man 

living next to a cemetery.” 

          Shakespeare 

 

 

There was a man living next to a cemetery and nobody asked him why. And why 

should anybody have asked anything? I don’t live next to a cemetery and nobody asks 

me why. Something lies, corrupt or sick, between yes and no. If a man lives next to a 

cemetery he is not asked why, but if he lives far away from a cemetery he isn’t asked 

why either. But not haphazardly did this man live next to a cemetery. I will be told 

that everything is hazardous, beginning with the place one inhabits. It can’t be of any 

concern what I’m told because never anybody tells me anything when he believes 

he’s telling me something. I only listen to my desperate babel of voices, the liturgical 

chants coming from the sacred tomb of my illicit childhood. It’s a lie. At that instant I 

listen to Lotte Lenya singing Die Dreigroschenoper. Of course it’s about a record, yet 

it doesn’t stop astonishing me that within that space of three years between the last 

time I listened to her and today, nothing has changed for Lotte Lenya, and a lot 

(possibly everything, if everything were true) has changed for me. I have come to 

know death and I have come to know the rain. Hence, perhaps, only hence and 

nothing else, only for the rain on the tombs, only for the rain and the dead there may 

have been a man living next to a cemetery. The dead don’t emit signs of any sort. Bad 

luck and patience, for life is a lapse of musical instruction of silence. But something 
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moves and unfolds when the rain falls on a cemetery. I have seen with my own eyes 

the little men in black singing dirges of wandering lost poets. And those in rain-

drenched caftans, and the futile tears, and my father, much too young, with hands and 

feet of a Greek spark, my father will have been frightened the first night, in that 

gruesome place. The people and the small men in black rapidly depopulated the 

cemetery. A ragged man stayed by my side, as if to stand by me in case I should need 

help. It may have been the neighbor to who refers the tale beginning with Once upon 

a time, there was a man living next to a cemetery. Oh, the record has changed, and 

Lotte Lenya reveals herself as aged. All the dead are inebriated of dirty and unknown 

rain in the strange and Jewish cemetery. Only in the rain resounding on the tombs can 

I come to know what I’m terrified of knowing. Blue eyes, eyes encrusted in the fresh 

earth of the empty tombs of the Jewish cemetery. If only I had a small empty house 

next to the cemetery, if it could be mine. And take possession of it as of a boat and 

watch through a telescope the tomb of my father under the rain, because the only 

communion with the dead happens under the rain, when the dead come back and 

some living tell tales of spirits, of specters, of appeared. I happen to approach my 

absent ones in winter, as if the rain made it possible. It’s true that it’s of no concern 

what or whom they called God, but it is  equally true what I read in the Talmud: “God 

has three keys: that of the rain, that of birth, and that of the resurrection of the dead.”  
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Poema para el padre / Poem for the Father (1972) 

 

And it was then 

That with the dead and cold tongue in his mouth 

He sang the song they didn’t let him sing 

In this world of obscene gardens and of shadows 

Untimely coming to remind him 

Of songs from his times of youth 

In which he could not sing the song he wanted to sing 

The song they didn’t let him sing 

But through his absent blue eyes 

His absent mouth 

His absent voice. 

Then, from the highest tower of absence 

His chant resounded in the opacity of the occult 

In the silent extension 

Full of quicksand voids as the words I am writing. 
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Casa de citas - House of Quotations/Appointments/ House of Pleasure (1982) 

          J’en parle afin de traduire un état de terreur 

  Georges Bataille 

 

There are like beggar boys jumping over my mental fence, searching for openings, for 

nests, for things to break or to steal. 

 

- Somebody marveled at cats with two holes in their skin, precisely in the place of the 

eyes. 

-“I hate ghosts” – he/she said, and it was perfectly clear from the tone of his/her voice 

that only after having pronounced these words he/she understood their meaning. 

- Open your mouth a bit more, this way it will be noticeable that you’re speaking. 

- I feel as if I won’t ever be able to speak in my life. 

- Speak very quietly. And most of all, remember who you are. 

- And if I forget? 

- Then roar. 

 

- I’m thinking that/what. 

- That’s not true. Things from nowhere flow towards you. 

  

 In the distance the voice of a girl singing songs from her times of girlhood 

sounded vaguely. 

- What do you think of while singing? 
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- Of that dream of going by bike to see a waterfall surrounded with green leaves. It 

wasn’t for me. 

- I only wanted to see the garden. 

- And now? 

- I feel the desire to flee to more welcoming a country, and at the same time I search 

for a dagger under my clothes. 

- Like you, I’d like to be a thing that can’t feel the passing of the years. 

- I suppose that the ageing of the face must be a wound of horrible knife. 

- Life has forgotten us and the bad thing is that you don’t die of it. 

- Nonetheless, we’re getting worse and worse. 

- Then life hasn’t forgotten us. 

 

- Bastard words. How should my screams be able to determine a syntax? Everything 

articulates itself in the body when the body says the unnamable power of the primitive 

desires. 

- I hardly say the space where it is written the sign of the reflection of a thinking 

emanating screams. 

- I’m real – she/he said. And she/he burst into tears. 

- Real? Go away. 

- Something flows, doesn’t stop to flow. 

- Go away I said. 

- Go away you said. I’m trying to do that since my mother gave birth to me. 

- You don’t exist, nor your mother, nor anything, except for the dictionary. 

- I reached the marvelous power of sympathizing with anything suffering. 
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- I don’t understand. I went to the brothel, and this beautiful constellation of divine 

deceased girls. 

- I understand. The critique of the reason-of-a-bitch. 

- I was amazed with considerable amazement since I saw a woman riding a brute. 

- My fear to give to life an only adjective. 

- Always I stumble on my childhood prayer. 

- Always like that: I’m at the door; I knock; nobody opens. 

- I told him how much there was in my heart. 

- That’s why he fled, right? 

- When it comes to dying one sings for oneself, not for the others. 

- Only in his chant it was possible to recognize the silent lover.   

- Dispersed over the world will be the women who sing and the men who sing and all 

who sing. 

 

- And then she/he’ll calmly dress in the habit of madness. 

- Again the shadow. 

- And then I moved away or arrived. Will I have time to make myself a masque for 

when I emerge from the shadows? 

- The shadow, it’s there. House of spilled salt, of broken mirrors. I had found a small 

isolated place, favorable for crying. This time, the shadow came at noon, and not, as 

usual, at night. I no more find a name for that. 

- This time it came at noon, and not, as usual, at night. It came again, but, even being 

day, I no more found a name for that. This time it appeared yellow. I was sitting in the 

kitchen with a burnt match between my fingers. 
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Sala de psicopatología/Hall of Psychopathology (1971) 

 

After years in Europe 

I’d like to say Paris, Saint-Tropez, Cap 

St. Pierre, Provence, Florence, Siena, 

Rome, Capri, Ischia, San Sebastian, 

Santillana del Mar, Marbella,  

Segovia, Ávila, Santiago, 

 

  and that much 

  and that much 

  not to mention New York and West Village with tracks of strangled 
girls 

- I want a Black to strangle me – she said 
- what you want him is to rape you – I said (oh Sigmund! with you 

the  
men of the marriage market I used to visit at the best beaches of Europe have given 
out) 

and since I’m so intelligent that I’m not useful for anything anymore, 

and since I’ve dreamt so much that I’m not from this world anymore, 

here I am, among the innocent souls of hall 18, 

convincing myself day-to-day 

of the hall, the pure souls and I making sense, having a destiny, 

       - a lady originating from the darkest quarter of a village which doesn’t 
appear on the map says: 

      - The doctor told me I have problems. I don’t know. I’ve got something here 
(she touches her tits) and feel like crying that mama mía. 

     Nietzsche: “This night, I’ll have a mother or I’ll stop being.” 

Strindberg: “The sun, the mother, the sun.” 
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P. Éluard: “The mother is to be beaten while she’s young.” 

That’s right, my lady, the mother is a carnivorous animal that loves the 
voluptuous vegetation. The hour she was born, she opens her legs, ignorant of the 
sense of her position destined to bring into the world, down to the ground, into fire, 
into the air,  

     But then, one wants to get back again into that damn cunt, 

after having tried to give birth to oneself alone sticking out my head through 
my womb 

(and as I was unable, I seek to die and to get back into the pestilent cave of the 
concealed concealer whose function is to conceal) 

     I speak of the cunt and I speak of death, 

     everything is cunt, I have licked cunts in different countries and only took pride in 
my virtuosity – the Mahatma Ghandi of licking, the Einstein of cuntlicker, the 
Reich of tonguing, the Reik of pushing her way through, between hair like that of 
filthy rabbis – oh the relish of grunge! 

      You, the petty doctors of 18 are tender and even kiss the lepers, but 

     would you marry the leper? 

      An instant of immersion in the low and in the dark, 

yes, you are capable of that, 

      but then the small voice comes that accompanies young lads like you: 

      -You could crack a joke with all that, eh? 

      Well 

yes, 

      here in the Pirovano 

there are souls who DON’T KNOW 

why they were visited by disasters. 

      They pretend logical explanations the poor lambs, they want the hall – a real 
pigsty – to be very clean, because the grunge terrifies them, and the disorder, and 
the loneliness of the empty days inhabited by ancient ghosts, emigrants of the 
wonderful and illicit passions of childhood. 

Oh, I’ve kissed so many pricks so as to suddenly find myself in a hall full of 
prison-flesh where the women come and go speaking about recovery. 

But 
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what is to heal? 

       And – where to start healing? 

       It’s true that psychotherapy, in its exclusively verbal form, is almost as 
beautiful as suicide. 

        One speaks. 

 One furnishes the empty scene of silence. 

 Or, if there’s silence, it turns into a message. 

       -Why do you keep silent? What are you thinking of? 

       I don’t think, at least I don’t execute what they call thinking. I attend the 
inexhaustible flowing of murmurs. Sometimes – almost always – I’m humid. I’m a 
bitch, despite of Hegel. I would like a guy with such a prick and fuck me and have 
it off with me until I see quacks (who no doubt will lick me) so that they should 
exorcise me and provide me with a good frigidity. 

       Humid 

       Cunt of heart of human creature, 

       heart being a small inconsolable baby, 

       “Like a nursling I have silenced my soul.” (Psalm) 

I don’t know what I am doing in hall 18 save to honor it with my prestigious 
presence (if they’d loved me a bit, they would help me to nullify it) 

       oh, it’s not that I wish to coquet with death 

I only want to put an end to that agony which is getting ridiculous the longer it 
goes  

on, 

       (Ridiculously they have graced you for this world – says a voice having mercy 
on me) 

       So 

       You should encounter yourself – he/she said. 

       And I said to him/her: 

     In order to reunite myself with the me of the with-me and be a single and same 
entity  
     with it I have to kill that me so that the with dies and, that way, the contrasts 
annulled, the  
     torturing dialectics concludes in the fusion of the contrasts.  
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Suicide determines 
a knife without blade 
lacking the hilt. 

      Then: 
      good-bye subject and object, 

      everything unifies as in other times, in the garden from the fairy-tales, full of 
brooklets of fresh prenatal waters, 
that garden is the center of the world, it is the place of encounter, it’s the space 
turned into time and time turned into space, it is the sublime moment of fusion and 
encounter, 
      outside the profane space where the Good is synonym with the evolution of 
consumerist societies, 

       and far away from the crappy/shitty mockups of measuring time with 
watches, calendars and further hostile objects, 
      far away from cities where people buy and sell (oh, in that garden for the girl I 
was, the pale visionary (hallucinated) in the corruptive suburbs I wandered about 
arm in arm with the shadows: girl, my beloved girl who didn’t have a mother (nor 
a father, it’s obvious) 

      So that I dragged my arse to hall 18, 
       where I feign to believe that my sickness of distance, of separation of absolute 

NO-ALLIANCE with Them 
      -They are all and I am I – 

      thus, I pretend that I succeed in getting better, I feign to believe those guys of 
goodwill (oh, the good feelings!) will possibly help me, 
      But sometimes – often – I damned whore them from within my inner shadows 
those petty doctors will never know to know (the depth, the more deep, the more 
ineffable) and I whore them because I evoke my beloved old man, that Dr. Pichon 
R., such a son of a bitch like no one of the petty doctors in this hall will ever be (so 
good, hélas!), 
      but my old man is dying and those ones speak and, the worst, those ones have 
new bodies, sane (damned word) whereas my old man agonizes in misery for not 
having known to be a shit practitioner, for having affronted the terrible mystery 
which is the destruction of a soul, for having rummaged about in the occulted like 
a pirate – rather sinister for the gold coins of the unconscious carried flesh of 
hanged men, and on a site full of broken mirrors and spilled salt -   

       bloody old bastard, pestilent spawn of syphilitic phantasms,  
how I adore you and your deviousness only comparable to my own, 
       and it has to be said that I was always suspicious of your genius (you’re not 
genial; you’re a looter and a plagiarist) and at the same time I trusted you, 

       oh, it’s you that my treasure was confided to, 
      I love you so that I would kill all those adolescent doctors in order to give you 
to drink from their blood and you should live one minute, one century more, 

      (you, I, whom life doesn’t deserve) 
 
      Hall 18 
       when I think of labor therapy I would tear out my eyes in a house in 
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ruins and I would eat them thinking of my years of continual writing, 
       15 or 20 hours of incessant writing, sharpened by the devil of 

analogies, trying to configurate my atrocious errant verbal matter, 
      Because – oh old beautiful Sigmund Freud! – the psychoanalytical science 
forgot the key somewhere 

      open it does  
but – how to close/cover/dress the wound? 

 
       The soul suffers without truce, without mercy, and the bad doctors 

don’t staunch the suppurating wound. 
      Man is wounded because of a rupture which maybe, or certainly, has inflicted 
on him the life they give us. 

      “Life must be changed.” (Marx) 
 “Man must be changed.” (Rimbaud) 

       Freud: 
       “Little A. is embellished by disobedience”, (Letters…) 
 

       Freud: tragic poet. Too fond of classic poetry. Doubtlessly, he extracted many 
keys from the “philosophers of nature”, from the “German romantics” and, above 
all, from my beloved Lichtenberg, the genial physicist and mathematician who 
wrote in his Diaries things like: 

       “He had given to both his slippers a name.” 
        A bit lonesome, wasn’t he? 

(Oh, Lichtenberg, little hunchback, I would have loved you!) 
And Kierkegaard 

        And Dostoievski 
        And above all Kafka 

who suffered what I suffered, even though he was pure and chaste – “What did 
I make of the gift of the sex?” – and I am a wanker like there’s no other; 

but he suffered (Kafka) what I suffered: 
he separated 
went too far away in loneliness 
and knew – he must have known – 
that you don’t return from there 

 
he receded – I receded – 
not out of disdain (it’s obvious that our pride is infernal) 
but because one is a stranger 
one is from somewhere else, 
they marry, 
procreate, 
have summer holidays, 
have timetables, 
are not frightened at the tenebrous  
ambiguity of language 
(it’s not the same to say Good night as to say Good night) 
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         Language 
         -I can’t take it anymore, 
         my soul, little inexistent one, 
         make up your mind; 
         either you beat it or you stay, 
         but don’t touch me like that, 
         with anxiety, with confusion, 
         either you leave or you beat it, 
         I for one can’t take it anymore. 
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In  approaching Clarice  Lispector’s writings,  one  of  the  greatest challenges is to 

determine their affinities to,  and  participation in,  particular genres.  The fact  that 

Lispector’s texts tend to defy categorization may sound like a commonplace, but it is not. I am 

convinced that it proves promising to redirect attention to Lispector’s defiance of schematic 

generic conventions. In Lispector’s writing, narrative, dramatic and poetic composites are 

fused in very specific ways that also differ in each of her texts. I understand this generic 

amalgamation as one of the core features of her writing – and, at the same time, as a feature 

that is intimately linked to the representation of belonging inscribed in her texts. 

In this paper, I will trace the interrelation between narrative form and belonging in “A paixão 

segundo G.H.”, a novel that Clarice Lispector published in 1964. My purpose here is not to 

reinterpret the novel as a whole, but to examine how the laws of genre affect the sense of the 

self in Lispector’s writing. In closing, I will compare the findings with the narrated sense of 

belonging as emerges from Lispector’s first published text “Perto do coração selvagem” from 

1943. 

“A paixão segundo G.H” presents a female voice’s first-person narrative written using the 

stream of consciousness technique – and its form is also its content. Each unnamed chapter 

begins with the last sentence of the previous one. These loops of the narrative thread are 

intrinsically bound to the metamorphosis of the female self. The reader never learns the full 

name of the first-person narrator – only her initials, G.H., as written on her luggage. The 

novel takes places in the maid’s room in the back of the narrator’s penthouse apartment 

situated above the noisy streets of Rio de Janeiro. In this room, the first-person narrator – a 

languid middle-class woman – struggles to see herself through the eyes of her former maid. 

The narrative space corresponds to the inside of the protagonist’s apartment, where two 

distinct areas may be discerned: the first corresponds to the area usually inhabited by G.H.; 

the second is the maid's room, which turns into the space where the protagonist is haunted by 

a sense of her deep interiority. G.H. enters the maid’s room with the intent of putting it in 

order, given that her maid (named Janair) has stopped working at the narrator’s home. Upon 

entering this place she had not visited in years, she is confronted – and quite contrary to 

what she had expected – with a very  clean,  tidy  and  light-flooded  environment.  It  is  this  

unforeseen  space  that triggers the contact with G.H.’s inner self: 
 

O quarto divergia tanto do resto do apartamento que para entrar néle era como se 

eu antes tivesse saído de minha casa e batido a porta. O quarto era o oposto do que eu 

criara em minha casa, o oposto da suave beleza que resultara de meu talento de 

arrumar, de meu talento de viver, o oposto de minha ironia serena, de minha doce e 
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isenta ironia: era urna vilentagao das minhas aspas, das aspas que faziam de mim 

urna citafáo de mim. O quarto 

era o retrato de um estómago vazio.1
 

 
 
 
Another detail that ultimately leads to the exploration of her own self is the contours of a 

female body outlined by the former maid on one of the white walls of the room. The 

protagonist identifies this sketch as representing her own shape; triggered by this 

silhouette, she begins to experience an existential examination of her own self. When G.H. 

opens the door of the room’s closet, she finds herself face to face with a cockroach – a being 

she identifies as an observer from an archaic past, dating back to the very origins of 

mankind. When the roach begins to creep forward, G.H. slams the door on the half-emerged 

body of the cockroach. The sight of the roach split in half on the floor of the maid’s room, 

with its inside matter slowly oozing out, deepens G.H.’s experience of her self. It is important 

to point out that this experience is not an act of self-discovery, but an act of abandoning the 

self. The intimate contact with the entrails of the cockroach intensifies the conscious 

abandonment of a fixed identity in favor of a human experience freed from the constraints of a 

single self. 
 
The various analyses and interpretations of this text and related texts in the œuvre have 

emphasized the dimensions of epiphany, of violence, the relation to Kafka’s 

“Metamorphosis”, the transition from the human to the non-human body, as well as 
 
 
 
 

1   Clarice  Lispector,  A  Paixão  Segundo  G.H.,  Rio  de  Janeiro  1998,  28.  The  English translations follow 
the new translation by Idra Novey (published in 2012 by New Directions): “The room was so different from the 
rest of the apartment that going in there was as if I had first left my house and slammed the door. The room was 
the opposite of what I had created in my house, the opposite of the soft beauty that came from my talent for 
arrangement, my talent for living, the opposite of my serene irony, of my sweet and exempt irony: it was a 
violation of my quotation marks, of the quotation marks that made me a citation of myself. The room was the 
portrait of an empty stomach”.
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the transition from a human body in general to the female body in particular.2 Nelson Viera 

has interpreted the text as an allegory of the search for Jewish identity.3 In her interpretation 
of “A paixão segundo G.H.”, Rosi Braidotti, the feminist philosopher of nomadic   thinking,   
focused   on   the   moments   of   “being   other   than   herself”, consequently calling Clarice 

Lispector’s novel “A tale about becoming”.4
 

Linking Braidotti’s insight to the question of genre and form opens an as yet unexplored 

perspective on the metamorphosis of the self in Lispector’s “A paixão segundo G.H”. An 

initial clue may be found at the entrance to the maid’s room. The first-person narrator points 

out: 
 
 

A entrada para este quarto só tinha uma passagem, e estreita: pela barata. A barata que 

enchia o quarto de vibração enfim aberta, as vibrações de seus guizos de cascavel no 

deserto. Através de dificultoso caminho, eu chegara à profunda incisão na parede que 

era aquele quarto - e a fenda formava como numa cave um amplo salão natural. Nu, 

como preparado para a entrada de uma só pessoa. E quem entrasse se transformaria 

num “ela” ou num “ele”. Eu era aquela a quem o quarto chamava de “ela”. Ali 

entrara um eu a que o 
 

 
 
 
 

2 Benedito Nunes, “Clarice Lispector Ou o Naufrágio Da Introspecção”, in: Remate de Males 9 (1989), 63-70; 
Patricia Santos, “La Héroe Femenina Mística Regresa Del Desierto”, in: Languages Annual 5 (1993), 506-512; 
Susan Martin, “A Paixão Segundo Peixoto: Uma Leitura Da Violência Em Clarice Lispector”, in: Revista de 
Critica Literaria Latinoamericana 21.42 (1995), 241-246; Kenneth Krabbenhoft, “From Mysticism to 
Sacrament in A Paixão Segundo G. H.”, in: Luso-Brazilian Review 32.1 (1995), 51-60; Antônio Donizeti 
Pires. “Uma Barata Cheia De Espinhos: Leitura Intertextual De A Metamorfose, De Franz Kafka, e A Paixão 
Segundo G. H., De Clarice Lispector”, in: Itinerários: Revista de Literatura 12 (1998), 165-175; Marianella 
Collette, “El Reconocimiento De La Identidad Corporal Femenina En La Pasión Según G.H., De Clarice 
Lispector”, in: Revista Canadiense de Estudios Hispánicos 26.1-2 (2001), 211-223; Rosidelma Pereira Fraga 
and Jorge Alves Santana, “As Tessituras Psicanalíticas do Sujeito Feminino e a Linguagem do Desligamento 
Em A Paixão Segundo G. H., De Clarice Lispector”, in: Revista de Letras 50.2 (2010), 507-523; Irving Goh, 
“Blindness and Animality, Or Learning how to Live Finally in Clarice Lispector’s the Passion According to G. 
H.”, in: Differences: A Journal of Feminist Cultural Studies 23.2 (2012), 113-135. 
3  Nelson H. Vieira, “Clarice Lispector’s Jewish Universe: Passion in Search of Narrative Identity”, in: 
Marjorie Agosín (Ed.), Passion, Memory, Identity, Albuquerque 1999, 85-113 
4 “G.H. is a tale about women’s ‘becoming’: it is about new female subjectivity. The first and foremost element 
for women’s becoming, in both a political and existential sense, is time; [...] Lispector echo[e]s the century-old 
tradition of mystical ascesis, but also moves clearly out of it. G.H. symbolizes a postmodern kind of materialism: 
one that stresses the materiality of all living matter in a common plane of coexistence, without postulating a 
central point of reference  or  of  organization  for  it”.  Rosi  Braidotti,  Nomadic  Subjects.  Embodiment  and 
Sexual Difference in Contemporary Feminist Theory, New York 2011, 191.
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quarto dera uma dimensão de ela. Como se eu fosse também o outro lado do cubo, o 

lado que não se vê porque se está vendo de frente.5
 

 
 
The narrative space that is rather viscerally opened through the cockroach can be understood 

as a reference to Kafka. If we accept that the poetics of Kafka’s “Metamorphosis” are 

characterized by their validation of “contradictory readings that cancel coherent 

interpretation”,6  the second part of this passage appears as their mirror  image  in  its  

validating  contradictory  selves  that  cancel  the  concept  of  a coherent identity: whoever 

enters the room through the cockroach will be transformed 

– num “ela” ou num “ele” – into a “she” or into a “he”. The room transforms the first- person 

narrator’s self substantially.  I  read the metamorphosis of  this narrator in Lispector’s  “A  

paixão  segundo  G.H”  as  a  deliberate  extension  of  the  modernist stream  of  

consciousness  technique  to  programmatically reject  a  single  narrative identity – or, more 

precisely: not as a transformation of one self into another, but as the recreation of the narrated 

self as a polyhedral entity. Consequently, Lispector’s narrator – expanding the confines of the 

modernist first person narrator – seems to approximate a poetic self. 

This thesis is reinforced by taking into account the concept of the lyrical self as formulated by 

Margarete Susman in 1910. For Susman, the poetic “I” was characterized by its potential to 

express a self’s most complex experiences by focalizing them through an “I” articulating the 

various selves of any given artist – and accordingly of all humankind.7  By contrast, Paul 

Ricœur suggested the narrative 
 
 
 
 

5 A Paixão Segundo G.H., Rio de Janeiro 1998, 41. “This room had only one way in, and it was a narrow one: 
through the cockroach. The cockroach that filled the room with a resonance that was in the last analysis open, the 
resonances of its rattlesnake bells in the desert. By a perilous road I had reached the deep breach in the wall that 
was that room - and the break formed a wide natural hall like in a cave. Bare, as though prepared for only one 
person’s entrance. And whoever came in would be transformed into a ‘she’ or into a ‘he’. I was the person 
the room called ‘she’. I had come in an ‘I’, but the room then gave me the dimensions of ‘she’. As though I 
were also the other side of a cube, the side that you don’t see because you are seeing the front side”. 
6  This is the perspective of Gavriel Ben-Ephraim, “Making and Breaking Meaning: Deconstruction,  Four-level  
Allegory  and  The  Metamorphosis”,  in:  Midwest  Quarterly  35 
(1994), 450-467, here: 451. 
7 Margarete Susman, Das Wesen der modernen deutschen Lyrik, Stuttgart 1910, 18 ff.: “Das lyrische Ich [ist] 
die Sammlung aller im Dichter schlummernden Gestalten in einer sein 
Ganzes vertretenden Gestalt. Von den Gestalten aller Künste unterscheidet sich das lyrische 
Ich dadurch, daß es die einzige Gestalt im Kunstwerk ist, deren Inhalte den ganzen Umfang des Kunstwerks 
ausfüllen und die allein seine Richtung, seine Welt festlegt”.
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genres  as  the  privileged  form  for  gaining  insight  into  the  self.8   In  his  reading, 

narrative identity was the effect of a mediation between two poles of self-identity. Yet the “I” 

in Lispector’s “A paixão segundo G.H” is not located between these two poles. Ricœur 

understood narrative identity as the “conceptual constitution of personal identity in the 

manner of a specific mediator between the pole of character, where idem and ipse tend to 

coincide, and the pole of self-maintenance, where selfhood 

frees  itself  from  sameness”.9    The  “I”  in  Lispector’s  text,  however,  expands 
 

substantially beyond these two poles: 
 
 
 

A despersonalização como a grande objetivação de si mesmo. A maior exteriorização a 

que se chega. Quem se atinge pela despersonalização reconhecerá o outro sob qualquer 

disfarce: o primeiro passo em relação ao outro é achar em si mesmo o homem de todos 

os homens. Toda mulher é a mulher de todas as mulheres, todo homem é o homem de 

todos os homens, e cada um deles poderia se apresentar onde quer que se julgue o 

homem. Mas apenas em imanência, porque só alguns atingem o ponto de, em nós, se 

reconhecerem. E então, pela simples presença da existência deles, revelarem 

a nossa.10
 

 
 
 
Nelson Vieira read this passage as an ethical self-surpassing, an “ethical transcendence freeing 

the self from the self and thereby allowing it to be for the sake of the other”.11  I do share this 

interpretation, but would add that Lispector’s text derives its ethical power from a targeted 

merging of form and content. Margarete 
 
 

8 Paul Ricœur, Oneself as Another, Chicago 1992, 114, footnote 1: “interpretation of the self finds in the 
narrative, among other signs and symbols, a privileged form of mediation; the latter borrows from history as well 
as from fiction, making a life story a fictional history or, if one prefers, a historical fiction, interweaving the 
historiographic style of biographies with the novelistic style of autobiographies”. 
9 Oneself as Another, Chicago 1992, 119. 
10   A Paixão Segundo G.H., Rio de Janeiro 1998, 118. “Depersonalization as the great objectification  of  
oneself.  The  greatest  exteriorization  one  can  reach.  Whoever  gets  to 
oneself through depersonalization shall recognize the other in any disguise: the first step in relation to the other is 
finding inside oneself the man [sc. human being] of all men [sc. of all human beings]. Every woman is the 
woman of all women, every man is the man of all men, 
and each of them could appear wherever man is judged. But only in immanence, because only a few reach 
the point of, in us, recognizing  themselves. And then, by the simple 
presence of their existence, revealing ours”. 
11  Nelson H. Vieira, “Beyond Identity: Clarice Lispector and the Ethical Transcendence of 
Being for the Other”, in: Amalia Ran and Jean Axelrad Cahan (Ed.), Jewish Latin American 
Experiences, Representations, and Identity, Leiden 2011, 179-194, here: 186.
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Susman introduced the concept of a lyrical “I” to prevent further confusion of the textual self 

with the unique “I” (~ ‘identity’) of the (historical, factual) individual. Lispector amalgamates 

her text’s first-person narrator with features of a lyrical “I” to enact an ethics of surpassing 

oneself, as outlined above. This does not mean that G.H. does not “narrate” – she does, and 

she does so in an extreme form, since experience in this text is lived only to the extent that it 

is told; but this narrating “I” is an expanding consciousness that moves far beyond the limits 

of a single narrative entity: for, while taking the nominal ‘I’ as its stable starting point (that is, 

by means of the dependable labeling as ‘I’), various selves in fact ramify, disseminate into 

myriad directions. In this way, the almost lyrical configuration of the self in Lispector’s “A 

paixão segundo G.H” – that is, the transgression of generic limitations – becomes a primary 

source of meaning. Lispector’s expansion of the first-person narrator strives for a heightened 

awareness of one’s self in relation to the respective other, but also as regards the past and the 

future. The narrator points out that we, as individuals, have to remain in touch with 

individual perceptions and historical experiences, even as we strive toward making meaning 

in and among them – and that we have to do so with a view to overcoming the limitations of 

our individuality consciously. The specific aesthetic form of Lispector’s text ushers in a self-

transcendence rendered possible through recognizing oneself as an active creator of various 

forms of meaning, and as bound to relations within self and society. 

In other words: Lispector’s aesthetic decision of an expanded first-person narrator may be 

described as a means of immersion. The expanded “I” in “A paixão segundo G.H” offers a 

totality of experiences, whose order differs markedly from that of other, linear narratives. This 

immersive quality has such a decisive impact because it places us – the readers – within the 

heart of the text. ‘I myself’ – the reader – exist for the first-person narrator, in the sense that 

she is addressing me over and over again. In sharp contrast to Wayne C. Booth, David 

Goldknopf interpreted this intrusion from the fictive world into the historico-factual one 

as a main feature of the first-person 

narrator.12 Even so, he firmly tied this feature to the author (“At such times, it is really 
 

the author who is speaking, ventriloquially, through I”). Opposed to that notion, in “A paixão  

segundo  G.H”  we  discover  an  insistence  on  ethical  self-transcendence through the 

narrative mode of the first-person (“I”, “eu”). This seems to be inspired by 
 
 
 

12  David Goldknopf, “The Confessional Increment: A New Look at the I-Narrator”, in: The 
Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 28, No. 1 (1969), 13-21, here: 17.
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Lispector’s suspicion of all too stable concepts of the self: “A gradual desenraização de si 

mesmo é o verdadeiro trabalho que se labora sob o aparente trabalho, a vida é uma  missão  

secreta”.13   The  way  to  oneself  is  here  presented  as  a  gradual detachment from one’s 

roots, a concomitant acceptance of every inheritance as an accident, of the self as nothing 

steady, nothing firm, nothing solid – and rather as an echo  chamber  for  questioning,  and  

testing  the  limits  of  various  conceptions  of 

identity: 
 
 
 

A deseroização de mim mesma está minando subterraneamente o meu edifício, 

cumprindo-se à minha revelia como uma vocação ignorada. Até que me seja enfim 

revelado que a vida em mim não tem o meu nome. E eu também não tenho 

nome, e este é o meu nome. E porque me despersonalizo a ponto de não ter o meu 

nome, respondo cada vez que alguém disser: eu.14
 

 
 
Likewise, Lispector’s first published text “Perto do coração selvagem” placed the diversity of 

the self at the center of its poetics. The novel was published in December 

1943 and consisted of diverse representations of inner experiences and insights. In a highly 

complex narrative – a combination of streams of consciousness, inner monologues and 

authorial report – various stages in the life of the protagonist Joana are narrated: her mother 

died shortly after giving birth to her; she spent her early childhood with her father, who also 

dies at a young age. The orphaned girl is taken to her aunt, who emotionally rejects the girl 

and finally gives her to a boarding school. As a young woman, Joana marries Otavio, a 

lawyer; but the initial attraction quickly transforms into a sense of alienation, and even deep-

felt rejection, when the husband renews an affair with a previous fiancée. After the divorce, 

Joana spends an entirely unemotional time with a nameless man – who also leaves her. At the 

end of the novel Joana sets out on an unspecified journey. 
 
 
 

 
 
13  A Paixão Segundo G.H., Rio de Janeiro 1998, 118. Idra Novey translates: “The gradual deheroization of 
oneself is the true labor one works at beneath the apparent labor, life is a secret mission”. Yet the word 
“desenraização” does not mean “deheroization”, but rather “uprooting” – clearly, the loss of this semantic 
dimension changes the sense of this passage completely. 

14   A Paixão Segundo G.H., Rio de Janeiro 1998, 119. “The deheroization of myself  is subterraneously  
undermining  my  building,  coming  to  pass  without  my  consent  like  an unheeded calling. Until it is finally 
revealed to me that life in me does not bear my name. And I too have no name, and that is my name. And 
because I depersonalize myself to the point of not having my name, I reply whenever someone says: I”.
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Contemporary critics received the novel enthusiastically and pointed out its revolutionary 

aesthetics when compared to the standards of Brazilian literature at the time. The title “Perto 

do coração selvagem” – “Near to the Wild Heart” – is a quote from James Joyce’s “A Portrait 

of the Artist as a Young Man”. An analysis of the textual subject in Clarice Lispector’s debut 

novel immediately reveals that the text is based on a highly independent aesthetic composition 

– and is not simply a derivative of Joyce’s   text.  The   text’s   distinctiveness   can   be   

illustrated   by  Lispector’s 

transformation of the psalm De profundis ad te Domine clamavi.15 The adaptation of 
 

this sacred text in the novel creates an aesthetic aura that interprets artistic expression as a 

transformation of the sacred: 
 
 

De profundis? Alguma coisa queria falar... De profundis... Ouvir-se! prender a fugaz 

oportunidade que dançava com os pés leves à beira do abismo. De profundis. Fechar as 

portas da consciência. A princípio perceber água corrompida, frases tontas, mas 

depois no meio da confusão o fio de água pura tremulando sobre a parede áspera. 

De profundis. Aproximar-se com cuidado, deixar escorrerem as primeiras vagas. 

De profundis... Cerrou os 

olhos, mas apenas viu penumbra.16
 

 
 
This interior monologue contains not only the core of Lispector’s linguistic reflections 

concerning the modes of representation of consciousness, but also the aesthetic program  of  

the  novel  in  the  process  of  a  self-discovery  of  a  particular  artistic 
 
 

15  “De profundis clamavi ad te Domine / Domine exaudi vocem meam fiant aures tuae intendentes ad vocem 
deprecationis meae / si iniquitates observabis Domine Domine quis sustinebit / quia tecum est propitiatio cum 
terribilis sis sustinui Dominum sustinuit anima mea et verbum eius expectavi / anima mea ad Dominum / a vigilia 
matutina usque ad vigiliam matutinam expectet Israhel Dominum / quia apud Dominum misericordia et multa 
apud eum redemptio / et ipse redimet Israhel ex omnibus iniquitatibus eius”. 
“From the depths, I have cried out to You, O Lord / Lord, hear my voice. Let Your ears be attentive / to the voice 
of my supplication. / If You, Lord, were to mark iniquities, who, O Lord, 
shall stand? / For with You is forgiveness; and because of Your law, I stood by You, Lord. / My soul has 
stood by His word. / My soul has hoped in the Lord. / From the morning watch, 
even until night, let Israel hope in the Lord. / For with the Lord there is mercy, and with Him is plenteous 
redemption. / And He will redeem Israel from all its iniquities”. 
16  Clarice Lispector, Perto do coração selvagem, Lisbon 2000, 198. English translation by 
Alison Entrekin, published at New Directions in 2012. “De profundis... De profundis? Something wanted to 
speak... De profundis... Hear herself! Catch the fleeting opportunity that danced light-footedly on the verge of the 
abyss. De profundis. Close the doors of awareness. [F]irst perceive corrupted water, dizzy phrases, but 
afterwards amidst the confusion the trickle of pure water quivering over the rough wall. De profundis. 
Approach carefully, allow the first waves to wash back. De profundis. She closed her eyes, but only saw 
penumbra”.
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existence.  It  is  a  specific  feature  of  this  text  that  the  search  for  belonging  is expressed 

in the different steps of the main character’s linguistic development – from the linguistic 

world of a child to the above, last monologue. Lispector here transforms James Joyce’s 

concept of epiphany into a programmatic aesthetic in its own right. In “Stephen Hero”, Joyce 

defined epiphany as a “sudden spiritual manifestation”17  – Lispector’s main character is 

determined to make these fleeting moments linger. 

While epiphanies could be constellations, moments, gestures, but also revealing objects about 

the human condition or the nature of things in Joyce’s aesthetic program,  Lispector’s  novel  

ascribes  an  epiphanic  dimension  to  the  linguistic utterance itself. Joyce had taken the 

concept of epiphany from the sphere of the sacred and transformed it into a literary principle – 

Lispector’s aesthetic uses this conceptual transformation in another, and more radical way. 

The prayer-gesture of the psalm De profundis is here not addressed to God, but to language 

itself. The continually repeated incipit of Psalm 130 seems to create a quasi-sacred aura for 

the speech of the protagonist Joana – an aura that would otherwise be seen to pertain to the 

religious sphere. One is dealing with a conscious appropriation of religious language-

mysticism for the aesthetic process: by having recourse to Scripture in this passage, Lispector 

transfers central topoi of  sacred language into reflections on literary creation. Yet this is 

performed in sharp contrast to an aesthetics of blasphemy 

as found in Charles Baudelaire’s “Fleurs du Mal” sonnet “De Profundis Clamavi”.18
 

 
 
 
 
 

17  Joyce, James, Stephen Hero, London 1969, 216: „By an epiphany he meant a sudden spiritual manifestation, 
whether in the vulgarity of speech or of gesture or in a memorable phase of the mind itself. He believed that it 
was for the man of letters to record these epiphanies with extreme care, seeing that they themselves are the most 
delicate and evanescent of moments”. 
18 “J’implore ta pitié, Toi, l’unique que j’aime, / Du fond du gouffre obscur où mon cœur est tombé. / C’est un 
univers morne à l’horizon plombé, / Où nagent dans la nuit l’horreur et le 
blasphème; // Un soleil sans chaleur plane au-dessus six mois, / Et les six autres mois la nuit 
couvre la terre; / C’est un pays plus nu que la terre polaire / Ni bêtes, ni ruisseaux, ni verdure, ni bois! 
// Or il n’est pas d’horreur au monde qui surpasse / La froide cruauté de ce 
soleil de glace / Et cette immense nuit semblable au vieux Chaos; // Je jalouse le sort des 
plus vils animaux / Qui peuvent se plonger dans un sommeil stupide, / Tant l’écheveau du temps lentement se 
dévide!” William Aggeler translates: “I beg pity of Thee, the only one I love, / From the depths of the dark pit 
where my heart has fallen, / It’s a gloomy world with a leaden horizon, / Where through the night swim horror 
and blasphemy; // A frigid sun floats overhead six months, / And the other six months darkness covers the land; / 
It's a land more bleak than the polar wastes / Neither beasts, nor streams, nor verdure, nor woods! // But no 
horror in the world can surpass / The cold cruelty of that glacial sun / And this vast night which is like old 
Chaos; // I envy the lot of the lowest animals / Who are able to sink into a stupid sleep, / So slowly does the 
skein of time unwind!”.
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As for the genre, Psalm 130 is a lament and a prayer of penitence. The Psalm paints a picture 

of a soul troubled by guilt and inner struggle. This is the most direct relation between the 

Biblical text and Lispector’s novel. The main character Joana evokes the Psalm in a situation 

of inner crisis after all relationships have failed. It should be emphasized  that  the novel  is  

itself  composed  in  a  style  similar  to  the  complex linguistic structure of the Psalm. The 

novel presents alternating narrative situations, beginning with a third person narrator and 

direct speech, followed by a figural narrative situation and concluding with a first-person 

narrative. This development of narrative situations parallels Joana’s inner changes – her 

attempts at making herself understood, defining herself in relation to others – while 

simultaneously preserving her individuality. Should she live on her own, a detached 

existence, representing only that which she contains in her own form; or should she attach 

herself to other layers of meaning – people, beliefs, or God – that will necessarily alter her 

own essential meaning: 
 
 

Sim, eu sei... A distância que separa os sentimentos das palavras. Já pensei nisso. E o 

mais curioso é que no momento em que tento falar não só não exprimo o que sinto 

como o que sinto se transforma lentamente no que eu digo. Ou pelo menos o que me 

faz agir não é, seguramente, o que eu sinto mas o que eu digo.19
 

 
 
Lispector’s first novel culminates in a stream of consciousness on the part of its female 

protagonist. The very fact that the debut novel ends its complicated web of narrative situations 

with a distinct first-person narrative is another piece of evidence for my argument of a specific 

aesthetics of the narrated self in Lispector’s writing. In this context, it is important to 

underline that the invocation of the Lord, which the protagonist of “Perto do coração 

selvagem” performs by turning to Psalm 130, has no response. Even so, this does not lead to 

desperation. In a compositional twist that – with Hans Blumenberg – could be described as an 

aesthetics of self-empowerment, the missing response of the invocation is transformed into a 

source of inspiration: 
 
 
 

19  Clarice Lispector, Perto do coração selvagem, Lissabon 2000, 71. “Yes, I know… The distance that 
separates emotions from words. I’ve already thought about that. And the most curious thing is that the moment 
I try to speak not only do I fail to express what I feel but what I feel slowly becomes what I say. Or at least 
what makes me act is not, most certainly, what I feel but what I say”.
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Não, não, nenhum Deus, quero estar só. E um dia virá, sim, um dia virá em mim a 

capacidade tão vermelha e afirmativa quanto clara e suave, um dia o que eu fizer será 

cegamente seguramente inconscientemente, pisando em mim, na minha verdade, tão 

integralmente lançada no que fizer que serei incapaz de falar, sobretudo um dia virá 

em que todo meu movimento será criação, nascimento, eu romperei todos os nãos que 

existem dentro de mim, provarei a mim mesma que nada há a temer, que tudo o que eu 

for será sempre onde haja uma mulher com meu princípio, erguerei dentro de mim o 

que sou um dia, a um gesto meu minhas vagas se levantarão poderosas, água pura 

sub-mergindo a dúvida, a consciência. [...] Me ultrapassarei em ondas, ah, Deus, e que 

tudo venha e caia sobre mim, até a incompreensão de mim mesma em certos 

momentos brancos porque basta me cumprir e então nada  impedirá meu caminho  até  

a morte-sem-medo,  de  qualquer luta ou 

descanso me levantarei forte e bela como um cavalo novo. 20
 

 
 
 
Writing of the self is no longer bound to a higher, possibly religious inspiration, but appears 

as a provocative act of self-creation. The specificity of Lispector’s aesthetics is  that  this  

separation  does  not  lead  to  a  crisis  of  language,  but  rather  into  a language-immanent 

reflection about the overcoming of the self (“Me ultrapassarei”). Lispector uses an otherwise 

accepted sacred meaning of linguistic signs as a method for establishing literary writing as a 

creative act apart from Scripture. The search for meaning in the word of God is replaced by 

the linguistic exploration of inner reality. The self, represented by the term “eu”/“I” in this 

text, becomes a cipher for the protagonist’s  tension  between  reality  and  inner  experience  

in  her  struggle  for freedom. The suggestion that this involves linguistic attention, awareness, 

and effort, as well as being able to truly care about the other – this is the novel’s own 

ethical 
 

20 Clarice Lispector, Perto do coração selvagem, Lisbon 2000, 202. “No, no, there is no God, I want to be alone. 
And one day it will come, yes, one day the capacity as red and affirmative as it is clear and soft will come in me, 
one day whatever I do will be blindly surely unconsciously, standing in myself, in my truth, so entirely cast in 
what I do that I will be incapable of speaking, above all a day will come on which all of my movement 
will be creation, birth, I will break all of the noes that exist in me, I will prove to myself that there is nothing  to 
fear,  that  everything  I  am  will  always  be  where  there  is a  woman  with  my beginning, I will build inside 
me what I am one day, with one gesture of mine my waves will rise up powerful, pure water submerging 
doubt, awareness. […] I will surpass myself in waves, ah, Lord, and may everything come and fall upon me, 
even the incomprehension of myself at certain white moments because all I have to do is comply with myself and 
then nothing will block my path until death-without-fear, from any struggle or rest I will rise up as strong and 
beautiful as a young horse”.
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transcendence. In this way, already Lispector’s debut novel represented in its narrative 

situations the act of overcoming the confines of one’s self as a spiritual duty. Through 

her direct appeal to the others encountered in the text – and, simultaneously, to the reader – 

Lispector immediately draws us into the narrative situation of her texts, rendering us partners 

in the specific text’s movement: a call for transcending the narrow limits of the self by 

loving others, rather than walling off one’s ego, and for living in conscious acceptance of 

the contingency of our existence. 
 
 
On a number of occasions, Theodor W. Adorno remarked that ‘‘form is itself sedimented 

content”.21  This is certainly also true for narrative technique. Clarice Lispector’s modelling 

of the “I” in “A paixão segundo G.H” – and already in the concluding pages of the debut 

novel “Perto do coração selvagem” – has a cognitive character in implicitly suggesting a 

reflective hermeneutical praxis that slowly moves forward into the text by looking backwards 

on its own act. This reflective praxis is deeply ethical – and even political – in its 

consequences. Hélène Cixous’ critical piece on Clarice Lispector, entitled “L’approche de 

Clarice Lispector: Se laisser lire (par) Clarice Lispector”, and published in 1979, already made 

this evident: 
 
 

Nous vivons à l’époque de la pensée-écran plat, de la pensée-journal, qui ne laisse pas 

le temps de penser la plus petite chose selon son mode vivant. Nous devons sauver 

l’approche qui ouvre et laisse la place de l’autre. Mais nous vivons mass-médiatisés, 

pressés, sous presse, sous chantage. L’accélération est une de ruses de l’intimidation. 

Nous nous précipitons, nous jetons  sur,  nous  emparons.  Et  nous  ne  savons  plus  

recevoir.  […]  Son approche est politique, l’approche (-de-) Clarice: c’est l’espace 

vivant, l’entrenous, que l’on doit avoir soin de garder. Avoir l’humilié, la générosité, 

de 

ne pas sauter par-dessus, de ne pas éviter. La précipitation annule.22
 

 
 

21 Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, translation by Robert Hullot-Kentor, London / New 
York 2002, 144. 
22 Hélène Cixous, "L'Approche de Clarice Lispector. Se laisser lire (par) Clarice Lispector", in: Entre L’écriture, 
Paris 1986, 113-138, here: 114f. “We are living in the time of the flat thought-screen, of newspaper-
thinking, which does not leave time to think the littlest thing 
according to its living mode. We must save the approach that opens and leaves space for the other. But we live 
mass-mediatized[,] pressed, hard-pressed, black mailed. Acceleration is 
one of the tricks of intimidation. We rush, throw ourselves upon, seize. And we no longer know how to 
receive. […] Her approach is political, Clarice(’s) approach: it is the living space, 
the between[-]us, that we must take care to keep. Having the humility, the generosity, not to jump over it, not to 
avoid it. Hurrying annuls”.
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Cixous’ stated that thinking according to Lispector made her immediately think of 

Heidegger and his “Holzwege”. In conceptualizing Clarice Lispector’s ethics of 

“othering” as “Claricewege”, Cixous understands Lispector’s writings as a tool of 

resistance against the portentous language of German phenomenology; and in 

contrasting the “Claricewege” to Heidegger’s “Holzwege”, Lispector’s approach 

appears like an antidote against Heidegger’s embrace of irrationality and scorn 

for the humanist tradition. Auf den “Claricewegen”, on the paths mapped in 

Lispector’s literary imagination, one can escape the confinements of dichotomous 

conceptions of identity. 
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"The Places that we saw now look at us.”  
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Contemporary Austrian-Jewish literature is characterized by an emphasis on the 

destruction of the Jewish population of Vienna in the period of the National Socialist 

reign of terror. The depictions of Vienna in this literature are marked by the ubiquity 

of this past, but also by a sense that a true remembrance of these historical events only 

takes place when the present is brought into the picture. The official “lieux de 

mémoire”, such as the monument on the Judenplatz, inspire this literature less than 

the everyday streets and squares that retain the past through their continuous presence 

and remain, for the Austrian-Jewish authors of the post-war generation, haunted by 

the actual crimes of the Nazis and their Austrian collaborators. Rather than 

representing these sites through depictions and narratives, these authors transform 

places into words and make of language the carrier of a ghostly memory. This image 

of Vienna is evoked paradigmatically in poetic texts by Doron Rabinovici, Robert 

Schindel, and Ilse Aichinger, who  all confront historical events through the lens of 

their own language, thus ensuring a link between past and present. Their experience 

of traces of the past in the streets and places of the Austrian capital turns into a 

soberly mournful revelation of events that have been repressed for too long but are 

still lingering under the veneer of a city known for its charm and beauty. This 

preoccupation with places and their history, linked by an intense attention to the 

materiality of language, constitutes the heart of these authors' poetics. 

 

A Topography 

In the heart of Vienna, close to the city center, lies the Judenplatz, an old 

square lined with baroque facades, restaurants, cafés, and small shops. A 1996 

decision to erect a memorial here for the 65,000 Austrian Jews murdered by the 

National Socialists led to the square's renovation and revealed it as a many-layered 
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architectural palimpsest of Austrian-Jewish history and culture. Important discoveries 

included the foundations of a synagogue where hundreds of Jews were burned in a 

pogrom in 1421, on March 12, the same day that Nazi troops would enter Vienna 517 

years later. A sixteenth-century Latin inscription on a plaque states that the "Hebrew 

dogs" deserved their fate. On an adjacent facade, a sumptuous golden emblem of the 

imperial monarchy decorates what is now the Verfassungsgerichtshof, the republic's 

courthouse of the constitution. House Nr. 244, in which Mozart composed Cosi Fan 

Tutte, testifies to the image of Vienna as a city of music and festive living. Off the 

center of the square, a statue dating from the 1920s and taken to the Judenplatz in the 

late 1960s presents an oversized Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, the quintessential 

Enlightenment dramatist who preached religious tolerance and universal equality. On 

the opposite side of the square, a small museum features a multi-media presentation of 

the life of Vienna's Jews in the Middle Ages and an interactive database archiving the 

Nazi extermination of Austrian Jews. The same building houses a renovated 

synagogue and an orthodox Zionist youth organization. The square's most recent and 

prominent addition is Rachel Whiteread's monument commemorating the Austrian 

Jews killed by the National Socialists. This "Nameless Library”, as the monument is 

called, consists of a concrete block showing on the surface of its walls shelves of 

books with their spines turned to the inside and an inverted, permanently locked 

double door enclosing an empty area made forever inaccessible. This void at the core 

of the memorial represents, as the American art critic Robert Storr puts it, the "hollow 

at the city's heart" (cited in Young). 

In many ways, the Judenplatz can be regarded as a symbolic topography of the 

historical, political, and cultural framework for a reading of contemporary Austrian-

Jewish literature. The square evokes five centuries of repeated persecution and a state-
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and-church sanctioned anti-Semitism that led up to the near extinction of Austria's 

Jewish population under National Socialist rule. The artistically mediocre Lessing 

statue is a reminder of the interbellum period known as "red Vienna" and of the late 

1960s, when leftist movements feebly attempted to revive a philosophical and 

political Enlightenment that never really gained a foothold in this predominantly 

Roman Catholic country. The incongruity of the monarchist emblem on the facade of 

the constitutional court can be read as an architectural embodiment of the lip-service 

that the post-war republic paid to democratic values, even as it kept alive various 

practices and attitudes of its absolutist past.i  The memorial of the British artist Rachel 

Whiteread, commissioned by the Viennese municipality, testifies to the belated public 

acknowledgment of Austrian participation in the Holocaust, a guilt not officially 

voiced before the "Waldheim affair" in 1986, while the renovated synagogue points to 

the precarious revival of Jewish life in post-war Vienna. Finally, the square's urban 

setting and its typically Viennese restaurants and cafés embody the cosmopolitan 

atmosphere of the capital with its many semi-private spaces where Jewish and non-

Jewish artists and intellectuals have met and mingled since the mid-nineteenth-

century and so maintained the city's often impressive cultural life.ii 

Just as the Holocaust memorial occupies the center of the square, living traces of the 

Holocaust occupy a central position in contemporary Austrian-Jewish literature. This 

parallel goes beyond thematic issues. One of the more significant aspects of the 

Judenplatz is its juxtaposition of different forms of cultural memory. The 

archeological site, the museum, the synagogue, the multi-media installation, the 

figurative statue, the conceptual memorial and, beyond these actual media, the 

interaction between the square's loaded meanings and the quotidian, urban 

environment in which they are embedded, can all be read as metaphors for different 
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modes of relating to Jewish history, tradition, and culture. Reflections on these modes 

and their implications for literature permeate the works of the three major Austrian-

Jewish authors, Robert Schindel, Robert Menasse, and Doron Rabinovici, but also, to 

a lesser extent, those of Waltrud Mitgutsch, Peter Stephan Jungk, Elfriede Jelinek, 

Ruth Beckermann and Vladimir Vertilib.iii These writers repeatedly formulate their 

own poetics and, more generally, their understanding of the possibilities available for 

literature in terms of but also against the problematics of excavating the past, storing 

archival evidence, communicating past experiences, mimetically representing lives 

and stories and, most of all, creating a monument to the memory of the dead. 

Significantly, the most artistically intentional and also the most enigmatic 

medium referred to in the constellation of the Judenplatz is the shape and name of the 

memorial itself. Rachel Whiteread's choice of the closed library and its shelves 

suggests a core that cannot be entered and evokes the necessarily mediated and 

indirect nature of remembrance from a contemporary perspective. With its cut pages 

facing the outside, the memorial's inverted books suggest a repository of stored 

knowledge or a collection of narrated experiences of the past. At the same time, they 

make room for new stories to be projected onto them, stories that will inevitably 

inscribe themselves in the interstices and against the background of the old ones.  

While Germany, especially after the student revolts in the late 1960s, practiced an 

overt if often problematic Vergangenheitsbewältigung (mastering of the past), both 

Jews and non-Jews in Austria hushed up the past for a longer time. It was not until 

1986, when it was revealed that Kurt Waldheim, the former United Nations Secretary-

General, had covered up his activities during the Second World War and Austrians 

reacted to the international outcry by electing him president that Austria's role in Nazi 

crimes was openly discussed. The long silence allowed the unacknowledged guilt of 
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the perpetrators and the repressed trauma of the survivors to linger under the surface 

and, according to many writers, to proliferate in the form of unconscious 

ressentiments and pathological neuroses. Therefore, Austrian literature of the second 

generation often figures the past as a specter, a ghost or a phantom that unites the guilt 

of the perpetrators and the shame of the survivors. In this literature, Vienna is often a 

city haunted by such ghosts. 

In the epilogue of his collection of short stories Papirnik, Doron Rabinovici 

describes the past as pieces of a puzzle that “evokes Names in us, the cities and 

countries, the streets and pathways, the squares of being and the sites of death, the 

places of murder and the hideaways of survival”iv. For these authors, Vienna is 

constituted by such ghostly places. 

Mulleman, the central figure in Rabinovici's 1997 novel Suche nach M. [Search 

for M.], is literally a phantom who haunts the city of Vienna. Wrapped in bandages 

that both protect and hide a mysterious skin disease symbolizing the wounds of the 

past, the phantom compulsively adopts and thereby exposes the guilt that is woven 

into the very fabric of his environment. This phantom turns out to be a mask worn by 

Dani Morgenthau, the son of survivors who kept silent about the past. Dani, a 

paradigmatic representative of the "second generation," is called "a clump of pains 

made of numerous deaths and nothing more than a bundle of commemoration" 

(Rabinovici 2000, 76), whose self risks disappearing under the stifling effect of his 

parents' wounds, which have inscribed themselves into his skin. Rabinovici insists 

that it is the task of the second generation to uncover the hidden past, yet 

simultaneously, he warns that an exclusive and obsessive concern with this past may 

turn into a neurosis of guilt and revenge: "The search for the culprit turned into an 

addiction" (2000, 31). Mulleman's obsession increases as he is hunted down by those 
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who consider him a danger to the status quo. While some members of the current 

generation of non-Jewish Austrians admit that the effects of his presence in the city 

could be beneficial for all, the grandfathers who were implicated in the crimes want to 

do away with the unsettling revenant.  

 In a dialectic turn, Rabinovici describes the unwrapping of Mullemann's 

bandages as an alternative form of commemoration: 

 

Not to be tied down by the shackles of time like a mummy, to reject all 

the techniques of preservation, to shed the layers, undo the knots, to go 

after the knotting together, to feel for the lumps, to unlace and remove the 

straps: this is the work of memory (Rabinovici 2000, 181).v 

 

The passive form of "being tied down" is replaced by actions invoked through the 

metaphoric field of texture – layers, knots, and straps - turned into text. 

Commemoration, Rabinovici suggests, does not consist in passively indulging in a 

compulsive identification with the former perpetrators and victims but in an active 

unraveling of the past that involves the living, everyday  language of the one who 

remembers and renders the past present. 

Vineta 1,vi one of Schindel's well-known Vienna poems, evokes the possibility 

of such an alternative. 

 

 Ich bin ein Jud aus Wien, das ist die Stadt 

 Die heiße Herzen, meines auch, in ihrem Blinddarm hat 

 Die schönste Stadt der Welt direkt am Lethefluss  

 Ich leb in ihr, in der ich so viel lachen muss 
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 Einst Welthauptstadt des Antisemitismus ist sie heute 

 Vergessenshauptstadt worden. In ihr lachen Leute 

 Die für das nackte Leben grad gnug Tränen haben 

 Sitzen in der Dunkelküche, eine halbe Welt geladen 

 

 Dies Wien liegt dennoch nicht im Österreiche  

 Und wer noch glaubt, dass diese Stadt, die herzensbleiche 

 Dem Land der Hauptsitz ist vom schroffen Alpenbunker 

 Der soll vom Transalpinen kommen da herunter 

 Möge uns geben den Devisenklunker 

 Und in der Hofburg riechen Östreichs beste Leiche 

 

 Ach diese Stadt ist nicht fürs Alpenglühen da 

 Sondern sie lebt, wie ich, längst in Diaspora 

 

Vineta 1 

 

I am a Jew from Vienna, this is the city  

 That has hot hearts, mine too, in its appendix, 

 The most beautiful city in the world directly on the Lethe River 

 I live in it, in her, where I do laugh so much 

 

 Once world capital of anti-Semitism it has become 

 Today the capital of forgetting. In this city people 
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 Who have just enough tears for bare life laugh 

 Sit in the dark-kitchen, half a world loaded 

 

 Nonetheless this Vienna is not in Austria 

 And whoever still believes that this city, heart-pale, 

 Is capital to the country of the brusque Alpine bunker  

 Should come down from that transalpine place 

 May give us the rocks of currency 

 And in the Imperial castle smell Austria's best corpse 

 

 Oh, this city is not meant for Alpine glowing 

 Rather, like me, it has for so long now been living in diaspora 

  

The poem begins with the laconic statement “I am a Jew from Vienna” and then goes 

on to differentiate explicitly between Austria and Vienna. Although Vienna is called 

the former “world capital of anti-Semitism,” now the “capital of forgetting,” “this 

Vienna nevertheless does not lie in Austria.” In contrast to the rest of this Alpine 

country, where pictures of sunsets and snow-covered mountaintops serve as idyllic, 

nationalist self-representations, conjuring a mendacious harmlessness and a 

harmonious sense of home, Schindel's Vienna is itself already in exile: 

  

Oh, this city is not meant for Alpine glowing 

 Rather, like me, it has for so long now been living in diaspora 

 

Schindel's identification with the Austrian capital is possible only on the basis of its 
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estrangement, only by differentiating it from the rest of the “home country.” Schindel 

flees from the idyllic picture postcard of Austria but takes Vienna into exile with him. 

Where it does not coincide with the homogeneous country, where it is not bound to 

home, the capital is “his” city. 

The poem's first words, an avowal of the speaker's Jewish identity, and the last 

word, “diaspora,” which connotes the Jewish experience of exile and banishment, 

lend the poem a Jewish frame, yet without containing and “re-territorializing” 

Jewishness. Jewish existence and Vienna correspond with one another precisely 

where both seem homeless and unrooted. In Vineta 1, the word “diaspora” rhymes 

with the very “there” [da], where the “non-place” Vienna “lives”. At first, the 

seemingly harmless little word “there” transmits the impression of a strange, “empty” 

rhyme, but a closer look at the verse shows that in fact it constitutes, in German, the 

prefix of the verb “to be” [Dasein]. In contrast to the foreign word “diaspora” — 

dispersion — and its prefix “dia-”, which points to this “scattering,” “there” 

represents a fixed place and combines “being” with a specific locality, in this case the 

Austrian mountains. So while the Alps with their luminescence connote the unveiling 

of the “being there” (in the sense of a Heideggerian existence rooted in the ground of 

the home country), the verb of the last verse, which ends with “diaspora”, is “to live.” 

Thus, Jewish experience in Schindel's poem is negotiated in the discrete linguistic 

opposition between “being there” and “life”, between rootedness and exile, between 

the quiet and passivity of an “authentic existence” in the sense of Heidegger's term of 

“being there” (Dasein) and the rather banal “life,” with its restless and disorganized 

tangle of the quotidian. 

 In the association of daily life with exile and diaspora, Schindel combines his 

refusal of a nationalist identity tied to a notion of home with the subversion of an 
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aesthetic of the exalted, which runs through his entire oeuvre. The banality of the final 

rhyme on “there” [da] in combination with the sublime experience of glowing 

mountaintops is characteristic of the often surprising juxtaposition of elevated and 

colloquial language in the works of Austrian-Jewish contemporary writers. One finds 

a similar phenomenon in Ilse Aichingers prose-poem “City Center”: 

 

 Stadtmitte 

Etwas kommt in den Sinn. Jagt nicht und biegt nicht ein wie Wagen, die von 

Stephansplatz in eine Nebengasse wollen, sondern biegt ein wie die Straße 

selbst, hat Knopfgeschäfte und Kaffeehäuser in sich, öffnet und verbirgt 

vieles, zeigt die Schaufenster und alles, was vorne liegt, und lässt die 

Magazine im Dunkel. 

Ich weiß von den Schokoladekuchen, von der Hochzeit des Joachim und der 

Anna, die sie vergessen haben, von der Judengasse, in die der Wind weht. So 

hilft uns der Himmel. 

Lasst doch die Sonne ruhig matter werden! Es gibt Wolle und Schuhe zu 

kaufen in den Seitengassen. Und eine Stiege, mit Gras bewachsen, führt 

hinunter. 

Die Orte, die wir sahen, sehen uns an.vii  

 

 City Center 

Something comes to mind. Doesn't chase or turn like cars that want to go from 

Stephansplatz  to a side street but rather turns like the street itself, holds button 

stores  and coffeeshops, opens and hides many things, shows the store 
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windows and  everything lying in the front and leaves the warehouses in the 

dark. I know of the chocolate cakes, of the wedding of Joachim and Anna, 

which they have forgotten, of the Jewish alley, in which the wind blows. And 

so heaven helps us. Then just let the sun grow fainter! There is wool and there 

are shoes to buy in the side streets. And a stairway, overgrown with grass, 

leads downward.  

The places that we saw now look at us.viii    

 

“City Center” is the first text of the prose collection Short Circuits [Kurzschlüsse],  

written in the fifties. It is a compilation of prose-poems, which thematize a place or a 

street in Vienna and in the process together enact a city tour, beginning from the 

center, the Stephansplatz, and then moving on in spiral form through the entire city. 

The last sentence of “City Center” is pivotal: The Viennese places are personified; 

they demand accountability and combine the past of something seen “back then” with 

the present of the writer. The texts in Short Circuits appear mysterious and hermetic, 

but they allow themselves to be decoded and deciphered on the basis of the insight 

into the memory-work that they perform. This concerns not only their respective 

contents but also the verbal dynamic out of which these textual structures develop. 

The connections arise from language being taken literally, language in which the 

activation of denotation and connotation makes possible a search for traces, thus 

allowing the round trip through the city to become an experience of the forgotten that 

includes the present. 

 “Something comes to mind”: This “something” does not appear “like cars” 

that drive by; it appears in the “mind” [Sinn], which suggests meaning and sensual 

perception at the same time. This something is not a transient apparition, it does not 
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hurry by as time hurries and passes; it is something that remains, that stays with the 

street. The place is the Stephansplatz, the spot where, as we know, the Jews had to 

clean the pavement with toothbrushes and were ridiculed while doing so. Button 

stores refer to an opening and closing, to something that is being kept hidden, kept 

secret; the coffee houses and the store windows lie open, while the storehouses, a 

synonym of camps, in which the past is “protected” from the public and guarded, are 

“in the dark,” concealed and withheld. Storehouses also refer to weapons, to a 

violence made visible in this text. 

 From the outside, there is nothing to see but beautiful façades, celebrations, 

and delicacies. There is the reference to Viennese Sacher tortes and to the “wedding 

of Joachim and Anna, which they have forgotten”. Anna is Maria's mother. Legend 

has it that Anna brought Maria to Jerusalem; accordingly, the text reaches the Jewish 

Alley, the Judengasse, a side street of the Hohe Markt, which today houses textile and 

shoe stores. It departs precisely from the wedding fountain, the Vermählungsbrunnen, 

which was “forgotten” at the time, spared from Allied bombing. The Jews to whom 

the alley's name refers, on the other hand, were not spared. The Jewish Alley ends in a 

stairway that “descends” and is thus open on both sides. Therefore, the wind blows 

through this alley. The figure of speech “from where the wind blows” is embedded in 

this sentence, an expression referring to a circumstance that renders the origin of a 

situation – often of a form of culpability – recognizable. This reference, as much 

literal as it is proverbial, combines with the double meaning of “So heaven helps us”. 

Here, a natural phenomenon (the wind), the origin of the bombs, and divine 

indifference, which precisely does not aid the victims, are brought together ironically. 

In the “us” of this sentence, the question of the “we” arises as well. The question of 

who is designated here remains open and becomes an offer of identification for the 
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reader. 

 From the heavens, the text arrives at the sun: this “helping” heaven “does not 

illuminate” glory: the stairway at the end of the Jewish Alley leads downward, to the 

Morzinplatz and the Josephskai, where the Gestapo headquarters were located in the 

former Hotel Metropol. Near it, in Marc-Aurel-Street, Aichinger lived with her 

mother during the war, in a room that they were assigned after the Aryanization of the 

grandmother, who was later deported and murdered. “Grass grows” over them, over 

the stairways leading to this past: in contrast to the triumphant wedding fountain, it 

was repressed and forgotten. These forgotten places look at us. 

 The texts in Short Circuits are bound up with one another in this sense as well. 

The piece that follows the previous one is entitled “Jewish Alley”ix: 

 

Judengasse 

Katzenköpfe. Was unsere Straßen schmückt, sind nicht mehr die Schädel der 

Opfertiere. Unser Stolz ist vergangen. 

Hinter unseren Gängen ticken die Uhren ins graue Licht. Junge Männer fragen 

lächelnd nach unseren Wünschen. Da rauscht kein rotes Meer. Nur unsere 

Wäsche trocknet noch im Ostwind. Es ist geschehen, weil wir die Nacht nicht 

abgewartet haben. Als die Sonne unterging, sind wir ihr nachgezogen. 

Und hier ist die Stelle, an der wir müde wurden, hier bauten wir Häuser. Hier 

ging die Sonne unter, hier krümmten wir uns, ohne uns zu beugen. 

Seither wächst Gras zwischen den Steinen. 

 

 Jewish Alley 

Cobblestones. No longer the skulls of the sacrificial animals gracing our 
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streets. Our pride has passed. Behind our corridors, the clocks tick into the 

gray light. Young men ask us our wishes smilingly. No red sea soughs. Only 

our laundry is still drying in the East wind. It happened because we did not 

await the night. When the sun set, we set off after it. And here is the spot 

where we grew tired; here we built houses. Here the sun set; here we contorted 

without bowing down. 

Ever since then, grass grows between the stones. 

 

These cobblestones, the Katzenköpfe, are old, irregular paving stones, which, as we 

can still see in the film The Third Man, constituted the pavement of the Jewish Alley. 

Yet the text leads beyond the word, to “the skulls of the sacrificial animals”: the 

mortal remnants of the victims, the last traces of their murder, have become invisible. 

But these skulls also refer to the ornaments that adorn the side façades of the gazebo 

[Gloriette] at Schloss Schönbrunn. Yet this hidden reference to an architectural detail 

also leads back to language, to the word “glory,” which prepares the next sentence: 

“Our pride has passed.” Here we must also bear in mind that today, the victims are 

concealed. Again, the question of the “we” imposes itself, the subject of this hiding, 

which, in the hermeticism of the text, is itself expressed in an equally ironic way. The 

time that has passed also appears in the image of the ticking clocks: the anchor clock 

at the Hohe Markt, which adorns a façade directly next to the Jewish Alley, shows 

celebrated figures of Vienna, who pass by in rounds on every full hour and at midday. 

The past comes into play here literally as well: The gray light stands against the 

glorious illumination, against the illusion of the showy dignitaries. In the present, 

sellers offer their merchandise in the Jewish Alley. This present of a seemingly benign 

world of goods represses the memory of the “red sea”. As in “City Center”, the wind 
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blows here as well; it is the East wind blowing through the Jewish Alley, which is 

unobstructed at its end. Yet not only Jews but other strangers as well, who came to 

Vienna from the East, “tired” there and set up their tents, building houses such as the 

Palais Sina, which was erected by Simon of Sina, the progenitor of a Serbian dynasty. 

No red sea is detectable there, because the sea of blood associated with the Jewish 

alley is no longer visible in the face of the smiling young men and their businesses. 

Only “our laundry still dries in the East wind.” Guilt was washed off after the war — 

one spoke of the Persilschein, a questionnaire that was supposed to provide 

information about the shared responsibility in the Nazi crimes, yet, in alluding to the 

laundry detergent Persil, was only too often misused in order to veil the culpability of 

the perpetrators. In the Vienna of the fifties, the wash is still freshly cleansed of blood 

and hanging in the wind to dry. 

 “It happened because we did not await the night. When the sun set, we set off 

after it”.  In Isaiah, we find the famous sentence, “Watchman, what of the night?” 

(Isaiah, 21:11). The allusion refers to a longing for salvation and to the tragic irony 

that the National Socialists wanted to bring about salvation, which was supposed to 

lead to a “final solution,” by force. But waiting also occurred in another sense: “We” 

were not prepared for this night of horror, it was not staved off, not prevented. Rather, 

“we set off after it,” “we” joined it, were annexed to it  – indeed, “annexing” 

resonates here as well. “We” and “us” is occupied changeably again and again: The 

spot “where we grew tired” refers to the immigrants from the East and thus differs 

from the “we” of those who did not resist the night. These unsettling identifications, 

not to be reconciled with one another, contribute to the disturbing nature of these 

texts. At the same time, they capture the situation of post-war Vienna, where 

perpetrators as well as victims, bystanders as well as survivors move around, and 
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perhaps none of them are quite at home because of the restlessness of the East wind 

that blows through the Jewish alley. 

 “Here the sun set”: Here is the west, where the East wind leads these 

immigrants. Here, they contorted themselves without succumbing: In this image, we 

may detect the resistance  that Aichinger used – for example in paying homage to the 

Scholl siblings – as the foundation of her poetics after the war. “Ever since then, grass 

grows between the stones”: the stones of this pavement on which blood flowed 

themselves become memory, in remembrance of this past: the grass does not grow 

over but only between them. To guard against forgetting, Aichinger's text holds on to 

the stones of this Viennese street. Her prose-poems are themselves stones, like the 

ones that Jews put on graves instead of flowers; they are stones of Vienna. 

 Viennese stones in a poem by Robert Schindel shall make up the conclusion 

here: 

 

 Vineta II 

 

In Wien kenn ich dir jeden Stein 

 Paul Stein am liebsten, jeden Stern 

 Am lachendsten den Willy, jeden Hochroizpointner Karli 

 Den Präsidenten aber auch den Ratzer Charlie 

 

 In Wien kenn ich die meisten der Kastanienbäume 

 Und jeden Mokka, ob beim Kalb oder im Prickle 

 Den Rotwein sowieso, den Heurigen der Brünner Straße 

 Den Stephansdom um halb vier morgens fest im Augenmaße 
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 Kenn dir den Wiener, ob vermummt als Trafikant 

 Oder herausgesagt vor allen Ohren als Sekkierer 

 Die Frauen kenn ich dir, ob aus Hernals 

 Oder verhuscht im Wiental allenfalls 

 

 Was ich nicht kenn in Wien, was kenn ich denn? 

 Den Radius der liederlichen Einöd Stufensteigen? 

 

 Vom Hörensagen kenne ich den echten Judenscherz 

 Und mit der Zahnbürste spür ich des echten Wiener Herz 

 

 In Wien kenn ich dir jeden Stein und jeden Stern 

 Lebe in dieser Stadt so mittelgern.x 

 

  

 Vineta II 

 

 In Vienna I know every stone 

 Paul Stein the favorite, every star, 

 most laughingly that Willy, every Hochroizpointner Karli, 

 the president but also old Ratzer Charlie 

 

 In Vienna I know most of the chestnut trees 

 And every mocha, whether at Kalb's or at the Prückel 
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 And the red wine anyway, the new wine from Brünner Street 

 The Stephansdom firmly in eye's measure at three thirty in the morning 

 

 I know the Viennese, whether disguised as a tobacconist 

 Or revealed to all ears as a nag 

 The women I know, whether from Hernals 

 Or timid in the Vienna valley at best 

 

 What I don't know in Vienna, what do I know? 

 The radius of the slovenly desert mounting steps? 

 

 From hearsay I know the old Jew-joke 

 And with the toothbrush I sense the real Viennese's heart 

 

 In Vienna I know every stone and every star 

 Live in this city somewhat half-happily.xi 

 

Nowhere in this literature is the transformation of place and language simultaneously 

so witty and so loaded. The quasi-idiomatic expression of intimate knowledge of a 

place – knowing its stone and star – calls up the Jewish names Paul Stein and Willy 

Stern along with typically Viennese nicknames. They are joined at – and with – 

typically Viennese places: coffeehouses and other meeting places in the city, marked 

by the cathedral in the early morning hours and thus suggesting late-night drinks with 

friends, and Vienna's outskirts with its shopkeepers and its strolling women. This 

obviously familiar and sympathetic world is interrupted by what the poem's  I does 
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not know, or rather knows that he doesn't know: The “radius of the slovenly desert 

mounting steps,” the Stufensteigen – an allusion to the Todesstiege, the death-steps in 

the concentration camp Mauthausen near Vienna – that still “radiates” its past horrors, 

the old anti-Semitic “Jew-joke” that still resonates, if only by “hearsay”, and, in the 

most direct reference to Vienna's Nazi past, the toothbrush with which the Jews were 

forced to clean the streets of the city. These images of torture and humiliation are 

made present in a sentence suggesting the abiding anti-Semitism hiding in the “real 

Viennese's heart” to this day. The final verses echo the beginning, but the intimacy of 

the poem's opening verses is now transformed into another kind of closeness and 

belonging, an ambivalent proximity that bespeaks a past which pervades the Vienna 

of today. The poem casts the past’s shadow and weight on the initial wit and lightness 

of the puns on Stein and Stern, which evoke the place below and the space above the 

ebullient life of the city in the present.  
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End Notes

 
i The most notorious examples are the decades-long absence of a true opposition party and the corrupt 

collaboration of the various governmental, industrial, and civic powers, known as Sozialpartnerschaft 

or social partnership. 
ii For a discussion of the Jewish Kaffeehausliterat, see Beller (1989, 215-16). It is noteworthy that the 

three novels that will be discussed below begin and/or end in cafés or pubs. These cafés are either 

explicitly named or identifiable and refer to existing coffeehouses and restaurants. Rabinovici's novel 

Suche nach M. starts in the Café Prückel, recognizable because we are told that the statue of a famous 

Viennese anti-Semite is visible through the window. Rabinovici is referring to the notoriously anti-

Semitic Viennese mayor Karl Lueger. Robert Schindel's novel Gebürtig starts in a pub called the 

"Zeppelin." The novel also mentions other artists' meeting places like the "Kalb," the "Café Zartl," the 

"Café Eiles" and others. Robert Menasse's novel Vertreibung aus der Hölle starts in the restaurant 

"Goldenes Kalb" and ends in the "Eden Bar." These bars and cafés are actual places of encounter 

between Jews and non-Jews.  
iii This essay discusses three of these authors: Schindel, Rabinovici and Menasse. This choice can be 

explained in terms of the essay's focus on what is most specific about contemporary Austrian-Jewish 

literature. The reason why the other authors lend themselves less than these three to an assessment of 

this specificity differs in each case. Vertilib focuses less on questions of Austrian-Jewish relations and 

amalgamations than on problems of migration. In Mitgutsch's work, the experience of conversion to 

Judaism lies at the center of her writing. Jungk left Austria in the late eighties and barely addresses 

Austrian-Jewish issues. Beckermann is more a filmmaker and essayist than a writer of fiction. 

Although Jelinek repeatedly and explicitly situates herself in a Austrian-Jewish literary and cultural 

tradition, her texts invite readings from other perspectives that are more relevant to her work than the 

point of view focusing on Jewish issues taken in this essay.  
iv Rabinovici, Papirnik, p. 125. 
v Rabinovici  Suche nach M., p. 259. 
vi For the German version, see Schindel, Ein Feuerchen im Hintennach, p. 53. 
vii Aichinger, Kurzschlüsse, p. 5. 
viii For the German version, see Aichinger, Kurzschlüsse, p. 5.  All citations from this text are taken 

from this page. 
ix For the German version, see Aichinger, Kurzschlüsse, p. 6. All citations from this text are taken from 

this page. 
x Schindel, Ein Feuerchen im Hintennach, S. 18. 
xi For the German version, see Schindel, Ein Feuerchen im Hintennach, p. 18. 
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Over the last decade there has been a resurgence of migrant literature published in America and 

Canaa due in part to the appearance of numerous novels and short-story collections written in 

English by Jewish writers from the former U.S.S.R. The almost simultaneous appearance of 

various semi-autobiographical and autofictional texts written by authors such as Gary Shteyngart, 

Lara Vapnyar, David Bezmozgis and Anya Ulinich, to name only a few, which address in 

different forms the subject of immigration and cultural transfer has led literary critics to 

comment, justifiably, on a generational phenomenon. Most of these novels and short stories 

feature a protagonist whose Jewish belonging is presented as a given and remains unquestioned 

until the end of the text. If these texts provide a space for negotiating the meaning and 

representation of Jewish belonging, it always appears in the context of North-American culture. 

An exploration of the social and cultural conditions that engender the construction of Jewish-

migrant belonging however does not automatically presuppose reflection on the meaning of post-

Soviet Jewish belonging. On the contrary, using the American cultural context to represent forms 

of belonging that were shaped during the last decades of the Soviet regime might lead to the 

unreflected, partial appropriation of a latent cold-war discourse on Jewish belonging by writers 

striving to establish themselves in the new country to which they immigrated as a result of the 

Soviet Union’s collapse. Thus what remains marginal in their work is the attempt to understand 

Soviet and post-Soviet Jewish belonging within another epistemic frame, one that enables 

reflection on the Soviet experience prior to immigration and independent of it. To put it 

differently, most of these literary texts are constituted through a telos that “justifies” the 

exploration of previous form of belonging only if later it will be reviewed and reshaped (if not 

corrected) against the American cultural backdrop. 
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However, keeping in mind American the biographical constellations in which the ever-growing 

amount of literary texts by Russian-Jewish writers is being produced, namely that most of the 

writers were born in the seventies and came with their parents to US in their pre-adolescent years 

and have chosen an autobiographical or semi-autobiographical prism for their fiction, one could 

argue that it would be only logical for them to focus on the coming out of age stories that take 

place in the country in which they were socialized.  

One of the most poignant short stories dealing with the reflection on the question of Jewish 

belonging from the perspective of children born in the Soviet Union is Lara Vapnyar’s “A 

Question for Vera”  which was included in her first collection of short stories, There are Jews in 

my house (2003). At the end of the story the narrator bluntly poses a radical question – “What if 

Vera, the doll, was right and there wasn’t anything bad or special about being Jewish?” (90). This 

question, which crystallized in the narrator’s mind after a turbulent day in preschool during which 

she was told by her classmate that she was Jewish, will remain unanswered throughout the story, 

for “There was nobody to answer that question. Nobody at all.” (ibid). Curiously, this question 

remains unanswered in her subsequent writing as well. It therefore seems important to take a 

closer look at this unique instance where the author questions what it means to be Jewish in her 

text. Until that day, Katya, a six years old girl, did not know that she was Jewish, furthermore she 

did not even know what “a ‘Jewess’ meant, or a “Jew,” or even ‘Jewish’” (84). At the moment 

that another girl in her preschool, “a recognized authority on life”, Ira, (83) decides to share with 

her information that she thinks Katya has to know, Katya embraces the bitter truth without any 

doubts. But what is the content of Katya’s discovery? Ira provides her with a number of physical 

features that Katya readily accepts as those that are characteristic of Jews (such as skinny legs, or 

a certain type of nose), which at the very most might make Katya look different than the other 
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child, but nothing substantial seems to stand behind them. And yet, for some reason Katya 

immediately decides that she does not want to be Jewish, because she associates it with distant 

memories of the anti-Semitic discourse she was exposed to in the Soviet Uniom, which did not 

have any meaning for her until her newest discovery. However, the interesting twist in the plot 

happens at the moment that Katya shares her negative discovery with her favorite one-eyed doll 

Vera. First, she confesses to her that she is Jewish, but when Vera remains indifferent to this 

information, Katya seeks to turn the doll into an accomplice. Katya reveals to Vera the physical 

features she possess that serve as evidence of her being Jewish, Jewish traits she recently learned 

about from her classmate. But Vera also seems to be unimpressed by this information; she simply 

seems to not care about being Jewish. What if the (post-)Soviet form of Jewish belonging is then 

an empty epistemic category that can be filled with different cultural and political meanings? 

Vapnyar’s radical suggestion that there is not “anything bad or special about being Jewish” in the 

context of late Soviet and post-Soviet culture seems to be developed further in Anya Ulinich’s 

novel Petropolis (2007).  

Immediately after its publication, American critics welcomed Ulinich’s novel as an original and 

refreshing contribution to the already established genre of immigrant fiction. Ulinich’s recounting 

of Sasha Goldberg’s difficult journey from a provincial Siberian town of the late 1970s, ironically 

named Asbestos 2, to New York (with temporary stopovers in Moscow, Phoenix and Chicago) 

reaffirmed the already existing tradition of immigrant narratives employing some of the key 

tropes in the literary arsenal of tragic-comic odysseys: the representation of the hardships of 

everyday Soviet life, engagement to an American man through a bridal-agency, the search for the 

lost father who left the family and escaped to America in hope of a better life, exposure to Jewish 
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tradition mediated by American Jews along with other narrative elements typical of semi-

autobiographical and autobiographical fiction. 

At the same time, Ulinich’s novel presents a welcomed plot twist: Sasha Goldberg was not born 

to Jewish parents; instead she passes as a Jewish girl. Thus Petropolis is the first novel on passing 

written by a Russian American writer. This very same component of the novel was celebrated by 

Adrian Wanner in one of the few discussions of the novel that has appeared until now; Wanner 

claims that “Undoubtedly the most original feature of Ulinich’s protagonist is her multiracial 

identity”. 12F

1 But read entirely through the American prism, the novel is in danger of being 

"deprived" of its center of gravity since this tragic-comic tale of immigration divides Sasha 

Goldberg’s life into two main parts: the Soviet/ post-Soviet period and the longer American 

period. In my reading of the novel, I suggest concentrating on the first period, since it offers the 

most sophisticated and complex perspective on coming to terms with the representation of post-

Soviet Jewish belonging. On one hand, the novel strives to construct Jewish post-Soviet 

belonging within a literary space that reflects the historical time in which the protagonists of her 

generation  came of age. In order to do so, Ulinich constitutes a complex inter-textual relationship 

with canonical Russian-Jewish writing, mainly with the poetry of Osip Mandelstam. That is to 

say, that on the one hand post-Soviet Jewish belonging becomes an epistemic category beyond 

the prevailing anti-semitic discourse so dominant in the post-Soviet sphere, and this category can 

only be constructed through literary texts, or through literary belonging. On the other hand, 

Mandelstam’s poetry is treated as a historical document and at the same time as a hidden source 

of Jewish tradition, Ulinich seeks to translate it in order to analyze Soviet Jewish belonging 

within the American cultural context. However, Ulinich’s narrator is neither nostalgic about the 

                                                      
1 Adrian Wanner, Out of Russia, Evanston, Il.: Northwestern University Press, 2011, 169. 
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Soviet past nor does she idealize her American present. Petropolis is an anti-nostalgic novel that 

does not offer any cure for nostalgia. Instead it registers the nostalgic condition as fundamental 

for the construction of a post-soviet immigrant identity. 

Just like Vapnyar’s short story, Ulinich’s novel is centered on a childhood discovery, albeit of a 

more complex kind. Sasha Goldberg discovers that, contrary to what she previously thought, her 

father was not Jewish but half-black. Yet she decides, as we will see later, to adopt a Jewish 

identity, which in the context of suburban Siberia is the less politically and ethnically charged 

alterative. Sasha Goldberg does not seek to explore the meaning of Jewish belonging; she seeks 

merely to pass as a Jew. 

By creating the first passing13F

2 novel in the history of Russian Jewish fiction, Ulinich is 

doubtlessly taking on one of the essential tropes of the American literary tradition, and even more 

importantly, she is appropriating the main trope of Philip Roth’s iconic novel, The Human Stain 

(2000), however she does it as writer who negotiates between two cultural spaces. Ulinich’s 

protagonists, Victor and Sasha Goldberg, are nothing like Roth’s classics professor Silk Coleman, 

for they neither share his intellectual aspirations, nor, on the meta-literary level, do they come 

close to Coleman’s destiny as protagonists, that of the hero in a modern version of a Greek 

tragedy. Nevertheless, besides influencing Petropolis’s plot, The Human Stain plays an important 

role in relation to the novel’s cultural and historical frame. When Wanner asserts that Ulinich’s 

appropriation of the passing motif is an attempt to create “a sort of Russian-Jewish-African-

                                                      
2 Patrice D. Rankine defines “passing” as “the possibility of the race change, the individual’s potential escape from 
what at times amounts to a deterministic, social blight.” See in: Patrice D. Rankine, Passing as Tragedy: Philip 
Roth’s The Human Stain, the Oedipus Myth, and the Self-Made Man,” in: Critique: Studies in Contemporary Fiction 
47 (2005), 101. 
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American synthesis”14F

3 he seems to ignore almost entirely the twofold historical context of 

Ulinich’s narrative. Because in following Roth, Ulinich employs the trope of passing in order to 

reflect on the complex question of Jewish belonging 15F

4 while translating it into and transforming it 

within the Soviet context. Ulinich does not attempt merely to overwrite Roth’s narrative within 

American literary culture; the fictive biography of Victor Goldberg also reflects an important 

chapter in the history of the Soviet Union; namely, the Moscow World Festival of Youth and 

Students in June 1957, which attracted thirty thousand young people from one hundred different 

countries.16F

5 Victor’s father is forced to leave the Soviet Union with thousands of other African 

students who attended the festival, and his mother abandons him right after his birth. 

Consequently, a Jewish family from the muscovite establishment (nomenklatura) adopts Sasha’s 

father, Victor. Growing up in the family of a famous scientist, Victor is cared for by a nanny until 

the age of ten and later “lived like a guest in his parent’s airy apartment” (22) until both of his 

adoptive parents are killed in a car accident. In the following years Victor moves from one 

terrifying Soviet institution to another – first an orphanage, then the army. Sasha Goldberg’s 

parents meet in the hospital where Victor is hospitalized after a failed suicide attempt; there he is 

saved by his future wife Lubov, who works in the psychiatric department. Lubov studied 

literature and dreams of leaving the provincial town of her youth, built in 1937 at the peak of 

Stalin’s purges. In her eyes young Victor is a representative of the Russian-Jewish intelligentsia 

and she hopes that he will be able to take her to Moscow. But Lubov’s hopes do not come true – 

                                                      
3 Adrian Wanner, Out of Russia, 170. 
4 Compare to Debra B. Shostak argument regarding Roth’s exploration and representation of Jewish belonging in 
The Human Stain: “By having Coleman adopt a Jewish identity – the contested ‘essence’ of previous novels – Roth 
again raises the question of essentialism by juxtaposing the slippery cultural category that is occupied historically by 
the Jew to the superficially more determinate category of race.” See: Debra S. Shostak, Philip Roth: Countertexts, 
Counterlives, Colombia, South Carolina, 2004, 153.  
5 On the Cold War meanings of the Moscow Youth Festival see: Margaret Peacock, “The perils of building Cold 
War consensus at the Moscow 1957 World Festival of Youth and Students” in Cold War History 12 (2012), 515/535. 
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her daughter is born in Asbestos 2. Sasha’s parents decide to obscure her father’s African origins 

and her mother raises her as part of the Russian-Jewish intelligentsia. In the Soviet Siberian 

context of Sasha Goldberg’s youth, Jewish belonging lacks any positive meaning; however, in a 

society hostile to any ethnic minority, there was less racism towards those of Jewish descent than 

those of African descent. However, Sasha’s father did not have any illusions about his daughter’s 

destiny growing up as a Jew – “Someday, Victor thought wearily, Sasha’s comrades would catch 

on to the meaning of her last name and nickname her a zhid” (16). Once abandoned by her father 

who leaves for the US alone, Sasha, at the age of ten, adopts the very same form of passing 

performed by her father – just like him she consciously decides to pass as a Jew, because she 

senses in her provincial Siberian town it would make her life easier to be a Jewish girl than a 

black girl, because “being a Jew wasn’t all that bad” or the way Ulinich’s narrator summarizes 

Sasha’s thoughts: “Perhaps, she [Sasha] realized, her parents gave her a Jewish name to take the 

focus off black-skinned [italics in the original, N.G]. There were, after all, degrees of undesirable 

nationalities.”17F

6 Once Sasha Goldberg arrives to the United States, the decision to preserve her 

imaginary Jewish identity seems wise, even advisable; that is until she discovers that it entails a 

religious aspect, an aspect to which she is rather violently introduced to and forced to accept by 

the Jewish American foster family that keeps her as an unpaid maid in their house. 

Bearing all this in mind, it will be necessary to add a facet to Warner’s core argument that 

Ulinich’s novel creates a sort of Russian-Jewish-African synthesis. It seems to me that rather than 

simply appropriating American literary tradition, Ulinich offers an important poetic insight on the 

representation of Soviet and post-Soviet Jewish belonging, namely that it should be understood 

                                                      
6 Anya Ulinich, Petropolis, London 2008, 31 first published in New York 2007. All the quotations to follow are from 
this edition. 
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and represented within the historical frame of Russian Jewish secular culture. This insight is 

already embedded in the title of the novel. Petropolis is the name for Petersburg in Osip 

Mandelstam’s iconic poem “Petropolis”, which he included in his second lyrical volume Tristia 

but it is also a poetic cipher for Mandelstam’s poetry as a constitutive poetic event for Russian 

Jewish belonging. I would now like to read you the poem. 

The paths of Sasha’s parents, Victor and Lubov would probably never cross if not for the 

forbidden poems of Osip Mandelstam which they both read and knew by heart despite coming 

from opposite sides of Soviet society: her father, Victor, as we recall, was adopted in Moscow by 

Jewish parents from the Soviet scientific elite while her mother, Lubov, was born to parents 

labeled “Enemies of the people” by the Stalinist regime and she was raised in Siberian exile by 

her grandmother. In the core of Ulinich’s novel lies a complex and multi-layered dialogue with 

Mandelstam’s poetry through which, as I already argued, the process of the transformation of 

Jewish tradition is constituted within the poetic space of Petropolis. 

It seems to me that this very essential aspect of the novel; namely, the crucial significance of 

Osip Mandelstam’s poetry, might have remained less visible or even indecipherable for American 

literary critics despite the fact that it also plays an essential role in the plot of the novel. Sasha’s 

mother, Lubov, who was exposed, as a student, to Mandelstam’s forbidden poem recognizes in 

Victor Goldberg, whose father had in his library the first edition of Mandelstam’s poetic volume 

Tristia, a secret ally when he completes a strophe of her favorite poem by Mandelstam. By 

representing Mandelstam’s poetry as a secret cultural language, Ulinich preserves in her novel 

not only the aesthetic but also the historical value of Mandelstam’s lyrical world. Within the 

Soviet system where Mandelstam was persecuted, his poems became some of the most important 
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historical documents of the twentieth century and at the same time were perceived by some of his 

readers as a hidden modernist source of Jewish tradition. Thus, she also points to the hidden trace 

of Soviet time in Mandelstam’s own poetry, and suggests understanding him as a Soviet Jewish 

poet. 

Trisita, Mandelstam’s first volume after the publication of Stone in 1913, contains poems which 

were composed during World War I and the Revolution, poems weaved with filaments of Latin, 

Hellenic and Jewish textual culture. Despite the fact that the poet did not chose the title for the 

volume- a title which references Ovid’s Tristia18F

7- Mandelstam is deeply engaged in a lyrical 

conversation with the Latin poet who wrote in elegiac couplets after being banished by Augustus 

from Rome, an exile from which he never returned. Mandelstam understands Ovid as a poet 

whose writings reflect a modern condition and thus dealt with questions crucial for the poet of the 

twentieth century, such as poetic and political freedom, as well as the relationship between exile 

and artistic production.19F

8 Mandelstam makes this poetic connection explicit in his poem “Tristia,” 

in which the lyrical speaker presents himself as a disciple of the “science of separation”. 

Mandelstam had been practicing this difficult science not once in this poetic volume, but his 

effort is clearly manifested when addressing his hometown, St. Petersburg, which he calls by its 

Greek name, a name Pushkin and Derzhavin also employ. Petropolis is a sinking ship destroyed 

by the Soviet regime; it is a space of culture which is in danger of dying. 

In Ulinich’s novel the nostalgic images of the past, which include the image of secular Russian-

Jewish belonging, exist only as literary images of a past that never was. There is nothing 

                                                      
7 See Clarens Brown, Mandelstam, Cambridge, 1978, 219f.   
8 The Soviet Jewish literary researcher Lidia Ginsburg argued in her study on Madelstam’s poetics that the poet 
sought to create in Tristia a “Hellenic dialect” in poetry. See: Lidia Ginsburg, Poetika Osipa Mandelstama [Poetics 
of Osip Mandelstam], Moscow 1972, 310. 
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nostalgic in the mesmerizing scene at the end of the novel when Sasha’s mother freezes to death 

in the abandoned library while reading her beloved Mandelstam poem. If it is a form of reflective 

nostalgia, then it is only a secondary kind, one that acknowledges that this past was always 

unattainable, already in Mandelstam’s poetry it exists in the form of a nostalgic discourse.  

Writing the novel, from the “other side of the border” Ulinich transforms Mandelstam’s 

modernist lament within her translingual literary space. On one hand, she evokes Mandelstam’s 

lyrical world in order to represent through it, paradoxically, the Soviet Jewish experience and the 

sinking of the whole Soviet world. Her novel stresses the irreducible role of Mandelstam’s poetry 

in the construction of post-Soviet Jewish belonging. On the other hand, through the dialogue with 

Mandelstam’s Tristia, Ulinich recapitulates the nostalgia for “World Culture” expressed and 

constituted in Mandelstam’s poetry. Petropolis becomes a code name for this unattainable space. 

Therefore, by creating a novel of passing written in English, Ulinich articulates the cultural 

aspect of Jewish belonging and places it in opposition to the ethnic definition of belonging 

common in the Soviet Union, offering instead to grasp it as a form of a textual affinity to Russian 

Jewish canon. 
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The locked drawer 

 

Only one drawer had a lock, and for my fourth birthday my father gave me the little brass key. I couldn’t sleep at 

night, trying to think of what to put in the drawer. The responsibility was crushing. In my mind I went over my most 

prized possessions again and again, but all of them suddenly seemed flimsy and grossly insignificant. In the end I 

locked the empty drawer and never told my father. 20F

1 

 

The locked drawer belongs to an enormous piece of furniture in the possession of Mr. Weisz, a 

scholar of Jewish history living in Budapest. Nicole Krauss’s second novel Great House, 

published in 2010, unfolds its plot around one inanimate main character, a gigantic writing desk 

that runs like a golden thread through the novel, across countries and continents, connecting the 

protagonists to one another and creating a panorama of various motions of travel and exile 

throughout the 20th century.21F

2 The following reading of Great House aims to show how the novel 

develops a chain of places connected to the theme of the house and its interior. Based on the 

actual and concrete objects and their locations such as the desk, the study it once stood in, and the 

houses Weisz’s son George owns as a grown man and dealer of antique furniture, the novel 

reflects upon experiences of loss and their remembrance. In the same way that the desk, the 

study, and the house have spatial qualities, as remnants of the past they also refer to the passing 

of time, combining therefore spatial and temporal character traits.  

The great impact of the spatial turn in the humanities also lead to a distinct interest in spatial 

dimensions of Jewish cultural phenomena over the past years, granting them more attention next 

to the predominant “centrality of textuality in Jewish cultures” (Mann 2012: 2). The 

                                                      
1Following quotes of the novel with abbreviation GH and page number refer to Krauss, Nicole (2010): Great House, 
New York/London: W.W. Norton & Company.  
2 For the implicit trace of the Shoah as a topic in Krauss’s work see Codde 2011.  
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interdisciplinary research of Jewish cultures of space as enabled by Da’at Hamakom center and a 

number of recent research projects and publications show that the categories of place and space 

became more crucial in the understanding of Jewish thought and cultures, questioning the “notion 

that time exerts more control over Jewish life than space” (Fonrobert, Shemtov 2005: 3-4). In that 

context is has been often pointed at the Hebrew term makom, meaning place and space as well as 

it serves as a denomination of God (cf. Völkening 2007). Looking at the meaning of place and 

space for Jewish cultures, “makom may also be productively considered in relation to what has 

been called the spatial turn in the academy, a reference to the emerging importance of space as a 

critical category in the humanities and social studies” (Mann 2012: 17). The current discourse 

enables fruitful connections between the paradigms of textuality, time and space, especially with 

regards to the study of Jewish literatures. Barbara Mann discusses in her work Place and Space in 

Jewish studies the possibility that “almost any text written by a Jewish author in some way relates 

to space” (Mann 2012: 2). “Jewish Spaces”, as Diana Pinto has introduced this term already ten 

years ago, come to play a special role regarding this development. Throughout Jewish history 

various factors – the biblical exile and the long history of the Jewish diaspora, encounters 

between the Jewish minority and the non-Jewish majority, the Shoah, and the founding of the 

state of Israel, ending the thousands of years of exile and giving the Jewish people a territorial 

location, – led to a complex notion of place. On one hand Jewish literatures have been highly 

influenced by their diasporic contexts of origin, by deterritorialization, and multilinguism, on the 

other hand concrete places have been topics of the literary texts themselves at all times. In their 

introduction to a special issue of Jewish Social Studies, “Jewish Conceptions and Practices of 

Space”, Charlotte E. Fonrobert and Vered Shemtov bring the long lasting negligence of the 

research on space into mind.  
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Considering, for example, how intensively the Talmud identifies and debates what are clearly defining 

characteristics of the conception and practice of space and (concrete) place — distance, measurement, 

size, juxtaposition — it is somewhat mystifying that the field of Jewish Studies neglects to recognize 

space as a category of evidence and as an analytic tool. [...] [N]either individual nor community can 

experience time in this world without claiming, occupying, naming, shaping, negotiating, and losing 

“real” space. (Fonrobert, Shemtov 2005: 4)  

 

Fronrobert and Shemtov’s suggestion of space “as an analytic tool” and Mann’s “thinking about 

space through the lens of text” (Mann 2012: 2) are fruitful because they pay attention to the very 

fact that – and the way in which – semantic spaces are constructed by texts. This builds the 

methodical approach to the following reading of Nicole Krauss’s Great House. 

Among the protagonists of various origins is George Weisz from Budapest, who received the 

key to the impressive desk by his father and who survived the Shoah as a young boy on a 

‘Kindertransport’ to Great Britain. George Weisz’s parents are murdered by the Nazis, he loses 

his family as well as his childhood home and the trace of his father’s desk that was looted as the 

rest of the family’s possessions. All prospective owners of the desk – Lotte Berg, a German-

Jewish writer living in England, the Chilean poet Daniel Varsky and Nadia who writes seven 

novels sitting at the desk in her apartment in New York – are fascinated by its locked drawer that 

is impossible to open no matter how much force is applied.  

Only George Weisz, however, knows about the emptiness it contains and so it stays empty 

throughout all the desk’s journeys. This drawer embodies a void in a way that its content stays 

unreachable and not available for understanding. It can be read as an analogy to the void that is 

caused by the desk itself: George Weisz is not able to find the desk that stood in the Budapest 
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study of his father and for decades he keeps on searching for it to place it in a replica of this study 

that he is eager to build in his house in Jerusalem. The locked drawer as the smallest, yet most 

mysterious object that embodies a sort of secret space could more over be read as the ark of the 

covenant, the most sacred and protected sphere of all.  

But not only in the room on Ha’Oren Street the centre stays empty; Weisz, as will be 

discussed later, re-narrates a story to the readers towards the end of the novel which his father 

had told him once. In the story, Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai – who fled Jerusalem before the city 

and the Temple were destroyed by the Romans and founded a school in Yavne – initiated a 

change of paradigm in which the experience of loss and the thereby caused void is crucial.  

The structural picture of the gap continues to develop on several levels and motives of the 

novel. First of all Jerusalem plays a significant role as a site for the protagonists, who are mainly 

Jewish. The experience of loss and violence, nonetheless, refers to more than Jerusalem in this 

novel and is intertwined with Jewish history and the Shoah. It is crucial, however, that the 

experience of loss not only has a negative connotation as well as the wish to reestablish the 

missing and to fill the empty spaces – to put something in the drawer, to find the desk, to rebuild 

the ‘great house’ ben Zakkai talked about – not only a positive. During the novel a rather 

different approach is introduced mainly by George Weisz’s daughter Leah. The void can as well 

be interpreted as the “most prized possession” (GH 284) itself. Involuntarily, in order not to 

admit that he could not find anything more suitable, little George Weisz kept and passed on the 

empty drawer. Whereas he suffered from this void and would suffer from the lack of the missing 

desk in his house in Jerusalem, his daughter becomes the one to prevent him from finding the 

desk and from filling this void. In the chain of spaces, caused by the experience of loss, both 

endeavors are included from the smallest space on: the wish to connect the missing and heal the 
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rapture on the one hand and the idea to preserve the missing, to remember the loss on the other. 

Both notions of course are not necessarily conflicting, but in the way the novel introduces George 

and Leah Weisz, the two protagonists come to represent two different generational approaches 

towards remembrance. The concern George Weisz had as a boy that nothing could do justice to 

this privileged place of conservation, after the horrible experience of the Shoah and the loss of his 

childhood home, inverts to a preservation of the gap and absence itself in Leah. This way of 

mirroring becomes visible in the structure of the novel. It consists of two parts, each having four 

chapters, six of these eight chapters in total have the same title. The order of the chapters with 

matching titles (and narrators) changes from the first to the second part, hence also changing the 

order of the different narrators and their perspectives.  

 

Collecting the pieces  

 

My father was a scholar of history. He wrote at an enormous desk with many drawers, and when I was very young I 

believed that two thousand years were stored in those drawers the way Magda the housekeeper stored flour and sugar 

in the pantry. (GH 284) 

 

In George Weisz’s eyes the desk is a mysterious object, containing more than what is visible on 

its surface or obvious by its materiality as a piece of furniture with a specific purpose of use. The 

desk rather serves as the central link between textuality, space, and time with regard to the Jewish 

identity of the protagonist George Weisz. The aspect of textuality is introduced by the research 

and writing of Weisz’s father. The desk itself is located in his study hence in relation to a specific 

spatial context and also influenced by it. And in the imagination of little George Weisz, the space 
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of the desk itself, its many drawers, store time – not any period of time, but the two thousand 

years of Jewish history in exile.  

Later in his life the desk becomes a haunting challenge to George Weisz who is making a 

living by finding looted and lost pieces of furniture all over the world. As objects of exile (Cf. 

Bischoff, Schlör 2013) they return to their former owners, at times being described like human 

beings, all of them telling a story and bearing secondary witness to the traumatic past.22F

3 Thus 

Great House raises the question what happens to the looted property of the Jewish owners who 

were murdered by the Nazis. George Weisz’s work shows how difficult it is to claim restitution. 

The houses Weisz lives in do not provide a feeling of home to its inhabitants, rather they become 

eerie museums of the past with their interiors either being completely empty or completely 

overloaded. Connected to trauma theory is the assumption that traumatic incidents suffered from 

in early life leave a traumatic “Introjekt“ (Hirsch 2006: 207) within the subject. It can also be 

described with the term ‘crypt’, introduced by Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok. The crypt 

encloses the inaccessible content of the trauma and can be associated with images of a convoluted 

or locked room inside the mind. According to Elisabeth Bronfen one has to imagine the 

subconsciousness’s structure like a crypt as well. It contains a knowledge that is not available to 

the subject. Due to the repression of the traumatic knowledge it can only be articulated by leaving 

traces in unrecognizable forms (Cf. Bronfen 2001: 40). The crypt can appear in different 

                                                      
3The term ‘trauma’, Greek for wound, is used in the psychoanalytic theory to describe a wound of the psyche and 
mind of a person. This inner injury derives from an event overwhelming the subject with its traumatizing intensity, 
causing an amount of stimulations that cannot be contained by the inner psychic instances or integrated in the 
processes of assimilation. The traumatic debris stays fixed and unconsciously within the mind, not accessible for 
memory processes. Isolation and repression of the trauma leads to repetition compulsion, strongly linking it back to 
the subject. Hence the traumatic incident cannot be processed and remembered, it rather gets repeatedly agitated in 
altered appearances. Due to its deferred occurrence the trauma’s impact stays unchanged and strong even after long 
periods of time and cannot be related to the past.  
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phenomena as phantoms or ghosts, but also in spatial ways of an ‘eerie place’ that contains a 

‘secret knowledge’ (cf. ibid: 42).  

Looking at the trauma and its structure one can discover a parallel to the locked drawer of the 

desk: A mysterious small debris among the 19 drawers it cannot be integrated as the other ones 

and troubles all protagonists who come across it with its secret knowledge (of emptiness) that 

cannot be disclosed.  

Weisz is introduced by his mission to find and collect, a mission that cannot come to an end as 

long as his father’s desk is not found. In this regard Berger and Milbauer state that “Krauss’ 

novels engender the unbearable ’pain of absence’, the sense of nostalgia, indeed, that makes the 

readers fully aware of the horrors of the Holocaust without coming into direct contact with the 

kingdom of night” (Berger,Milbauer 2013: 67).  

Weisz’s “memory is more real to him, more precise, than the life he lives, which becomes 

more and more vague to him” (GH 276). The agony of the ongoing search points at the greater 

wound that is only implied here, the loss of his Budapest home, the farewell to his family, the 

new life in England and the death of his parents – “simply vanished like so much else” (GH 276), 

Weisz says. Leah finally decides to prevent the completion of her father’s uncanny home. She 

descries the desk’s whereabouts and hides it in a storage room in New York. It stays missing in 

the replica of the Budapest study, leaving a void in its center. 

 

Rebuilding the past  

 

Let me have one room, I said. [...] One room that is mine alone, that you will never enter. (GH 286) 
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Weisz had asked of his wife for one room that would be accessible only to himself. His newly 

obtained residence in Jerusalem is presented as a museum in which the objects of everyday life 

loose their original purpose of use, are put in a new context and thereby receive a new and highly 

symbolic meaning as semiophores.  

In the locked room on Ha’Oren Street – locked like the drawer of the desk – Weisz tries for 

decades to rebuild his father’s study, “he had searched for and repossessed every other piece of 

furniture in that room, the same pieces that had sat in his own father’s study in Budapest until the 

night in 1944 when the Gestapo had arrested his parents” (GH 144). In his attempt to re-establish 

a past by spatial means, the traumatic structure of Weisz notion of time becomes visible. The past 

is brought back to life by creating a room that is supposed to stay untouched by the linear course 

of time. But it is not only the house of George Weisz that functions as a preservation of the past. 

As Isabel, Yoav Weisz’s girlfriend, mentions, the house of the Weisz family in London is in 

immediate neighborhood to the London museum of Sigmund Freud. that has a similar attraction 

to Isabel. The parallel between the two houses evolves from their interior ‘archive’ rooms, built 

of furniture which bear witness to the past. Isabel remembers that Freud’s study in his house in 

London resembles the one in his house in Vienna to the very detail of its arrangement.   

 

When Freud fled Vienna almost all of his belongings were crated up and shipped to the new house in 

London, where his wife and daughter lovingly reassembled, down to the last possible detail, the study 

he’d been forced to abandon at 19 Berggasse. (GH 110) 

 

A more explicit parallel to the house of Weisz becomes visible the more the readers get to know 

Weisz’s endeavor to rebuild his father’s study in his Jerusalem mansion. „At the time I didn’t 

know anything about Weisz’s study in Jerusalem”, Isabel explains, “and so the poetic symmetry 
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of the house’s nearness to Freud’s was lost on me” (GH 110). This „poetic symmetry of the 

house’s nearness to Freud’s” (GH 110) results from the shared experience of a lost home, going 

into exile, and the longing for a place of belonging. Isabel points at the “mythic spell” (GH 110) 

of memory, so powerful even Freud, despite his knowledge of the subconscious processes and 

powers within the human mind, could not resist. The novel states a parallel between George 

Weisz and Anna Freud. Freud’s daughter endeavored to preserve Freud’s study “exactly as her 

father left it, down to the glasses he removed from the bridge of his nose and laid on the desk for 

the last time” (GH 110) and “stalled forever” (GH 111). Leah Weisz writes to Isabel respectively 

about her father’s endeavor: 

[E]verything in his study in Jerusalem was laid out exactly as my grandfather’s study in Budapest had 

once been, down to the millimeter! Down to the velvet of heavy drapes, the pencils in the ivory tray! 

For forty years my father labored to reassemble that lost room [...]. As if by putting all the pieces back 

together he might collapse time and erase regret. The only thing missing in the study on Ha’Oren 

Street was my grandfather’s desk—where it should have stood, there was a gaping hole. Without it the 

study remained incomplete, a poor replica. (GH 115-116) 

 

In Leah’s understanding both, collapsing time and erasing regret are crucial motivations for her 

father. The incompleteness may mean to him a personal failure, a proof of his inability or doing 

wrong towards his father.  

A further “poetic symmetry” between the Freud museum and the Jerusalem home of George 

Weisz can be found in the understanding of the house as a metaphor of the human mind. Since 

time has irrevocably passed for Anna Freud, George Weisz and for all of Weisz’s clients, the 

only way of recovery – of a previous self, relationship, life – is the rebuilding of those lost places 

by means of the new rooms that inhabit memories and inanimate witnesses of the past. The novel 
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expatiates on the house’s symbolic layer as a mindset by mentioning the leaflet of the Freud 

museum that explicitly lists the museum as a “metaphorical house, the mind” (GH 211). 

Connected with this metaphor of the mind are the powers of subconsciousness and dream. 23F

4  

Applying this tour through the architecture of the mind to the house of George Weisz, the 

complex structure of memory becomes evident: On the one hand there is the overloaded interior 

that leaves no space for his children to grow up and live independently and on the other hand the 

locked study which seems to symbolize an unsolved traumatic dynamic. Berger and Milbauer 

read the desk as a transgenerational experience of loss and fracture. In consent of this 

interpretation, the desk stands at the same time for loss and for the transmission of this 

experience. In other words, George Weisz is haunted by the search for the absent, driven to 

establish something lost long ago.  

Moreover one has to take into account that the desk is not only connected to the theme of 

spatial remembrance – two thousand years stored in its drawers –, but with a crucial extent to the 

topic of writing and to the production of texts. Throughout the story of Great House, the desk is 

in possession of various protagonists who are writers all together. Its connection to the writing of 

texts goes back to its first owner, the father of George Weisz, a scholar of Jewish history. Sitting 

at this desk Weisz’s father was writing about Jewish history and passing on his knowledge to his 

little son George. By linking the desk to the production of literary texts by the various author-

protagonists and moreover to present it as a space where history and memory is kept – as George 

                                                      
4Gaston Bachelard has pointed at the significant role the house plays as a dream image, as a connection between the 
immemorial and the memory. According to him the complex of the ‘house’ offers a closed and highly emotional 
frame that protects the images of our memories. Cf. Bachelard 2001: 32. Especially by means of literature the 
poetical ground of the house, as Bachelard writes, can be discovered. According to him the ‘houses of the past’ do 
not seek to exist within us. Therefore Bachelard ascribes to the concept of a house the ability to integrate the 
thoughts, memories and dreams of people. Cf. ibid., p. 33.  
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Weisz had assumed when he was a little boy – one can assume Great House as a textual space to 

keep this memory and to pass it on.  

Whereas George Weisz tries to insert the actual desk, his daughter tries to keep the memory of 

the desk alive. Weisz’s attempt to transfer the desk to Jerusalem has more layers in meaning: It 

can be read as an attempt to overcome the existence in the galut, away from Eretz Israel. Krauss’s 

novels grant symbolic significance to places in Israel like Jerusalem or Yavne. The city of Yavne 

refers to the change in Judaism from a biblical to a rabbinical Religion whereas Jerusalem is the 

place where George Weisz tried to rebuild a new home out of the fragments of his lost childhood 

home in Budapest (cf. Berger, Milbauer 2013: 67). Moreover not only the house has a crucial and 

complex descent in Jewish thought, but the table as well evoke the imagination of the altar. In 

this context it is possible to observe an interesting transformation of the sacred alter – and 

moreover the shulchan aruch – into a place to produce fiction and art. Altar and shulchan aruch 

stand on the one hand for the concrete place and building and on the other hand for the religious 

laws passed on by the importance and power of the written text. The observance of these laws is 

not dependent on the physical site anymore. Great House reflects about the complex relation 

between space and narration using the image of the writing desk. 

Thus Leah represents the diasporic existence of the desk. Instead of transferring it to the Holy 

City, it stays in New York. The whereabouts of the desk, whether in Jerusalem or in the United 

States, is also a question about belonging, a question to which place the protagonists feel 

themselves drawn to, where their daily or spiritual home is.  

One could assume that Leah prevents her father from finding the desk because she fears that 

upon the completion of the study her father might completely loose interest in the presence and 

live entirely in the past – in analogy to the saying that upon the finishing of the house building 
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death approaches.24F

5 After eventually finding the trace of the desk, and finding out about his 

daughter’s betrayal, he asks permission to sit at it for one hour, but does not attempt to bring it 

with him to Jerusalem: “I opened the door. The room was cold, and had no window. For an 

instant I almost believed I would find my father stooped over the desk, his pen moving across the 

page” (GH 289). But all this had already been lost before as the word „almost“ indicates. In that 

context “almost” reveals how close and yet how unavailing the attempt is to fill the gap. 

Although the presence of the desk is still overwhelming, it is torn out of the original setting and 

time. Therefore Weisz’s hope to repeal the loss and to bring back his father by means of the desk 

(as his agent) is disappointed. In this storage room so unlike his Budapest childhood home the 

desk has lost his father’s ‘aura’ and is waiting for Weisz with its pure materiality. 

 

But the tremendous desk stood alone, mute and uncomprehending. Three or four drawers hung open, 

all of them empty. But the one I locked as a child, sixty-six years later was locked still. I reached out 

my hand and ran my fingers across the dark surface of the desk. There were a few scratches, but 

otherwise those who had sat at it had left no mark. (GH 289)  

 

In this situation Weisz is aware of how he resembles his own clients: “I new the moment well. 

How often had I witnessed it in others, and yet now it almost surprised me: the disappointment, 

then the relief of something at last sinking away” (GH 289). The knowledge of the impossibility 

to bring back time and the loved ones leads to a feeling of both relief and hopelessness. By losing 

his restlessness and haunt for the desk Weisz also loses his mission that had determined his life. 

The moment of reencounter bears an ending as well: “It took me some time, but soon the sense in 

it dawned on me. I could not have invented a more fitting end myself. She [Leah] had found a 

                                                      
5„Wenn das Haus fertig ist, kommt der Tod“ (Hirsch 2006: 9).  
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solution for me, though it was not the one either of us had intended” (GH 288). One can also 

understand Leah’s endeavor as a link to the little George Weisz and the empty drawer. Like he 

had passed on the locked drawer, Leah will pass on the key to the storage room in New York City 

to her nephew.  

 

The glass door of the bedroom will be open. On top of the pile of the child’s tiny white clothes his 

mother will find an envelope with his name, written in small, neat handwriting. Inside the envelope 

will be a key and the address of a storage room in New York City. And outside, in the dark garden, the 

wet grass will slowly straighten up again, erasing my daughter’s footsteps. (GH 289) 

 

By passing on the key to her nephew, Leah provides the ongoing remembrance of the absent.  

The passing on of the key is not the passing on of the desk itself, but of the missing center. If her 

father “had [...] allowed himself to live as he wanted to”, Leah assumes in sympathy for her 

father’s struggle, “he would have chosen an empty room with only a bed and a chair. [...] He was 

burdened with a sense of duty that commanded his whole life, and later ours” (GH 115). Weisz’s 

father becomes overwhelmingly present by means of his desk. It is his story that Weisz and later 

on his children continue to live, as if a traumatic dynamic evolves in the whole family and passes 

on to the generation of the children: „That at last he’d found a way to make it impossible for us 

ever to escape him. After he [George Weisz] died, we went home to the house in Jerusalem. And 

we stopped living” (GH 116). In the act of passing on the key instead, memory is transmitted, but 

not the impossibility to live a life in present tense.  

 

Writing and reading the house 
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Starting with the smallest part, the locked drawer, and continuing to the desk and the study 

replica, this reading tries to emphasize the multilayered meaning of spaces connected to the 

theme of the house. Between the locked room that Weisz uses for the compound of his father’s 

destroyed study and its most important piece, the desk, there is a parallel in the inaccessibility of 

the center. What is eventually preserved is absence of an entity that Weisz is longing for. Weisz’s 

mission to collect and to assemble follows an equivalent on the structural level of the novel. The 

reader is challenged to put together the different narrating voices that change with every new 

chapter. Krauss created a structural image of the ‘house’, emphasizing the meaning of space for 

the process of writing. She compares it to the gradual opening of doors that lead to new rooms 

(cf. Voigt 2011: 126). Passing through one room after the other eventually a “ghostly Great 

House“ (Rothenberg Gritz 2010) becomes apparent. In that sense the building of a novel-house 

establishes a place of dialogue between the text and the readers who enter it with every new page 

turned. Behind Weisz’s houses a poetological house becomes apparent as which the novel in its 

structure can be interpreted.  

In that context, the desk that connects the single chapters and narrators and enables a coherent 

plot functions as a small house as well. The desk and the poetological house mirror one another 

in a structural sense: The chapters are at the same time the single pieces to a bigger textual 

building and (in a smaller image) the single drawers of the enormous desk. Due to the different 

narrative perspectives and points in time that vary in each chapter, the ‘house inspection’ does 

not follow a linearity but rather allows the readers to return to a previous point or to take a 

different path. The ‘great house’ to which the title refers may suggest a uniting ‘roof’ under 

which the structure and the plot are hosted. But on the contrary the structure reveals an textual 

‘architecture’ that is rather confusing and scattered. It is very difficult at first to gain orientation 
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among the various narrators and settings. Retrospectives, presumptions, changes in the narrator’s 

perspectives, and the settings of the plot make the complex ‘house’ of the text visible. With 

regard to the poetological house the absence of a home-like atmosphere and the emphasis on 

raptures are crucial. The issue of remembering something absent (George Weisz and the search 

for his father’s desk) also questions the existence of a ‘house’ as a comforting entity one can feel 

protected by and at home in.  

Evoked by the semantic connection between house and memory, the ancient tradition of the 

mnemotechnic device of the house established by Simonides comes into mind. In that context it 

is of particular interest that the myth of Simonides evolves out of a catastrophe, namely the 

collapse of the very house that later serves as a memory tool. In this regard Great House links the 

theme of the house as a concept of memory to the experience of catastrophe and the response to 

great loss as well. Interesting is the connection between this mnemotechnic device of the house 

with actual and metaphorical houses in Jewish descent.25F

6 With special regards to the presentation 

of memory and history the interest of this reading lies in the literary and fictional outlines of 

houses as textual phenomena that evoke a range of different meanings and symbols, and not 

simply to adapt the images of ritual houses.26F

7  

 

Passing on the loss  
                                                      

6The question of how a place can receive the attribution of being ‘Jewish’ Barbara Mann approaches by stating the 
aspects that generally build a place, “memory, history, and ritual”. She writes that “[t]hey may be considered as 
Jewish by virtue of singular events or the ongoing, everyday business of life, both privately and publicly conducted. 
And of course these same sites may be conceived as other kinds of spaces as well, experienced quite differently by 
different people, and even by the same people across time” (Mann 2012: 3). 
7In her monograph Symbolic Houses in Judaism. How Objects and Metaphors Construct Hybrid Places of Belonging 
Mimi Levy Lipis researches both ritual spaces and objects like the Sukkah, the Eruv, and wedding rings in form of 
houses and metaphorical houses. She traces the meaning of the house, Bayit or haBayit, back to the Hebrew letter 
Bet. With reference to the topics of Great House the hybridity that Levy Lipis ascribes to the house in Jewish descent 
is crucial. It is not a fixed architectonical place, but rather an abstract building that is closely linked to the text, even 
more, to the smallest unit of it, the second letter of the alphabet and thereby independent from an exclusive 
geographical site. Bayit can refer to an actual house, to the Temple, to the family or to the different interpretations of 
the Talmud as Beit Hillel for example.  
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[M]y father, a scholar of history, taught me that the absence of things is more useful than their presence.  

(GH 287) 

 

George Weisz mentions a story his father once told him when he was a little boy: the story of 

Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai.27F

8 After the destruction of Jerusalem ben Zakkai demands to change 

the practice of faith since this existential experience of destruction had made an unbowed 

continuity impossible. A new place to imagine the presence of God needs to be found.  

 

What is a Jew without Jerusalem? Only later, after ben Zakkai died, did his answer slowly reveal itself, 

the way an enormous mural only begins to make sense as you walk backwards away: Turn Jerusalem 

in an idea. Turn the Temple into a book, a book as vast and holy and intricate as the city itself. (GH 

279) 

 

In the follow-up of ben Zakkai a change took place. The concrete, physical place of the temple 

was transformed into an abstract place, one of thoughts and prayers. The new meaning ascribed 

to the holy text marks the transformation of Jewish religious practice from a temple based 

community to one based on text. In that sense the dwelling place of the divine changed to a 

‘house’ of the holy writings. This transformation allowed to remember the existential loss as well 

as to transcend it into something new. The concrete place of Jerusalem and the architecture of the 

temple were not lost completely, but rather their outline preserved in the text, in the way the 

Talmud was structured.  
                                                      

8 In the first century after Christ the Romans sieged and conquered Jerusalem. Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai had 
predicted the Roman victory. To thank him the Romans granted ben Zakkai the permission to leave Jerusalem alive 
and to found a school outside Jerusalem in a small town called Yavne. In Yave, ben Zakkai receives the tragic news 
about the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple. In the pain of losing the temple the question arises how a Jew 
could exist without Jerusalem, without the house of God, that holy place of his presence and the place where the 
community offered their sacrifices. 
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Alike, the locked drawer, the desk, the study and the houses of George Weisz negotiate a 

transformation of the physical place into a textual one that is discussed in the story of ben Zakkai. 

As both concrete and metaphorical places with regards to the topic of absence, they receive 

structural importance for the novel. Writing in a literary text about this transformation clearly 

emphasizes the spatial quality of the text as a spiritual and intellectual ‘house’.  

Weisz tells his son George how ben Zakkai decided to preserve laws of Judaism in writing 

instead of passing them on orally as it had been before. Originating from this transcription, the 

Talmud made it possible to remember the lost place by praying and, being in exile away from 

Jerusalem, to pass on this memory over generations. The holy text that arose after the destruction 

rendered possible the development of a Jewish exilic literature that emerged from the experience 

of destruction and loss. In Weisz’s story the question becomes crucial how the loss of the 

spiritual and religious place of belonging can be transformed to something new: 

 

Bend a people around the shape of what they lost, and let everything mirror its absent form. Later his 

school became known as the Great House. After the phrase in Book of Kings: He burned the house of 

God, the king’s house, and all the houses of Jerusalem; even every great house he burned with fire. 

(GH 279) 

 

The father of George Weisz is drawing attention to the experience of losing the one’s place and 

of finding a way to remember that embodies the structure of this absent place. Ben Zakkai’s 

school was named after something that already had been destroyed, “every great house”. In his 

approach, however, that does not mean that a future remembrance is about the entity of all the 

houses that had existed before the destruction, but rather that, in order to continue existing as a 

remembering community, the “absent form” of the great house needs to be contained in its midst. 
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George Weisz’s father refers to this legend in a way that allows a painful, yet to a certain extent 

comforting identification because it emphasizes the possibility to survive even great destruction 

as a remembering community. Answering this experience by gathering the people around the 

loss, by enclosing the absent and by projecting itself onto it is the pivotal aspect of the novel as a 

textual ‘great house’. Not only do all the protagonists bemoan their personal losses, but the 

structure of the novel itself – the chapters, the narrating perspectives, the sites of the narration 

and points in the narrated time – creates the impression of many scattered yet connected parts that 

form one fracturable textual building. This gives the following ‘architecture’ of intertextual 

layers: First, abstract houses of prayers and written descent are evoked by the tale of ben Zakkai 

and presented as a new place of belonging. Second, the production of literature as a place of 

belonging that is not depending on one geographical site is discussed by this reference. Third, by 

telling the tale of ben Zakkai, Weisz’s father is passing on a cultural memory narrative that also 

serves as a place of belonging, an abstract common ground. 28F

9 A fourth transmission is done by 

Weisz himself as being one of the novel’s narrators. He provides his childhood memory for the 

readers. Both the narrations function as an example of the passing on of Jewish narratives. 

 

Two thousand years have passed, my father used to tell me, and now every Jewish soul is built around 

the house that burned in that fire, so vast that we can, each one of us, only recall the tiniest fragment: a 

pattern on the wall, a knot in the wood of a door, a memory of how light fell across the floor. (GH 279) 

 

A notable shift has occurred: Whereas ben Zakkai could still recall the ‘great houses‘ before their 

destruction, it is crucial for the novel’s structure what Weisz passes on to his son in a notion of 

                                                      
9 As Aleida Assmann has pointed out those places function as spatial agents that shape and obtain the cultural 
memory. By means of this place a national or cultural narrative is displayed and consolidated physically and 
territorially as well. The actual, concrete place enables the passing on of memory over generations and epochs (cf. 
Assmann 1999: 299).  
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melancholy: Wholeness is no longer imaginable. Throughout thousands of years in exile Jewish 

identities had existed and grown around the destroyed great house. Only in its smallest fragments 

it is now remembered. The center of memory is the fragment, caused by the single pieces that 

once where an entity. Krauss explains her interest in the legend of ben Zakkai with the meaning 

of re-imagination that it discusses. Re-imagination as an universal value: “Because the answer to 

catastrophic loss was absolute reimagination. It’s a Jewish story, but it’s a very universal idea” 

(Rothenberg Gritz 2010). Alan L. Berger writes about the narrative strategies of third generation 

authors that the “works also bear witness to the impetus for renewal and identity within both a 

particular and a universal framework” (Berger 2010: 157). Great House’s structure and plot 

correspond, underlining thereby the reference to a Jewish literary tradition of remembrance that is 

characterized by narrative preservation and transmission. Weisz’s father continues to reflect: 

 

But if every Jewish memory were put together, every last holy fragment joined up again as one, the 

House would be built again, said Weisz, or rather a memory of the House so perfect that it would be, in 

essence, the original itself. (GH 279) 

 

In case of an unlikely assemblage of all the memories of the single pieces, the fragments could be 

put together and form the great house anew. Not as a replica of the original one, which is 

irrevocably lost, but rather as a memory-formation that reassembles the original one by its 

essence. Granted that memory reassembles the original one “in essence” (GH 279), the 

implication remains that memory is never completely objective. In its status of being deferred, 

one can see a productive act of adding, altering and re-narrating the past. The essence is not 

identical to the original anymore, but only to its ‘translation’, hence to the already altered past. 

That implies two things: First, if the essence does not refer to the original archetype, the 
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beginning is incomplete, characterized by a shortage, by the absence of wholeness. Second, the 

translation of the original to memory exhibits an autonomous quality. The reflections on original 

and falsification calls upon the necessity of keeping memory alive in constantly changing new 

ways. A possible new form of remembrance can therefore be the building of new textual houses 

in literature.  

In Weisz’s mission to search and to collect, another concept of Jewish descent is implicitly 

discussed: The idea of Tikkun Olam, the healing of the world, an idea that is crucial since 

rabbinic Judaism and was adapted by medieval Kabbalah. According to Tikkun Olam, every 

human being is responsible to repair the world by his or her righteous behavior and to make it a 

better place.29F

10 This abstract concept of healing can be applied to Weisz’s attempt to put together 

the missing fragments, “every last holy fragment joined up again as one”, and to build a new 

place, the study in Jerusalem. In the same way the reception of the novel as a place of dialogue 

between literature and reader can be understood as Tikkun Olam itself. Tikkun Olam in a sense of 

calling upon the readers to put together the fragments of the house by the process of reading. 

“Perhaps that is what they mean when they speak of the Messiah: a perfect assemblage of the 

infinite parts of the Jewish memory. In the next world, we will all dwell together in the memory 

of our memories” (GH 279). 

The achievement of Tikkun Olam, the assemblage of all fragments of memory, will always be 

a postponed event of the future. In the story about ben Zakkai, a “subsequent Jewish memory and 

the rebuilding of the Great House (the Jerusalem temple)“ (Berger, Milbauer 2013: 75) is 

                                                      
10 Healing plays an important role because in kabbalistic thought there is a fracture imagined in everything that 
exists, a fracture that even traces back to times before the creation. According to the Lurianic Kabbalah, before 
Tikkun Olam another movement took place: Shvirat ha-Kelim, the very complex and abstract idea that before the 
creation of the world the divine power, Ein Sof, contracted itself into a divine space, the Tsimtsum, and sent divine 
rays of light, called Sfirot, into vessels. Some of these vessels burst into pieces and set free sparks of divine light that 
were scattered all over the word. Everything that further on exists carries a sign of breaking, only to be restored in 
messianic times (cf. Scholem 1957: 291-92).  
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connected to the meaning of the messianic era. Thereby the prospect of healing the world or, as 

Weisz calls it, to “dwell together in the memory of our memories” will always be delayed .  

By committing his life to the duty of finding and collecting the missing pieces of furniture, 

Weisz dedicated himself to Tikkun Olam. In reference to his own longing for completeness, 

Weisz rejects the path his father had predicted to him: 

 

But that will not be for us, my father used to say. Not for you or me. We live, each of us, to preserve 

our fragment, in a state of perpetual regret and longing for a place we only know existed because we 

remember a keyhole, a tile, the way the threshold was worn under an open door. (GH 279) 

 

In the view of Weisz’s father both son and father are set to preserve their fragments, filled by the 

longing for a place at which these fragments can be gathered and transformed into completeness. 

The focus lies mainly on an abstract place and does not allow to imagine the original great house 

in its wholeness. Only by its tiniest pieces one can recall such a place. Poetologically, the image 

of a destroyed house implies for the textual architecture that it itself needs to stay fragmentary as 

well, in order to mirror the shape of absence. Due to the change of narrating perspectives at any 

one time a new part of the great house can be entered, transferred into a narrative and thereby 

remembered. The connection between these textual parts of the novel-house takes place by the 

theme of incompleteness that accompanies all the chapters and protagonist’s biographies. There 

is not one central or complete cornerstone to the narrative anymore.  

To keep the form of the void present seems to be the only possible way to remember, hence 

the void is introduced as an aesthetical and poetical device. As epitomized by Leah, it is possible 

to interpret the trans-generational transmission of the key as a reminder that after the Shoah only 

fragmentariness is possible, because the millions of murdered victims, among them the father of 
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George Weisz, cannot insert their pieces of memory in the wholeness of Jewish memories – the 

great house – anymore.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The reading of Nicole Krauss’s Great House aimed to highlight the ambivalent and multilayered 

representation of the ‘house’ as a literary topos, by which the novel discusses crucial themes as 

remembrance and belonging. In its structure, not only by its name, does the novel symbolize the 

idea of many scattered parts that cannot be put to an entity without showing voids and fractures – 

namely: the idea of the great house. The existential catastrophe of the Shoah evokes a re-

imagining of the ‘great house’ as an ensemble only of broken pieces.  

Not only remembering, but also writing as a creative strategy can be understood as the passing 

on of the void. The novel itself functions as a memory narrative that exhibits fragmentariness and 

those scattered pieces by its narrative devices. By means of tessellated chapters, set at different 

places and at different points in time, narrated by different narrators, the plot consists of multi 

perspectives and constantly leads to new memory pieces. As applicable to the various pieces of 

furniture that Weisz collects, the different narrators embody their own singular memories and 

stories as well, showing that an intact entity is irretrievably lost.  

The structure of the novel can moreover be understood as a mapping of the various and 

scattered places in the diaspora where Jewish writers produced their multilingual texts. In that 

context both the desk and the great house function as images of this transnational Jewish literary 

discourse. In addition to the poetological reference to the history of exile, the Shoah as an 

existential rapture in Jewish history is crucial. Among the protagonists it is George Weisz the 
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novel focuses on by narrating the beginning of Jewish written descent in times of rabbinical 

Judaism and hence underlining the importance of textual places of belonging.  

Moreover George Weisz’s biography, deeply influenced by the loss of the childhood home, 

the murder of the parents and the struggle for memory, is exemplary for a Jewish biography 

during the 20th century. Whereas the narrative structure of Great House is characterized by the 

theme of incompleteness and openness, depicted by the fragments of the great textual house, its 

figure George Weisz is characterized by the rapture and the gap that the missing desk brings into 

his life. It is an agent of Weisz’s father and bears witness to the legend of the great house, 

referring to the poetological concept of the novel. Any unbroken continuity is questioned by the 

novel, especially shown by Weisz’s failed attempt to rebuild his father’s study. The impossibility 

to reestablish and to rewrite the great house in its original form can be read as a reflection on the 

aporia literary texts face after the Shoah.  
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In 2010, the American writer Jonathan Safran Foer published Tree of Codes, an artwork in the 

form of a book that consists of word-scatters excerpted from the English translation of a 1934 

story collection by the Polish writer Bruno Schulz, and of oversized empty spaces and die-cut 

holes for the larger word-units in-between that have been cast off. About nine of every ten words 

in the translated text have been eliminated in Foer's transformative rereading of Schulz, carving a 

remarkably scanter, airier, rescaled, and post-apocalyptic narrative out of The Street of 

Crocodiles - a []tree[] of c[]o[  ]d[   ]es. 31F

2 

Opened like in the image above, Foer's book presents itself as a fantastically real kind of 

tree - the very stuff literature is, actually, made on and which surrounds our lives with its fantastic 

fermentation. Skillfully pruned through die-cut, Tree of Codes animates minimally reduced 

literary codes, such as words and blanks, with a generous clarity. You can see Foer's tree 

spouting with ghostlike, papery branches of exhumed words and empty spaces that are shot 

through by holes of light and shadow, giving you the sense of literature as a haunted and multi-

layered form of life. And from the trunk of its paperback binding, you can feel how it is set in 

motion by the hands of a reader, as if reading was a breath of wind through its branches, or 

perhaps a way of inhabiting "these enormous and mournful spaces suggested by the wind" which 

Schulz's narrator associates with the realm of the fictitious in The Street of Crocodiles (81).  

 

Readability, Inhabitability 

 

Within the "pseudoflora" dreamt up by the narrator's father in Schulz's story collection, 

Foer's Tree of Codes may be classified as that kind of half-organic matter - "mobile, sensitive to 

stimuli, and yet outside the pale of real life" (37) - on which literature is actually made and from 

which it draws its very own kinetic and (self-)transformative potential, that is, its readability. 

According to Derrida, readability in general refers to the "habitation" of texts, that is, to the 

situation of any text in a language and a culture it inhabits and reproduces by habit, this being a 

                                                      
2  Bruno Schulz, The Street of Crocodiles and Other Stories, translated by Celina Wieniewska, with a foreword by 
Jonathan Safran Foer, New York: Penguin Group 2008. On the ratio of erasures of Schulz's narrative in Foer's work 
of adaptation, see Katherine Hayles, "Combining Close and Distant Reading: Jonathan Safran Foer's Tree of Codes 
and the Aesthetic of Bookishness," PMLA 128.1 (2013): 226-231, here 227. For a comparative view of Foer's work 
in the larger context of the aesthetic of bookishness, see Jessica Pressman, "The Aesthetic of Bookishness in Twenty-
First Literature, Michigan Quarterly Review, Volume XLVIII, Issue 4, Fall 2009 (without pages). 
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condition of the minimal level of its readability.32F

3 Literary texts, he claims, inhabit differently. 

They engage all these structures of belonging of a text while transforming the very conditions and 

contexts of their own legibility, leaving open an essential latitude or freedom of movement which 

constitutes reading as reading, as interpretation.  

In its fullest sense, interpretation would be the "cutting away" (the découpage) of all the 

habitual structures of belonging of a literary text in order to lay bare and activate what is most 

irreducibly proper to and emergent about it - its kinetic and (self-)transformative potential and, 

thus, its opening of a margin of freedom. Foer's die-cut pruning of The Street of Crocodiles is the 

animated performance of such an interpretation. Cutting away about ninety percent of Schulz's 

text, his transformative rereading strives for what we may consider as a maximal level of 

readability of texts, that is, the situation of their emergent belongings, or of a breaking with their 

"habitation." 

Between Schulz and Foer, readability visibly takes on the sense of an inhabitability of 

literature beyond its linguistic and cultural structures of belonging, expanded to include the 

systems of "half-organic" stuff it is made on, and which surround our lives with their fantastic 

fermentations when we read. Claire Colebrook recently argued for such an expansion of 

readability, suggesting that we include stratigraphic readings of the physical universe and its 

layers of time and space, as well as readings of human monuments ranging from books to 

buildings to see how readability intertwines with the human. 33F

4 Tree of Codes, with its half-

physical, half-artificial branching out and its layered inclusion of air, wind, and light seems to 

embrace all these readings. Using art to rearticulate the conditions of readability as inhabitability, 

Foer compellingly suggests that literature – as tree of codes, world of books, and house of fiction 

– pulls such stratigraphic, sculptural, and architectural readings together to provide us with 

conditions of inhabitation. 

 

 Layered, Sculpted, Architected: The Landscape of Literature 

 

Foer's post-apocalyptic narrator in Tree of Codes evokes this intertwinement of 

readability, inhabitability and the human when he speaks of his movement across a "landscape [         

                                                      
3  Jacques Derrida, Grammatology, 161. See also Peggy Kamuf, To Follow: The Wake of Jacques Derrida, 
Edinburgh University Press 2010, 168-171. 
4 Claire Colebrook, "Archiviolithic: The Anthropocene and the Hetero-Archive, Derrida Today, Vol. 7, Issue 1 
(2014), 21-43. 
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] of folded material" (118), his "eyes following [       ] the tortures [     ], [    ] breath [      ] left in 

the air" (20). Books are, quite literally, such landscapes and reading is such a sensory-motoric 

inhabitation of their paper worlds, a movement across their folded materials and layers of time 

and space. If we take literature and its realm of the fictitious in the sense provided by Schulz's 

narrator, that is, as "enormous and mournful spaces" stirred by wind, we can think of the 

movement of Foer's narrator, his "eyes following [       ] the tortures [     ], [    ] breath [      ] left in 

the air," as a reading of such spaces. Literature's inhabitability is kinesthetic in this sense, 

providing us with an essential movement which constitutes reading as reading, and inhabitation 

as inhabitation. 

Inhabitation refers to the general act tied to the idea of "place," that is, to conditions of 

living or dwelling in a place, or being situated within. Etymologically, it is a structure of 

belonging tied to the idea of having a place or being in one's own place (embracing both senses of 

belonging, that is, a relation of attachment as well as of property). Tree of Codes imbues this 

general sense of inhabitation with movement, suggesting that inhabitability is about literature's 

potential to give a place for movement, create new landscapes of the possible, and thus about our 

own possibilities of place and motion.  

Like Foer's narrator, "we [       ] find ourselves [            ] part of the [ ] tree [] of [    ] cod[ 

]es" (92) when we read Tree of Codes, inhabitants of an immersive, multi-layered, and kinetic 

landscape full of possibilities of place and motion. There is a slow motion in color by the artist 

Olafur Eliasson from his collaboration with Wayne MacGregor and Jamie xx for a ballet 

adaptation of Tree of Codes, which captures perhaps best the mesmerizing mood of this 

landscape:34F

5 

 

                                                      
5  From the website of the Manchester International Festival; http://www.mif.co.uk/event/tree-of-codes.  

http://www.mif.co.uk/event/tree-of-codes�
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Layered and sculptural, Eliasson's landscape conveys Foer's kinesthetic sense of 

inhabitation. Its vanishing point and most poetic area is where movement and place overlap, 

around the grey zone at the electric heart of this landscape, hovering in the distance like a 

stratiform, or a plasmatic cloud stirred by the wind. If you rotate the image clockwise, you will 

get a slow motion of reading with the same vanishing point: an opened book, folds, opening up a 

margin of movement which constitutes reading. 

Foer's narrator operates in this poetic area, the grey zone of literature's inhabitability. His 

narrative creates images of inhabiting an immersive and multi-layered landscape full of 

possibilities of place and motion; images which often rotate into images of reading. Thus, the 

moment which triggers the narrator's move across the "landscape [         ] of folded material" - a 

disappearance of walls - is also a striking image of the opening of a book or the lifting of its 

covers; of the activation of the layers of time and space involved in the handling of a book; of 

literature's (self-)transformative potential (or readability); of Foer's transformative rereading of 

Schulz; and of our own reading experience of Tree of Codes as we described it at the beginning 

(go back to first image, the opened book): 

 

"The walls [    ] disappeared [       ]. The interior [    ] formed itself into the panorama of a 

[    ] landscape, full of [           ] distance. [    ] i [          ] wandered among [            ] the folds [     

]." (117) 

 

Tree of Codes is at many levels the architecture of this landscape of literature. In his 

"Author's Afterword," Foer speaks of his own work as the "transcri[ption of] a dream that The 

Street of Crocodiles might have had," evoking architecture's potential to turn dreams into 

inhabitable space and design, inside the dream, a fiction of the real world.35F

6 Passages like the one 

cited above evoke architectural animation, sequences of architectural images in which 

inhabitability and human movement intertwine. 

Die-cut infuses the book itself and each of its pages and passages with such an 

architecture, as Ytav Bouhsira shows in his work on an architectural rendering of Tree of Codes. 

Beginning with the closed book as an architectural structure –  

                                                      
6 For such a view of architecture, see Bjarke Ingels, "Worldcraft (Future of Storytelling 2014):" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyNGDWnmX0U.  
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his rendering lifts the covers of Foer's book, opening its walled landscape,  

or its "blind [      ] little world" (67) of paper, to inhabitation and movement: 

 

"The walls [    ] disappeared 

 
 

The interior [    ] formed itself into the panorama of a [    ] landscape 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

full of [           ] distance 
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i [          ] wandered among [            ] the folds [     ] 

 
 

 

Architectural rendering charges the pages of Foer's book with the three-dimensionality of 

paper (as the place of the text) and the narrative's motion across folds and layers of time and 

space to which his use of die-cut draws such immediate attention. It also produces, at various 

scales, stunning architectural images of that grey zone of literature where inhabitability, 

readability, and the human intertwine. The last image above is layered at the depth of the fingers 

of a reader running over a page, stirring it like a breath of wind.  

 

The Plasma of Space, the Tissue of Dreams 

 

Schulz's narrator has a saying we would like to consider as a catchphrase for this grey 

zone or, in terms borrowed from human geography, as the catchment area of landscape formation 

and inhabitation in Tree of Codes. The narrator of The Street of Crocodiles calls it "the plasma of 
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space, the tissue of dreams" (55). Foer's architecture, we think, designs inside this area. Within 

the plasma of space and tissue of dreams provided by Schulz's story collection, it creates a fiction 

of the real world "as thin as paper" (67/92) full of lines and cracks, transcribing a dream that The 

Street of Crocodiles "might have had" into an inhabitable, arboreal space of enormous plasticity.36F

7 

Like paper itself, and like literature in the sense elaborated above, plasmas are a khoric 

medium, that is, they are defined by their potential to give place and open up movement across 

layers of time and space. Plasma refers to the most common phase of matter and space where it is 

filled with networks of currents (like lines and cracks on paper) which transfer momentum and 

energy over large distances. Foer's narrator, in his movement across a layered landscape "full [        

] of distance," his eyes following "breaths [      ] left in the air," clearly operates in this phase of 

matter and space to activate their potential of place and movement, as do we when we read Tree 

of Codes. 

Plasmas have magnetic fields and heightened electric conductivity, which makes them 

likely to shape (plassein) possibilities of place and motion or, with Schulz's narrator, to "blindly 

dream up" such "shapes within themselves" (31). The "electric force of literature" of which 

Cixous speaks in "Ay Yay!" is in this sense a plasmatic intensity, as is the electric heart of 

Eliasson's landscape, that grey zone we saw hovering in the distance of its vanishing point like a 

stratiform or a plasmatic cloud.  

Schulz's narrator himself declares his own belonging to "the age of electricity and 

mechanics" (97) as time of an increasing immersion in plasmatic activity. Moreover, he considers 

the intimate moment of his and his family's sensory exposure to plasmatic potentiality and its 

electric force as the "turning point" of their lives: 

 

"When my brother brought an electromagnet for the first time home from school, when 

with a shiver we all sensed by touch the vibrations of the mysterious life enclosed in an electric 

circuit […]" (99),  

 

that "blind dreaming" of plasma became palpable to "us all," and our environments 

became increasingly immersive. In The Street of Crocodiles, Uncle Edward is the fantastic figure 

                                                      
7  On plasticity in Foer's work, see also Berit Michel's urbanist approach in ""PlastiCity": Foer's Tree of Codes as 
(Visual) Multilayered Urban Topography – Performing Space and Time in a Twenty-First-Century Adaptation of 
Bruno Schulz's Textual Labyrinths," Critique, 55, 2014: 166-186. 
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of a gesture of extreme immersion. On the last pages of Schulz' story collection, he completely 

merges with that electric circuit of life into which the family had tapped that day, becoming 

plasma or a stolen breath left in the air, that is, becoming literature itself: "Life had flowed out of 

him, the circuit had opened," leaving "in the air the echo of his alarmed despair" (111).  

There is another sense of plasma, which can inform our understanding of Foer's 

architectural design of Tree of Codes. In the physical universe, visible light comes from plasmas, 

plasmas radiate. Schulz makes such light palpable in his narrative – through "squares of 

brightness dreaming their intense dreams" (3) on the wooden floors of his narrator's home, or "the 

spirals and whorls of light" (55) that emanate from "the plasma of space, the tissue of dreams" he 

speaks of, like luminous leaf whorls radiating from a woody tree.  

Tree of Codes sculpts with such palpable light. It uses it like oxygen or like breaths of air 

fueling movement across the immersive and multi-layered landscape it designs, "opening 

windows to [                 ] a new, wider world" spread out in "a [    ] profusion [    ] of [        ] 

geography [       ], of [       ] atmosphere, [       ] of [              ] full [        ] empty [     ] air" (68-69). 

The die-cut holes in Tree of Codes are such windows. They are catchment areas of light and of 

breaths or echoes, left in the air of a landscape full of distance and possibilities of place and 

motion. Die-cut is Foer's architectural way to sculpt with light in space as well as in time, serving 

him to create a moving novel, a work of literature designed as a landscape of currents and waves 

of time and space.37F

8  

Through the digitally produced die-cut holes in Tree of Codes, words push up into view 

from the past and the future of the narrative, and each page is rendered sculptural and tactile 

presence. The novel's insistent presence of absence, as Matt Rager astutely observed, "produces a 

present, embodied within the individual page, that holds only a scant few words and is 

exceptionally tenuous and fragile," shot through with die-cut holes. Ytav Bouhsira's architectural 

rendering of Tree of Codes fills these holes with mortar to shows how resilient this present is. It 

allows us to think of Foer's work as the intentional design of a landscape in response to 

vulnerabilities and disruptions, a dream in mortar designed for inhabitation over time and full of 

possibilities of place and motion. 

                                                      
8 See Andrei Tarkovsky's idea of cinema in Sculpting in Time, 1986. On Foer's literary sculpting in time, see also 
James Randall, "Sculpting in Lost Time: The Fragmentation of Bruno Schulz's The Street of Crocodiles in Jonathan 
Safran Foer's Tree of Codes, Comparative Critical Studies (2013), 75-90. On Tree of Codes as a moving novel, see 
Matt Rager, "[ ]Tree[] of C[   ]od [  ]es," 24.12.2005, Post45: http://post45.research.yale.edu/2012/05/_tree_-of-
c___od__es/ 
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A New Landscape of the Possible 

 

In a publicity video for his publisher, Foer expressed his hope that Tree of Codes would 

"in some way contribute to the discussion we are now having about what's possible with literature 

and what's possible with paper."38F

9 Critics have variously associated his contribution to this 

discussion with the aesthetic of bookishness, digital materiality, the workings of intermediality, 

and posthumous literary exchange.39F

10 Our approach suggests another way in which Foer's work 

intervenes in our contemporary discussion. In its resilient design of a landscape for inhabitation, 

inside the plasma of space and the tissue of dreams, it begins to shape a new landscape of the 

possible – of what is possible with literature and with paper, today. 

"Nowhere as much as there do we feel [                    ] possibilities, shaken by the nearness 

of [             ] realization" says Foer's narrator about the "tree [  ] of [   ] cod[  ]es," and about our 

own reading experience of Tree of Codes. The italicized fragments of his speech appear through 

die-cut holes in the above cited passage in which "we [       ] find ourselves," in a reality "as thin 

as paper," "[     ] part of the [ ] tree [] of [    ] cod[ ]es" (92), inhabitants of an immersive and 

multi-layered landscape full of possibilities of place and motion.  

Schulz's narrator in The Street of Crocodiles thinks that the threatening "last secret of the 

Street of Crocodiles" lies in "the grade" and the "suppleness" of a "half-baked and undecided 

reality" beyond linguistic reach; a plasmatic reality where "nothing can ever reach a definite 

conclusion" and "we shall wander from shop sign to shop sign and make a thousand mistakes" 

(70-71). For Foer's narrator, following in Schulz's footsteps, "the last secret of [     ] the [   ] tree [  

] of [   ] cod []es" lies in its unique ability to shake us with the nearness of a realization in this 

wandering, that is, in the interpretation of literature. Tree of Codes strikes us with a similar 

nearness of realization – our own almost-realization, through reading and inhabitation, of an 

enormous mobility of literature, and of the place-giving potentiality of its paper worlds.  

  

                                                      
9  Cited in Aaaron Mauro, "Versioning Loss: Jonathan Safran Foer's Tree of Codes and the Materiality of Digital 
Publishing, Digital Humanities Quarterly, Volume 8, Number 4, 2014: 
http://www.digitalhumanities.org/dhq/vol/8/4/000192/000192.html.  
10  Hayles, Pressman, Mauro, Rager, and Randall as cited in the previous footnotes, as well as Kiene Brillenburg 
Wurth, "Old and New Medialities in Foer's Tree of Codes, CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture, 13.3 
(2011): http://dx.doi.org/10.7771/1481-4374.1800.  
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Conclusion 

 

 Our interpretation of Foer's work set out from its arresting, half-organic half-artificial 

tree-ness, that is, its embodiment of the tree-like qualities from which books of literature in 

general, and Tree of Codes in particular, emerge – air, shadow, light, foliage and the breaths it 

stores. Movement, it seems, marks this tree-ness from the beginning - in the rustling of leaves and 

their murmur of stolen breaths, in diffractions of light, and the foliage's stirring by wind, in the 

hands of a reader. 

Literature gives then a shaded place for such movement, leaving open an essential 

freedom of movement which constitutes interpretation at the maximal level of readability, as we 

have seen next. At this level, literature challenges general, habitual ideas of place and belonging 

with the freedom of movement – it is not, essentially, about the situation of any text in the 

language and culture it inhabits and reproduces (i.e., the belongings of literature) but about its 

kinesthetic possibilities of place and motion, the intertwinement of inhabitability and the human 

in literary interpretation.  

Place, belongings, and the interpretation of Jewish Literatures – all the concerns around 

which we have come together over the last days are infused with and transformed by movement 

in Tree of Codes. Cixous speaks in "Ay Yay!" about literature as the "threshold of space," and the 

land "where texts germinate" and "dream" of their revelation, which we can perhaps understand 

as the maximal level of literature's inhabitability. Foer's work is the architecture of this landscape, 

designed inside "the plasma of space, the tissue of dreams" of The Street of Crocodiles and 

skillfully sculpted with light and an atmosphere of "full [    ] empty air."  

Tree of Codes can shake us with the nearness of a realization of Jewish Literatures, and of 

ourselves as their readers, which goes to the moments before and beyond belonging where 

possibilities of place and motion emerge. It also suggests a sensory-motoric, rather than 

epistemological, culture of place; one which is essentially and in a new sense political. In line 

with recent work in political thought, Tree of Codes draws our attention to movement and the 

senses to make a political claim about literature's potential to give place for movement across 
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layers of time and space, and about the interpretation of literatures as opening the margin of that 

freedom of movement.40F

11  

In Ytav Bouhsira's architectural renderings of Foer's work, there is a close up shot of that 

margin of emergence at maximized color and bit depth. It is also an image of literature as the 

threshold of an enormous and mournful space, emergent and immersive. Schulz's narrator, in 

"revising the stories about [his] father on the used margins of [his] text surrender[s] to the secret 

hope" that his work of interpretation and rereading "will merge imperceptibly with the yellowing 

pages of that most splendid, moldering book [and] sink into the gentle rustle of its pages and 

become absorbed there," in that margin of place and motion possibilities. Foer's arboreal 

architecture, if we look at the image below, blows up this margin to make immersion perceivable, 

to give us a sense of where we actually wander in literary paper worlds:  

 

 

                                                      
11  See Hagar Kotef, Movement and the Ordering of Freedom. On Liberal Governances of Mobility, Durham and 
London: Duke University Press 2015, as well as the Signs volume that features the symposium "Politics and the 
Sensing Subject," Signs, 40:2 (Winter 2015) 


	Jenny: Ja
	Jenny: But why are you telling that? You didn’t know about it. I’m the one who told you!
	In order to reunite myself with the me of the with-me and be a single and same entity
	with it I have to kill that me so that the with dies and, that way, the contrasts annulled, the
	torturing dialectics concludes in the fusion of the contrasts.
	Suicide determines
	a knife without blade
	lacking the hilt.
	Then:
	good-bye subject and object,
	everything unifies as in other times, in the garden from the fairy-tales, full of brooklets of fresh prenatal waters,
	that garden is the center of the world, it is the place of encounter, it’s the space turned into time and time turned into space, it is the sublime moment of fusion and encounter,
	outside the profane space where the Good is synonym with the evolution of consumerist societies,
	and far away from the crappy/shitty mockups of measuring time with watches, calendars and further hostile objects,
	far away from cities where people buy and sell (oh, in that garden for the girl I was, the pale visionary (hallucinated) in the corruptive suburbs I wandered about arm in arm with the shadows: girl, my beloved girl who didn’t have a mother (nor ...
	So that I dragged my arse to hall 18,
	where I feign to believe that my sickness of distance, of separation of absolute NO-ALLIANCE with Them
	-They are all and I am I –
	thus, I pretend that I succeed in getting better, I feign to believe those guys of goodwill (oh, the good feelings!) will possibly help me,
	But sometimes – often – I damned whore them from within my inner shadows those petty doctors will never know to know (the depth, the more deep, the more ineffable) and I whore them because I evoke my beloved old man, that Dr. Pichon R., such a s...
	but my old man is dying and those ones speak and, the worst, those ones have new bodies, sane (damned word) whereas my old man agonizes in misery for not having known to be a shit practitioner, for having affronted the terrible mystery which is ...
	bloody old bastard, pestilent spawn of syphilitic phantasms,
	how I adore you and your deviousness only comparable to my own,
	and it has to be said that I was always suspicious of your genius (you’re not genial; you’re a looter and a plagiarist) and at the same time I trusted you,
	oh, it’s you that my treasure was confided to,
	I love you so that I would kill all those adolescent doctors in order to give you to drink from their blood and you should live one minute, one century more,
	(you, I, whom life doesn’t deserve)
	Hall 18
	when I think of labor therapy I would tear out my eyes in a house in ruins and I would eat them thinking of my years of continual writing,
	15 or 20 hours of incessant writing, sharpened by the devil of analogies, trying to configurate my atrocious errant verbal matter,
	Because – oh old beautiful Sigmund Freud! – the psychoanalytical science forgot the key somewhere
	open it does
	but – how to close/cover/dress the wound?
	The soul suffers without truce, without mercy, and the bad doctors don’t staunch the suppurating wound.
	Man is wounded because of a rupture which maybe, or certainly, has inflicted on him the life they give us.
	“Life must be changed.” (Marx)
	“Man must be changed.” (Rimbaud)
	Freud:
	“Little A. is embellished by disobedience”, (Letters…)
	Freud: tragic poet. Too fond of classic poetry. Doubtlessly, he extracted many keys from the “philosophers of nature”, from the “German romantics” and, above all, from my beloved Lichtenberg, the genial physicist and mathematician who wrote in ...
	“He had given to both his slippers a name.”
	A bit lonesome, wasn’t he?
	(Oh, Lichtenberg, little hunchback, I would have loved you!)
	And Kierkegaard
	And Dostoievski
	And above all Kafka
	who suffered what I suffered, even though he was pure and chaste – “What did I make of the gift of the sex?” – and I am a wanker like there’s no other;
	but he suffered (Kafka) what I suffered:
	he separated
	went too far away in loneliness
	and knew – he must have known –
	that you don’t return from there
	he receded – I receded –
	not out of disdain (it’s obvious that our pride is infernal)
	but because one is a stranger
	one is from somewhere else,
	they marry,
	procreate,
	have summer holidays,
	have timetables,
	are not frightened at the tenebrous
	ambiguity of language
	(it’s not the same to say Good night as to say Good night)
	Language
	-I can’t take it anymore,
	my soul, little inexistent one,
	make up your mind;
	either you beat it or you stay,
	but don’t touch me like that,
	with anxiety, with confusion,
	either you leave or you beat it,
	I for one can’t take it anymore.

